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INTRODUCTION
religions

of the world are in

closer contact

today than

ever before in history. Until the nineteenth century they
were isolated from each other, by geographical barriers

The

and by the lack of knowledge of religions shown by most of the
travellers who went east and west. The Indian
Upanishads were
first
and
translated
into
only
partially
English from Sanskrit in
and
from
1832,
1884. Since then many other
only adequately
texts have been published of numerous Indian classics, and
cheap
and reliable versions are available to the public. In the same period,
the Bible has been translated into over two hundred languages,
and parts of it into nearly a thousand, and the Christian scriptures
are known and studied in many eastern lands.
With the close communications of today, and the easy accessibility of the sacred scriptures, the religions of the world can no
longer afford to ignore each other's teachings. In the
eastern ideas have

become known:

referred to in our literature

English dictionaries.

karma, yoga

and have found

The Brahman and

West many

and nirvana are
their

way

into

the atman have not quite
currency. One inevitable

arrived there but are in fairly common
is that there is a
great deal of loose and ill-informed treat-

result

ment of eastern

concepts, and they tend to be regarded as almost
interchangeable with Christian beliefs, the Brahman being likened
to God and nirvana to an oriental heaven.

Quite apart from the occultist who delights in the mysterious
and the half-understood, there are many others who feel that all
religions are the same, or have some kind of transcendent unity.
9
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This tendency
ently

is

from the

even more

past,

when

characteristic

of modern India. Differ-

the Upanishads were secrets jealously

guarded by the Brahmins, today all mysteries are to be uncovered
and all declared the same. All religions are equal, but 'some are

more equal than

others' if they recognize this claim.
odium theologkum, says a friend, hal&regretfully.

Gone

is

the

An unfortunate result of careless mingling of beliefs is that those
who hold firmly to one religion, but might be induced to take an
interest in others, are repelled

differences as

therefore that

be

Some

attempt at ironing out
differences

between

as significant as their similarities. It is

when comparisons

willy-nilly, they should
as full a

this

if they did not matter. But the

may

religions

by

are

made,

as

important
they are today

be careful and informed, and guided by

knowledge of the

facts as possible.

in history and teaching:
religions are close to one another,
the one hand, or
Christianity, Judaism and Islam on

for example,

Hinduism and Buddhism on the other. But there is a great divide
between Christianity and Hinduism. As Professor R. C. Zaehner
has said, 'When we look at the religions of the world, we are
faced with

we

two

to the
totally different approaches

whole

subject,

two chosen peoples, not one; for, whereas
Europe and the Near East owe their religions directly or indirectly
to the Jews, further Asia owes hers directly or indirectly to the
are faced with

Indians.' 1

The Semitic and the Indian are the two main streams of religious
thought. They are very different from one another, having arisen
in dissimilar surroundings and following varying courses. Yet,
despite their unlikeness, these religions are now in contact and

need mutual interpretation. Whether they are compatible or not,
and opinions will diverge on this, the encounter of religions is
taking place and is one of the most important events of our time.

The chapters which follow are an attempt at interpreting some
of tlie major teachings of the classical scriptures of Hinduism and
Christianity. Hinduism was selected as the fount from which
other Indian religions took their rise, and within Hinduism that
classical part of it which, used to be called Brahmanism. There are
10
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countless religious writings in India, but all Hindus recognize as
authoritative scriptures the Veda and Vedanta, that is to
say, the

ancient Vedic

hymns and the early Upanishads. These are sruti,
'heard' by the ancient seers, and
distinguished from
smnri, 'remembered' texts. The long line of Indian

inspired words

the later

thinkers, stretching at least three thousand years, could not all be
considered in a short study, and so the classical Vedanta was

chosen

as that

upon which

later

The name Veda,

developments

rest.

most ancient texts
'knowledge*,
of Indian religion, principally the hymns of the Rig Veda. Vedanta
means the 'end of the Veda*, or die highest peak and complete
knowledge of Vedic teaching. Strictly Vedanta is first applied to
is

given to the

the Upanishads, 'secret teachings', which are the basis of Hindu
religious philosophy. The word is also used to describe later
philosophies and even some modern Hindu teachings. Here we
shall keep to the oldest usage. The
only later text that will be

much

apart from the Upanishads is the Bhagavad
of the Lord'. Although not nominally in the same
class, the Gita has been linked with the Upanishads for many
centuries and many Hindus regard it as inspired sruti.

referred to

Gita, the 'Song

Among the religions of Semitic origin Christianity was chosen
for comparison, as the religion of the majority of those who are
likely to read this book, or at least best known to the West. Once
again there

is

a long line of Christian thinkers and many later
and so the Bible, both Old and

New

doctrinal developments,

Testaments, was taken because of its fundamental teachings of
God and man. Its authority is determinative for all later Christian
teaching.

The

Bible

religious classic

is

the scripture of all Christian churches, the

of the "West.

Juxtaposition of

Hindu and

Christian teaching can be casual
and superficial, but done seriously and in detail there is evidence
that it meets a real need. If it reveals that the Biblical world is

almost entirely different from the Vedantic it may serve a purpose.
On the other hand, it may also show that there is mutual concern,
if not agreement, about many of the great themes of life and death

and

eternity.

ii
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Tliis is an essay in the comparative study of religions, and certain possible criticisms must be met. There are those who maintain
that no comparisons are possible, even between peas in a pod,
2
although everybody does compare them. But more seriously it
as
may well be asked whether two religions unlike as Christianity

and Hinduism can be compared. And the short answer is that this
is
being done every day. Missionaries compare their own faith
with others, usually to the detriment of the other. And syncretism
and mingling of beliefs are characteristic of today, and practised
widely in India and Europe. In Christianity Jewish and Greek
ideas have long been mixed. Some regret this and would even

O

O

Greece/ 3 But
Zion, against thy sons,
the process cannot be reversed. In our time new enrichment is
coming to the West from India and, since the Indian tradition is

now

'Thy

cry,

sons,

much more

religious than the Greek, it is 'more natural for us'
to look for religious kinship 'not so much among the Greeks as

so

of Asia;

for it is Asia that is the birthplace of
that
has
withstood the test of time'. 4
every single religion
It may also be asked whether the
Upanishads and the Bible can

among

the nations

be seriously compared, since the

first is

philosophy and the second

But Indian philosophy

is
nearly always religious, and
not usually biographical it deals with problems that are
fundamental to religion. It treats of 'human being, eternity and

religion.

while

it is

God'.

The immortality of the soul which, it is said, has not been
by the dominant Oxford schools of philosophy these
years, is believed in by all religions and is axiomatic to the

considered
thirty

Upanishads. Moreover, differently from much Greek and later
European philosophy, Indian thought is based on experience, and
this will

appear in

its

conceptions of God and particularly in its
On the other hand, the Bible is not with-

to mysticism.

approach
out its speculations and, for example, on the universal problem of
suffering its questionings are much more persistent than those of
the Upanishads. But these are variations that will appear in the
course of this study and if in fact the two bodies of scripture, the

Indian and the Jewish, are incompatible then we must say so. At
such a negative answer would be one reason for making clear

least

12
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what the

distinctive

or even 'unique' points of each religion

are.

Then it may be asked whether the comparison goes far enough.

And

must be confessed that restriction of the study to the
Upanishads and the Bhagavad Gita inevitably leaves out some
features of later Hinduism. For
example the chief deities of modern
India, Siva and the Great Mother, find no mention here, and
Vishnu only as he appears in the guise of Ejrishna in the Bhagavad
Gita. Yet this is a study of the classical
scriptures and must stick
to its subject, and it is hoped to deal with the main teachings
it

adequately.
On the other hand

some of the

cardinal Biblical doctrines will

be mentioned but not fully treated, for example, the incarnation
and the atonement. That may be attempted some other time, but
the aim of the present book is primarily to give an idea of the
Upanishads to Europeans, and to show Indians where the more
significant parallels and variants are in the Bible. It is not a book
of apologetic, either Vedantic or Biblical, and it aims at strict
impartiality. Perhaps some day a new study will be made of
Christian doctrine in the light of Indian thought; but that time
for we are not prepared either with enough
of
Hinduism, or with the courage to reopen the old
knowledge

has hardly

come yet,

Christological controversies.
To place the Upanishads and the Bible in close confrontation
a kind of religious dialogue. But dialogue can be conducted in
number of ways. The old method was that of propaganda,
singling out some idea, stating it imperfectly, and then refuting

is

a

with the weight of a contrary tradition. Another manner is the
Socratic question and answer, but this can become scrappy and
confusing. What will be done here will allow each religion to
speak for itself. The Upanishadic passages will be given first on

it

each subject, and the Biblical parallels or differences will follow,
shorter but in so far as they can reasonably be called into account.
present a clear and fair picture of some
of the great doctrines of the Hindu classics, and put them alongside classical Christian teachings on similar topics. This is done

What is attempted is to

for the use of those

who

are interested in the

13
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of religions.

I

have pored over the Upanishads

and. the

Bhagavad

GIta for years and have sought the best rendering of words and
texts, but my chief concern is with the large themes of teaching
and I have leant heavily on the works of Hume, Radhakrishnan,

Dasgupta, Keith and

Zimmer on

the Upanishads.

By placing

the

for themselves withscriptures side by side, and letting them speak
out judgement or effort to prove the superiority of one or the
other, it is hoped that light will be shed upon some of the great
of man has been conreligious problems with which the mind
cerned, at

many

rimes and in

many

places.

A prefatory word must be said on the character of the Veda and
Vedanta.

The

collection

the oldest source of texts

of hymns which forms the Rig Veda is
on Indian religion, begun perhaps before

1000 B.C. but passed on orally and not written down till much
The Upanishads ('sitting down near' or 'secret sessions') are

later.

and dialogues of which the oldest were compiled perbetween
800 and 500 B.C., though the dating depends partly
haps
dates of Buddhism and Jainism, and these
the
traditional
upon
may have to be modified in the light of archaeological discovery.
In any case, the Upanishads, the 'end of the Vedas', the true
Vedanta, are a growth over a long period and contain magical
discourses

ideas along

with profound speculations.
are varied and not systematic; they present

The Upanishads

diverse views, just as the Bible does. Later philosophers sought to
interpret all the Upanishads to fit in with their brand of doctrine,

but this does violence to the heterogeneity of Upanishadic thought.
Professor Dasgupta warns us to 'turn a deaf ear to the absolute

of these exponents, and look upon the Upanisads not as a
systematic treatise but as a repository of diverse currents of
thought the melting pot in which all later philosophic ideas were
still in a state of confiision'. The later non-dualistic
philosophy of
Sankara appropriated the term Vedanta to itself, and today
claims

Vedanta

is

often regarded as identical with non-dualist or monist
'there are many other systems which put forth their

thought. But

claim

as representing the true

Vedanta
14

doctrines'.
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The Bhagavad Gita is rather later, perhaps to be dated about the
turn of the Christian

era. Its

teaching again

a fusion

is

of several

but the strong theism that
emerges reinforced one important line of Hindu
this provides a most valuable
and
thought,

strands,

point of comparison with other theistic religions.
There are over a hundred extant Upanishads,
paratively recent formation; but the oldest

generaRy reckoned
reference be

and

some of comworks are

classical

and to these almost alone will
earliest, the Brihad-aranyaka and the

at thirteen

made here. The

Chandogya Upanishads, contain some sacrificial discussions that
link up with the
priestly Brahmanas which came between the
Vedic hymns and the Upanishads, but they contain many of the
germs also of later Hindu doctrines. The Taittiriya and Aitareya
Upanishads probably came next, to be followed by the Kaushitaki
and the Kena which is partly in verse. The next group is mostly in
Isa, Mundaka and Svetasvatara Upanishads; it is
here that the development of theism appears. Finally come more
prose Upanishads: Prasna, Maitri and Mandukya. With this sketch
of the order we may now proceed to discuss their teaching.

verse: the Katha,

These chapters were first prepared at the request of the University of London Extra-Mural department, and delivered at the

London headquarters of the World Congress of Faiths at Younghusband House. Then the Oxford University Extra-Mural delegacy asked for a repetition of the lectures at their centre at Brighton
and this allowed for revision and expansion. Both audiences were
mixed, comprising Christians, Hindus, Buddhists and Muslims.
The lively discussion that followed each lecture showed that the
subject
tion. I

was of topical interest and requests were made for publica-

am grateful to these and other friends for their interest and

stimulating argument.

I

wish to express

my

thanks also to Pro-

R. C. Zaehner of Oxford, and to Professor H. D. Lewis of
London, for reading the book in manuscript and making most
fessor

valuable suggestions.
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Chapter 2

IN
origins

THE BEGINNING

of the world and

man

are

of

interest to

most

they say. This phrase is comto both Vedanta and the Bible, and the Indian thinkers

religions. 'In the beginning',

Themon

had an even greater curiosity than the Hebrews about the origin
of things. In the beginning, we read in the Upanishads, the world
was non-existent, there was nothing here at all; or all this was

Brahman, one only; or the world was but the soul (Hitman), the
soul alone was this. 1
The ancient Indian sages were not afraid of asking questions.
Like the elephant's child in. Just So Stories they were full of insatiable curiosity, a feature of Indian life that has remained to this
day. The title of the Prasna Upanishad means 'question' (prasna),
and in its six sections six inquirers ask the sage Pippalada: Whence
does
is the chief
sustaining power? how
and leave the body? what is sleep and the basis of
things? what world is won by meditation? how does individuality
merge into unity? Similarly the Kena Upanishad takes its name
from the questions with which it starts: By whom (kena) directed
are creatures born? which,

life

come

does the

whose

into

mind

soar up?

by

whom

will does speech appear?

does breath

by what god

come

forth?

are ear

by

and eye

prompted?

What is its
how do they live? is it time,
2
does the soul exist?
necessity, nature or chance? Then how
Questions about the creation of the world and man are constantly
This

cause?

restless

recurring,

B

inquiry into the universe continues:

where do men come from?

and many

possibilities

17
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considered.

Often the
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problems go on in a long
or 'instruct
earlier

me still

Vedic

texts,

connected by 'ask me another',
Although touched on already in the

series,

further'.

speculation about the origins of the universe

had not grown old in Vedantic times and,
mentator

asks,

'When

will

as a

modern com-

it?'

Already towards the close of the hymns of the Rig Veda, the
most ancient Indian texts, the early and rather barbaric Aryan
warrior songs give
(Visvakarman),

way
who had

to

deeper probings.
eyes and limbs on all

The All-Maker
sides,

produced

the heavens and the earth

by his mighty power and without a
companion. Or again, the Lord of Creatures (Prajapati) alone
comprehended all things, and the Golden Seed (Hiranyagarbha)
arose in the beginning as lord of all creation to fix and uphold
earth and heaven. Elsewhere, the Lord of Prayer (Brahmanas-

have forged everything together like a smith. And
in a famous Hymn of Man (Purusha Sukta) the thousand-mempati)

is

said to

bered primeval giant

is

sacrificed

by

the gods and of his different

parts the world and men were made: the moon from his mind,
the sun from his eye, gods from his mouth and breath, and also

the four castes of men: Brahmins
his arms,

from

his

mouth, warriors from

merchants from his thighs, menials from his

feet.

This

conception appears in later writings, in the Upanishads and in the

Laws of Manu. 3
Out of these polytheistic and mythical notions there emerged
at the end of the Rig Veda more
profound speculations in the
Song of Creation. Originally there was nothing but darkness, undistinguished chaos, without form and void. Then there was
nor non-existence, and so the existent (sat)
the
from
non-existent (asat). No one can tell the origins
emerged
of the creation. The very gods are later than the production of the
world. Who then can know about it? He who looks on from the

neither existence

4
highest heaven, he knows, or perhaps even he does not know!
The concept of a primitive nothingness is criticized later. In the

beginning the universe was neither non-existent nor existent, but

Mind was

there,

and Mind was beyond

existence.

Pure nihilism

appears to be an affront to the intelligence, and in the Upanishads
18
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the seer Uddalaka

THE BEGINNING

son Svetaketu that some people think
was Non-being only, without a second.
But how could this be? How could Being be produced from Non5
being? On the contrary, in the beginning there was Being alone.
The idea of a Self-existent Being (Svayambhu) proved attractive. He is
all-pervading and distributes objects eternally. In the
later Laws of Manu the divine and indiscernible Self-existent made
the rest of things appear by irresistible
power. With a thought he
created waters and placed his seed therein which became a golden
egg (Hiranyagarbha) in which he himself was born as Brahman.
tells his

that in the beginning there

The myth of a cosmic egg

appears several times in the Upaniworld was non-existent but became
somehow existent; it grew and turned into an egg and after a
year burst open to reveal two parts, one silver which was the
earth and the other gold which was the sky. This golden seed or
egg, Hiranyagarbha, inherited from the Vedas, appears later with
shads. In the beginning the

a personal creator

The

Hymn

who

fashions the world. 6

of Creation said that water existed in the primeval

came into being arose through heat. The
of
water
is stressed
potency
again in the early Upanishads; in the
this
world
was
beginning
just water, which produced the divine
darkness and that which

power Brahman, which produced
pati),

who

Lord of Creation

(Praja-

produced the gods. Prajapati emerges as the creator
makes matter and life, the gods, man and woman, and the

demons.
the

the

who

He

produced the world as food for himself, and taught
the self both to the great god Indra and to the

wisdom of

demon Virochana.
It

will be seen that there are

many

rival theories,

and no

single

or systematic development. But important and dominating ideas

appear in the soul and Brahman. The soul (atman) is said to have
existed alone in the beginning. It was born through austerity out

of the waters, brooded over them, separated out a form like an
egg, entered into the secret place of the heart and looked out
through beings. As in Plato's myth of the man-woman, so the
soul was first alone and then divided into two: as man and wife,
bull and cow, ram and ewe, and all paired things. Hence the
19
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THE BEGINNING
name and form

^differentiated universe became distinct in

But the

(nama-rupa).
fire in a holder. 7

soul remains invisible, like a razor in a case

or

Relatively little detail is given of the process of creation, for the
energies of the Upanishadic thinkers were turned to discovering
the unifying principle behind and within all things. If this was not

expressed as the soul (atman), then it was the Holy Power (brahman), and indeed this latter neutral force came to predominate. In
all this was Brahman, it knew itself
only as 'I am
8
and
so
it
became the all.
Brahman',
In the hymns of the Rig Veda Brahman had been a sacred word
or hymn, the power of speech and magic formula. The origins
and etymology of the word are still much disputed; some say it is
from a root brih, meaning to grow or increase, and was used of
sounds like the roar of an elephant. It came then to indicate power
and strength, like the force or energy of the later Hindu term
sakti. At any rate Brahman is a
mysterious power, a holy potency,
of
which
knowledge
brings might and gives control over the
universe. From there it was an easy transition to seeing in Brahman

the beginning,

the primal power, the creative principle.
blind life-force, for it knew itself'.

But

it is

not merely a

c

As an all-pervading power the concept of Brahman (like the
idea of tnana and similar powers in other
parts of the world)
tended to bring everything under

its

sway.

The

effect

of

this

unifying potency seen in the merging of the soul with Brahman,
and joining the gods into one. The seers are said to have known
is

their union with the sun, and whoever knows that he is Brahman
becomes all things, and the very self of the gods. The multiplicity
of gods in the earlier pantheons is effectively dealt with in a series
of questions. How many gods are there? The number is reduced

from the original 3,306 to
For these gods are
breath.

all

He is Brahman,

In a curious passage,
idea or

down to I.
who
is the
god

303, then to 33, to 6, 3, 2, if,

manifestations of the one

they

call

him

that

(tyat,

the Yon). 9

which perhaps shows that

new

this

was

a

new

application, the Vedic gods are said to have been
of
Brahman, and when it appeared before them they did
ignorant

20
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IN
not understand

it.

After a search

among

the gods only

Uma,

the

beautiful daughter of the Himalayas, knew and declared that this
is Brahman, the
knowledge of which gives victory,
Brahman is discussed in various ways in the Upanishads and

some of these show

the influence of magical ideas.

The

classical

Upanishads continue some of the earlier magical ideas, but instead
of applying them to sacrifices as had been done previously, they

We

them
universe.
have seen that the many gods are
reduced to one, which is Brahman as breath. Speech is also said to
be Brahman, the eye is Brahman and so is the ear, and so the mind
to the

fit

and the

These speculations appear materialistic, and especiis identified with food;
yet all life depends
on food, eating and drinking is the very process of existence. So
heart.

when Brahman

ally so

the Taittiriya Upanishad says that Brahman is that from which
beings are born, in which they live, and from which they depart.
It is matter, life, mind,
intelligence, bliss and food. He who knows

becomes immortal; he goes up and down the worlds, crying
with joy: 'Oh wonderful, oh wonderful, oh wonderful, I am
food, I am food, I am food ... I who am food eat the eater of
this

food,

I

have overcome the world.' 10

This is strange to the non-Hindu, but it shows the pervasiveness
of Brahman through all life and the identification of the enlightened knower with it; an idea that was to become dominant.

More

easily

space.

Brahman

understandable
is

is

the identification of Brahman with

the space outside a

man, and

this is

the same

as

the space within a man. The body is called the city of Brahman,
and within the heart is a minute space, in which nevertheless
heaven and earth are contained; this is immortal, sinless and real. 11
If Brahman

is

infinitely small as well as infinitely great, then

it

As the Upanishadic
thought develops Brahman is no more identified with eating and
breathing, but is seen as the origin and support of all life, indeed
transcends space and probably time as well.

Brahman

the Imperishable (avyaya), eternal, allpervading, present everywhere, the source of all creatures. As a
spider puts out thread, and herbs arise on the earth, as hairs grow
on the body, so from the Imperishable everything arises. 12

life

itself.

is
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of Brahman with the soul will be discussed in

the next chapter. What is
being said here is that the concept of
Brahman led the Indian thinkers on beyond the old polytheism
and mythology, to the idea of a world-ground and world-unity.

In a progressive definition
lightning, ether,

shadow,

self

Brahman

is

air,

and

Brahman

quarters

sleep.

This

said to

is

of heaven,
is

fire,

be in sun, moon,

water, mirror, echo,

the secret meaning (upanishad).
of truth (satyasya

the real of the real, the truth

of Brahman with the universe is clearly
is in front and Brahman behind, Brahman
Brahman below and above. Brahman is the

Finally the identity
brought out. Brahman

to right and left,
universe. 14

whole

The

logical conclusion

is

pantheism:

God

is

everything and everything is God. Or monism: only the one
exists. This would seem to be fatal to
religion, if man is left with

no object of worship. But there might still be room for manoeuvre
in distinguishing between the real and the phenomenal, the
spiritual and the material. This will be examined in the next
chapter. Meanwhile, the strongly unifying tendency in Hindu
thought affects all notions of creation.
Not inconsistent with the idea of unity, and perhaps a development from it, is the belief in the constant dissolution and recreation
of the universe. This conception of creation is cyclic, ever rising
and falling, but ever renewing itself like a circle, which is a type
and symbol of eternity, 'of first, and last, and midst, and without
end'. Really there is no origin of the world, since it is
periodically
destroyed and reborn. This doctrine

is

connected with the belief

in the transmigration of souls, as will be seen later. But as far as
the universe is concerned, its
relationship with the divine is in
and
and
being
becoming, flowing
reforming, in successive eons.

This seems to be a late idea, though perhaps inherited
old culture which had been submerged by the Aryans
India,

but

it

does

make

its

from

the

invading
appearance in the later Upanishads. In

the Lord (Isana) of all things, the whole universe comes
together
at the beginning and dissolves at the end. Or the
Brah-

supreme

man

is

unborn, he meditates on the world, awakens
22
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tence in thought, and dissolves

again into himself. Later it is said
existing things are burnt up, dissolved into the
transcendent, beyond whom there is no existence nor non-

end

that at the

At

existence.
a piece

it

all

the dissolution the

whole universe

is

rolled

up

like

of cloth. 15

Also in the

later

Upanishads

is

introduced the doctrine of may a,

which became
sense

is

a cardinal principle of Indian
thought. Maya in one
deceit
or
and
in
fraud,
another,
illusion, unreality
magic,

or supernatural power. Coming from a root ma, 'to measure or
form' it meant the power of a god to change form, appear in a
disguise, or produce illusions. May a is compared to the deceit of a
juggler, or the illusion of a rope for a snake or mother-of-pearl
,

for silver. So the gods are concealed by maya, by appearances,
manifesting themselves in many and changing shapes. By maya
the god Brahma evolves the world, which has no existence apart

from him, being imagined by him

as a

dream.

In the Upanishads maya describes the 'illusion' that appearances
are reality. It does not, however, deny the importance of appear-

shows that they must not be taken as final reality. The
of transitoriness, so important to Indian thought, is here. In
the Svetasvatara Upanishad nature (prakriti) is said to be allusion
(maya), and the mighty Lord (mahesvara) is the illusion-maker
(mayin). The whole world is pervaded with beings that are parts
of him. And in the Bhagavad Gita the creative power (yogamdya)
of the Lord veils him from the bewildered world, so that he
reveals himself to whom he will. Through the Lord, imperishable
and unborn, the mystery of his appearance in this world is brought

ances, but

sense

about by

his

own power. 16

The Bhagavad
Krishna,
authority
faith

is

is

later

Gita, the

Song of the Lord, the

than most of the

almost

as great,

which has made

and

it

classical

manifested.

Upanishads. But

its

expresses a personal religious

known and

loved Indian Scripconstant creations and dissolutions are indicated in the
it

the best

The
The Lord pervades all the universe, he sends beings forth
again and again, receives them into himself at the end of one cycle
at the beginning of the
(kalpa), and then dispatches them again

ture.

Gita.
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cycle, and so the world Is ever revolving. The appearance
and disappearance of the world is in periods of equal length, a day
of Brahma and a night of Brahma (the personal creator as distinct

next

from

the neuter Brahman), each of

which

is

a thousand ages

17

long.
In later myths and stories (Puranas) great fantasies were spun
on to these beginnings. Brahma was himself born from the navel

of the supreme god Vishnu, from

whom all arose and into whom

Indra, the chief warrior-god of the Rig Veda, was later
a divine king who lived seventy-one eons, and
as
presented
twenty-eight such Indra lives made up one day and night of
all returns.

Brahma. Heinrich Zimmer, in

his Myths and Symbols in Indian
Art and Civilization, has retold in a charming way a story from
the Puranas in which a small boy is sent to rebuke Indra's pride,

him of many

Brahmas following
and universes coming and going out of
every pore in Vishnu's body. "While he is speaking a column of
ants marches across the floor of Indra's palace. The boy stares at
them and then laughs. Pressed by Indra to disclose his thoughts, he
says that every ant was once a god Indra who had now become an
ant again in the process of transmigration. Finally Indra is brought
to humility and wisdom through the knowledge of his tiny role
in the unending play of birth and death. In other myths the
god
Siva, the lord of the dance (Nataraja, famous in art), dances in the
play (Ilia) of creation. But these are far post-upanishadic ideas.
telling

Brahmas

Also

Indras before himself,

in endless series,

after the

Upanishads developed the popular Indian belief

We

in cycles of universal existence divided into four ages
(yuga).
are now in the fourth, the worst age, Kali Yuga, the dark
age. This
began on Friday, 18 February 3102 B.C. As a comparatively short

owing to lack of the true doctrine, it will last only 432,000
years. But ten thousand times this period is only one day of
Brahma. Here so astronomical are the speculations that they lose
all
reality. But the principle is constant, that of the ever-moving
process of creation and dissolution, the eternal ebb and flow, the
merging of all into the divine and the real, and then the rels
emergence of the phenomenal maya.
age,
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These theories are not found in the

classical scriptures,

though

they are often quoted nowadays as typical contributions of India
to world-thought. And modern astronomy, with the immense

of space and time that it has uncovered, light-years that
might be taken as akin to kalpas, evolution and degeneration,
makes Hindu speculations less strange to the West than they
might have been a century or two ago. But whether in the
vistas

all of them insison
the primacy of
science,
the spirit. It is the One who enfolds all. All this is Brahman. To
know this is to pass beyond the deceptive world of appearances
(mayo) to the reality within and beyond all this.

Upanishads or

later,

tent, as distinct

the Indian world-views are

from much of modern

beginning God created/ 'In the beginning was the
So
the two Christian testaments begin with statements
Logos.'
about the origin of things. But Biblical thought differs from Indian
ideas about beginnings and cyclic re-creations.
The Biblical accounts of creation are so well known that they
are easily misunderstood. There are two distinct myths of creation
in Genesis. The second in Genesis 2 is the older, coming from the
J school of writers (who used the divine name Jehovah or Yahweh). Here the setting is the desert, with no rain or plants. Man
is made first from the
ground, an earthy man, though superior to
all other creatures which he names. After the creation of man trees
grow and the four rivers of the Near East .rise from the ideal
'In the

Man is made from primary matter, as a doll from desert
and
God blows into his nose to breathe a soul into him. The
dust,
close connexion of soul and breath remains down the ages.
The first account of creation, in Genesis i, is a late priestly,
is made
sophisticated and almost evolutionary story. Here man
some
traces
bears
of
The
from
above.
the
in
last,
God,
myth
image
of much older stories that were behind it, like the Babylonian
creation myths. That light appeared before the sun has made the
of the
sceptic smile, but it is an echo of the Babylonian myth
and
darkness
the
waste
the
darkness.
Similarly
light conquering
garden.

of the deep

(tehom) recall the

Babylonian flood deity Tiamat.
25
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known in much,

ancient

mythology

as

well as Indian,

appears in neighbouring Phoenician story as produced by the wind.
There is no egg in the Bible story, but the breath (spirit) of God

broods on the waters; this word 'brood' occurs only twice in the
Old Testament, and both times of a bird brooding. The emergence

of dry land from the flooded plains, the water gathering together
into one place, recalls the alluvial plains of Mesopotamia which
emerge from the winter rains in the spring, and grass appears
afterwards the sun's light becomes clear. The order of the
may have the same background and the seven days of

first;

creative acts

creation, such a trouble to the fundamentalist, may well have been
the divisions in the story made to fit into daily readings at the
seven days' celebration of the new year festival.
But while the Bible, like the Vedas, has a mythological back-

ground,
is

as

we

have

it

now

the

first

a highly edited priestly account.

story of creation in Genesis

The Old Testament,

indeed,

is

one of the most thoroughly edited of all books, and it underwent
constant revisions and expurgations, in order to root out polytheistic and fertility
suggestions. This reformation was of the
greatest importance.

Through

it

Christianity

began with mono-

theism, purged from all polytheistic traits.
The priestly version of creation, made at a late period in Israel's
history, is strongly monotheistic and influenced all later thought.

In this story the anthropomorphic expressions, those that
might
suggest that God was in human form, are reduced to a minimum.

God

does not mould man out of clay here, nor does he walk in
the garden in the cool of the day as in the J stories. 'In the beginning God created', and the word used here for 'create' (bard) is

used of God alone. Only

God can truly create and man's power is

essentially derivative.
God creates by his word alone.

There is no taking a handful of
dust or gouging out a rib. Later writers
put it thus : 'by the word of
the Lord the heavens were made ... for he
spoke, and it was

done

5
.

Speech

is

related to breath,

God brooding on

the waste

is

and so the breath

(ruach)

of

connected with his creative word.

In the great Psalm of Creation
(104)

26

it is

said that

when God takes
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the breath (ruach) of men they die, and when he sends forth
they are created and the earth is renewed.

his breath again

In this same Psalm, and other writings, the wisdom
(hokmah]
is almost
personified as the agent of creation. 'In wisdom

of God

made them

hast thou

Proverbs, which sing the praise of
pre-existing creation. l was set up from everthe beginning, or ever the earth was.
he
all.'

fi

Wisdom,
lasting,

see

from

it

as

.

established the heavens,

of creation:

'I

was

I

was by him

there.'

as a

Wisdom

is

.

.

When

the active agent

master workman, and

I

was

daily

his delight/ 19

wisdom books of the Apocrypha this is developed
further. Wisdom, speaking of herself, says, 'I came forth from
the mouth of the Most High, and covered the earth as a mist.' In
In the

the creation of Adarn,

formed

'wisdom guarded to the end the first
was created alone, and delivered

father of the world, that

him out of his own
So the divine

20

transgression'.

Wisdom

is

glorified

and personified. 'She

is

a

breath of the power of God, and a clear effluence of the glory of
the Almighty.
She is an effulgence from everlasting light, and
.

.

.

an unspotted mirror of the working of God, and an image of his
She is fairer than the sun, and above all the congoodness.
of
the
stars.
She reacheth from one end of the world
stellations
.

.

.

.

.

.

and ordereth all things graciously.' 21
In this wisdom teaching the unity of God is maintained, but the
method of creation is said to be through wisdom, which is an
effluence or power of God, but not a separate divine being. Thus
in the godhead there is diversity in unity. The importance of this
for Christian teaching can hardly be exaggerated.
In the New Testament the Logos, the word or reason of God, is
the agent of creation. 'In the beginning was the Logos, the Logos
all
was with God, the Logos was divine
things were made
him
not
and
was
without
anything made that was
through him,
to the other with full strength,

.

.

.

made.' In Colossians the divine Christ, the Son, is called 'the
image of the invisible God, the firstborn of all creation' (or 'his is
the primacy over
created',

both

all

visible

created things'.)

and

And 'in him were

invisible, 'he

27

is

before

all

all

things,
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and in
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things hold together'. In the epistle to the Hebrews the
called the 'effulgence' of God's glory, and 'the very image

all

Son is
of his

and upholding all things by the word of his
These
are
power'.
profound teachings on the nature of the divine
and the pattern of creating and sustaining the world. 22
It is

substance,

sometimes said that Indian writings are a biography of
this is so or not, and it has the fascination of a half-

man. Whether

it is clearly not true of the Bible. There are those who
sugthat
the older Christian belief was that man is the centre of
gest
all
things, which revolve round him and his little world, and that

truth,

this

view

as a tiny

is

outmoded by modern

science

which shows

this earth

dot (but not necessarily insignificant) in a vast cosmos.

But such a view of man

as central finds

or in orthodox Christian doctrine.

no support

The world

in the Bible,

created

by God,
and for the glory of God. Man is not the centre of the universe,
in the Biblical view. There are other worlds, heavens above, and
heavens of heavens, as well as waters below. Man is only one in
is

the hierarchy of beings in this creation, and a fallen creature at that.
His task is to glorify God, not himself: 'Fear God, and keep his
for this

commandments;

God

is 'all

in

all'.

is

God

whole duty of man/ 23
the supreme creator and

the

is

controller,

The Bible never asks, as the Rig Vedic
'Who knows whence the world first came

conscious and omniscient.

Song of Creation

did,

of creation, he knows, or perhaps
could the Bible say that in the beginning

into being? He, the first origin

he knows

it

not.'

Nor

was neither existence nor non-existence. But it would agree
'How could being be produced
from non-being?' If the world was made from nothing (ex nihilo]
it was made
by God, and so not by nothing. God is eternal and
and
his Christ is 'the first and the last and the living
uncreated,
there

with the Chandogya Upanishad,

one'.
It is true that the Genesis
story appears rather literal, and prosaic
fundamentalists have tried to work out a precise date for the
creation, like the Yugas of Hindu speculation. So 4004 B.C., on

the 23rd October (after the

autumn equinox)

morning, was calculated, and found
28

its

way

at

nine in the

into the margins

of
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older Bibles
unfortunately. But the Bible itself has nothing
in the text, and it often refers to its times and
days as very-

of this

of God. 'A thousand years in thy sight are
yesterday
past, and as a watch in the night/ And
'As
a
of
water from the sea, and a pebble from the
again,
drop
sand; so are a few years in the day of eternity.' 24
In creation the wisdom and
purpose of God are never doubted.
It is true that the
of
are not always clear; how can man
God
plans
to
fathom
them?
'Where
wast thou when I laid the foundahope
tions of the earth?
when the morning stars sang together and
different in the eyes

but

when it is

as

.

.

the sons of

God

understanding.'

But

all

doubted, and

.

shouted for joy?
Declare if thou hast
is a
purpose in creation is never
.

.

.

that there

purpose is good, it is not mere play. 'God saw
he had made, and behold it was very good.' 25
Hindu teaching is of a cyclic pattern, seeing a constant rise and
this

everything that

creation and destruction, birth, death and rebirth, of the
universe and of men. Though it is true that the final aim of man is

fall,

deliverance

from the

ceaseless

round. But

Hebrew thought rather

favours a linear pattern, rising in a line from lowly beginnings,
though with frequent falls, and so not inconsistent with later ideas

of progress and evolution.
It is not so
simple as that, however. There are variations in
teaching. Ecclesiastes, perhaps the most unhebrew or pessimistic
of Old Testament books, tends towards the cyclic view: 'one
generation goes and another comes ... all rivers run into the sea
that which has been is that which shall be*. 26 But this is
unusual. The general teaching is that there are eons of past, present and future, and these depend on the will of God. There is no
natural evolution or progress, as it were independently of God,
for that would be impossible. There will be a better future, 'the
day of the Lord', a Messianic age, a new heaven and a new earth.
These things will be brought about by the sole will of God.
Yet though our times are in God's hand, human life is of great
.

.

.

importance.

Man

lives in constant relationship to the righteous

of God. His progress or not depends on working together
with God. And the very created world depends upon man's

will

29
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response to God. 'The created universe waits with eager expectation for God's sons to be revealed
because the universe
.

.

.

be freed from the shackles of mortality and enter upon
the liberty and splendour of the children of God/ 27 This Pauline

itself is to

saying reflects the whole
revelation of God in it.

Hebrew view of

history

and the
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Chapter 3

THE ONE AND THE
hymns of the Rig Veda the gods

MANY

and mostly
dawn, the sky,
the storm, the thunder. Indra, the most popular god of all, to
whom a quarter of the hymns are dedicated, was the favourite of
the Aryan peoples as they invaded India. He is both a thunder god
and a warrior. Rushing like a bull he slays a primeval dragon,
the

are exalted

celestial, dwelling in the heavens: the sun, the

In

casts his thunderbolts, crushes his enemies,

and drains the sacred

soma drink in three great gulps.
The gods were the ideal of the Aryans and represented the
virtues they admired. Like the Homeric deities, to whom
they
were akin, they fought in battle and boasted of their strength but
never did a stroke of work. As Gilbert Murray said of the Olympian gods: 'They are conquering chieftains, royal buccaneers.
They fight, and feast, and play, and make music; they drink deep,
and roar with laughter at the lame smith who waits on them

Do

they promote agriculture? Do they practise trades and indusNot a bit of it. Why should they do any honest work?' 1
About 1500 B.C. the Aryan invaders came with their horses,

tries?

recently domesticated, through the passes of the Himalayas down
into the plains of the Indus river in north-west India-Pakistan.

Here they found the ancient urban culture of those who, for want
of a better word, we call the 'Indus people'. The latter lived in
with straight streets, central tanks and running water,
and they had a form of writing that is still undeciphered. The
illiterate
Aryans overthrew these cities and despised their inhabiwalled

cities,

tants, calling

them

black, snub-nosed, irreligious

and

unintelli-
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gible. This simply meant that they could not speak their language
or fathom their religion. Indra's fighting perhaps represented the
destruction of the Indus irrigation system, for we read in the Rig

down the fortresses, opened the cave where
were
the floods
imprisoned, and set the seven rivers loose, while
the black captives stood by watching under guard. 2
For nearly a thousand years there are no traces of comparable
cities to those of the conquered black Indus men, for the
Aryans
were nomads at first and only slowly settled down to mingle with
the conquered, and impose their caste system founded upon conquest and colour (varna, the Sanskrit word for caste, means

Veda

that he broke

'colour').

The Rig Vedic hymns

depict the old ideas of many gods, and
the
most
remained
sacred of all Hindu verses, parts of
have
they
which are still recited every day by millions of caste men. But the
old polytheism was slowly modified. How far this was due to the
underground Indus religion we do not know. Sir John Marshall
said, 'Paradoxically it

would appear

that the Indus civilization

successors a metaphysics that endured, whilst it
3
failed utterly to transmit the physical civilization/ But ideas are
the most potent of all forces, and it is exceedingly hard to destroy

transmitted to

its

The great gods of later and modern Hinduism give
of
having survived from ancient times; often they were
signs
concerned with agriculture and the family.
fertility deities,

a religion.

Krishna and Kali are both 'black* gods, and Siva is Lord of Beasts
as well as an ascetic yogi, and resembles closely a yogic figure

surrounded by animals depicted on a seal found in the Indus culture
ruins. These three are the most powerful gods of later and modern

But already in the Upanishads Indra becomes a Brahmin
student for 101 years, in the Gita Indra's son Arjuna ('white') is
taught by Krishna and in the Puranas Indra begs Krishna's pardon.

times.

In the Upanishads the

merged

into one,

and

as

and departmental gods are being
saw in the last chapter the process of

celestial

we

unification gathers in intensity

The Vedic gods were all forms
say

'sacrifice to this

c

god or

till

the 3,306 gods

(vifva-riipa),

that*, all is

33

become

one.

but now when people

the creation of the one and
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he

is all

4

gods.

Brahman is

the all-embracing principle,

immanent

beings. 'The one remains, the many change and pass/
This monistic trend did not stop, of course, at the gods. It proceeded to embrace the soul as well. Truly the whole world is

in

all

Brahman, from which one comes, without which one is dissolved,
and in which one breathes. This is the self; smaller than the tiniest
seed, greater than earth and heaven, including all "works and all
5
desires, this is my soul within the heart, this is Brahman.

The word dtman, used for the soul or self, is believed to originate
and so would be the breath of life, the
and gives him consciousness. But it is
man
soul which animates

in a root an, 'to breathe',

used in a great variety of ways and is often confusing to interpret.
means the ego or life monad, the immortal soul. It is also used

It

of the lower or animal soul, and in addition as a reflexive pronoun
Moreover the dtman and the Brahman are continually
used in alternation with one another, and it was clearly felt that
the world soul is practicaEy identical with the individual soul. The
macrocosm is the same as the microcosm.
'In the beginning this world was Brahman', we have read. But
also, 'In the beginning this world was the soul' (dtman), in the
shape of a person. Then again, 'that great unborn soul, immortal,
fearless, is Brahman. He who knows this becomes the fearless
Brahman.' And again, Brahman was in the beginning, it became
6
all, whoever knows it thus, I am Brahman, becomes this all.
Brahman is what western philosophy has called the Absolute, and
to say that dtman is Brahman means that the individual soul is
essentially identical with the Absolute.

for oneself.

This monistic teaching begins in the

earliest

Upanishad, the

Brihad-aranyaka, and it is no wonder that in the following
Chandogya questions are asked in order to elucidate the mystery.
Five great and learned householders undertook an investigation to
discover, 'what is our soul and what is Brahman?' They consulted
the sage Uddalaka Aruni, who led them to the knowledge of the
universal soul. 7

But the most striking answer to the problem, and the central
which became the most fundamental of all to Hinduism,

text
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occurs in the ensuing dialogues where the sage instructed his son
Svetaketu. The boy had been a student for twelve years, he knew
all

the Vedas and was very conceited. In nine illustrations the

father revealed the unity of the individual and the universal.
salt dissolves in water and
pervades it all, so that it can be

from

As

sipped
any part, so does the world soul pervade everything. 'That

That is the soul [atman]. Thou art that.' 8
This famous phrase, 'That thou art' (tat tvam asi), you are yourself that very thing, became characteristic of Hindu
thought. It
means
monism
or
non-dualism, though there were to be
plainly

is

the

real.

different interpretations

of it.

monism had been hinted at also in the teaching of
Inner Controller. The Inner Controller dwells in the earth,
This

is

other than the earth and the earth does not

know it.

It

the

yet
dwells in

sky, sun, moon, space, dark, light, in all
in
breath, speech, eye, skin, mind, understanding and seed,
beings,
yet it is other than these. They are as spokes converging on him

water,

who

fire, air, ether,

is

the

Controller

hub of the wheel. Yet
is

identical

repeated refrain

is

at the deepest level the Inner

with the human

that while

he dwells

soul, for the constantly

in all things yet

is

other

things,
your Self, the Inner Controller, the Immortal.' And later in the short, but thoroughly monistic Man-

than

all

'He

is

dukya Upanishad, the Inner Controller is knower of all, source of
all, beginning and end of beings, the entirely undifferentiated
One. 9

The Brahman

is

thus the Absolute.

It is

the sole existent, real

and unconditional. All the world and nature is illusion (mayo)
or play (lila). Brahman is above and beneath, in front and behind,
as is all this so is the soul above and beneath, in front and behind,
and is all this. Both are indescribable, 'Not this, not that' (neti,
neti}

The

great debate of the later commentators on the Upanishads
arose between the complete monists or non-dualists, and those

who

sought some modifications of the extreme position.

The

non-dualist (advaita) school was most notably represented by
Sankara in the ninth century A.D. He taught that the soul is the
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same as Brahman, it is universal and infinite; it is existence, knowledge and bliss. A modified non-dualism was set out by Ramanuja
in the eleventh century A.D. who, while recognizing the unity of
the soul and God, yet held that the soul is only one portion of the
Infinite
Being who is its Lord and far transcends it. And Madhva
in the thirteenth century taught the complete subordination and
dependence of the souls and the world on God; he even emended
the Upanishadic phrase to read *thou art not that' (atat tvam asi).
These schools remain to this day, with the teaching of Ramanuja

support to the great popular cults, but the non-dualism
of Sankara held widely and often set out in the West as the chief

invoked

as

Indian philosophy.
Logically complete monism or non-dualism would seem to spell
the end of religion, for how can one worship oneself? Even the

extreme Vedantists seem to have
existence of

illusion

stating that reality

is

felt this for they assumed the
or
(may a)
ignorance (avidya), and while
One without a second yet they accounted

for the

world by saying

which

suggests that there

that

produced by Brahman,
duality within Brahman.
And Sankara himself often used the language of theism, and even
composed hymns with the repeated refrain, Worship Krishna.
But such worship was only regarded as a means of helping concentration and was inferior to pure knowledge. We shall see that
it is illusion

must be some

the Bhagavad Gita takes the opposite view.
In some of the Upanishads there is a tendency

away from

reli-

gious practice in the emphasis placed on knowledge. Reaction
against the mechanically performed sacrifices and prayers of the

was understandable and, like some of the Old Testament
prophets about the same time, some of the Indian sages scorned
sacrifice and compared the worship of household gods with that
of dogs. The revulsion of the philosophers against popular cults,
and the agnosticism of the Buddha and the Jains, must be understood against the background of the times. Even today there are
blood sacrifices in places, and images everywhere. What must it
have been like 2,500 years ago, in Benares and the Kalighats?
In the main sacrifice was tolerated, but looked on as secondary.
priests
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Meditation could replace worship. So the
Upanishads ask, Why
sacrifice to this god or that? One should meditate on the soul alone
as dear. Indeed the true sacrifice is the
disciplined life of the
student of sacred knowledge. Eventually this
knowledge came to
as superior to the
scriptures themselves and to the

be regarded

disciplined life (yoga); not through rites but by hard study and
attention to the teachers of Brahman do men attain salvation. And

in the later Upanishads the conclusion is drawn that if the soul is
lord of all, and is that which the Vedas
praise, it does not need the
Vedas. What use is Vedic study to him who has
perceived the
soul? 11
If one is divine there is no submission to
any superior spirit.
There is no consciousness of I or Thou. One exalts and swells with

might, realizing the soul

am

as eternal,

beyond space and time. *Oh

am

food,
deathless, I am Brahman.' This
be
called
exaltation
and union with all things, or
may
mystical
12
manic egotism. One should become almighty and all-knowing.

wonderful ...

I

I

And in fact many sages have claimed to possess the superior knowledge and divine life which remove them from all worldly cares.
Great privations have been endured to attain siddhis, supernatural

powers, visions and levitation. But the sceptic might say that such
seers still do not possess all knowledge and they certainly do not
escape death. The way taken by some of the Jain saints
to death and so become completely free of may a.

was

to fast

However, in the early Vedas, and appearing again in others of
the later classical Upanishads, a worshipful relation of man to God
is seen to be essential to
religion. Even the earlier and basic
Upanishadic passage, which had spoken of the universal soul as
all things, had
yet compared it to the hub of the wheel which held
gods, worlds and creatures together, and called it the Lord and
king of all beings. Here at least the individual souls are dependent
all

on the supreme, and while one with him they proceed from him. 13
A beautiful picture is given in the Mundaka and Svetasvatara
Upanishads. Two birds, ever-united companions, cling on to the
same

tree.

One eats

out eating. The

the sweet fruit, while the other watches withthe active individual soul, the other is the

first is
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motionless universal Brahman.

On the same tree a person

for his helplessness, but when he sees the other as the
his greatness, he is freed from sorrow.

grieves
in
(Is)

Lord

Both the

Svetasvatara and the Katha Upanishads have strong
theistic notes, though it may be questioned whether they consider
that the

supreme and the individual

souls are really different.

The

Svetasvatara opens with a list of questions: Whence are we born?
what is the cause? by what do we live? Not nature, chance, female

or male persons can be the cause, or any combination of these,
because of the existence of the soul. So it is the one Divine that
rules over

all

things.

He

is

the

hub

to

which many spokes and

flutters
parts are attached, and in his brahrna-wheel the soul
it is different from him. The aim of life is to
that
thinking

about

know

God and then chains fall off, sufferings are destroyed, and birth
and rebirth cease. God appears both as immanent, he pervades all
creatures. He is identified
things, and also as standing opposite
with Rudra, a deity of the Rig Veda (later to appear as the great
god Siva), the source of the gods and origin of the Golden Seed.

The Supreme One

is

now

called

Lord

(Is,

Isana or Isvara).

He

all-pervading, dwelling in the heart of all beings. One and
colourless himself, he gives colour and diversity to creatures. He

is

is

the wielder

is

without

ofmaya and

parts,

but the

God who

acts

through

this

God of worship
the inner self of

power. The Absolute
has

many

forms.

The

beings; they go to
and
find
in
him.
liberation
refuge
In this Upanishad we get the nearest that these scriptures allow
to a personal God, though he is an object of knowing contemplation rather than of worship; knowledge of him brings release and
immortality. This is much nearer to theism than is the nondualistic teaching. For the theist may well wonder whether in
speaking of God, who by definition must be completely supreme,
he is speaking about the same thing as the monist who, whether
he refers to God or gods, regards them as ultimately illusory
emanations from the undifferentiated Absolute.
But in the Bhagavad Gita there is a great development which
was to affect the whole course of Hindu religion down to this

wise seek the

is

him for
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day. There

is

a revelation

relationship to him.
The Bhagavad Gita

is

of the nature of

a small

God and

a loving

book which emerges from the

great Sanskrit epic the Mahabharata. In it the god Krishna appears
as charioteer to the warrior
Arjuna, answers his questions and
resolves his doubts

by

revealing to

him

the

way of

devotion.

Krishna was very likely an ancient Indian non-Aryan divinity (his
name means 'black'), and hence he was popular with the people.

Now he appears as an avatara
god Vishnu.

by

the

(descent, 'incarnation')

He is lord of all creatures,

power of may a

into the world,

of the Vedic

but he sends forth himself

whenever there

is

a decline

of righteousness
wicked. The

(dharma), to protect the good and destroy the
avatar doctrine is defended against critics who do not

know that the revealed Lord has also a higher nature in which all
things are sustained. He is the Lord (Isvara) who abides in the
heart of all beings. 14
Clearly there is a religious advance here, though it is not
always plain that there is a real distinction between God and the

very complex, and the
used in a variety of ways. At the beginning of the book the main concern is the soul, and Arjuna is
assured that the soul is necessarily immortal and so cannot be
soul.

Indeed the Gita, for

word soul or self (atman)

all its shortness, is

is

% and thou,

and these men, have
Knowledge of the soul and its
eternal nature, through the practice of yoga, brings realization of
15
unity through Brahman.
However, the most perfect yogi is then said to be the one who
worships God full of faith. This is an entirely new note, and it is
defiled or destroyed by action.
always been and will always be/

worked out in

chapters 7-12.

The Lord

appears to be

Brahman in

personal form, and this would fit in with some former teaching;
but the Gita goes beyond this. Krishna reveals himself to Arjuna in

a multiform transfiguration, and the astonished worshipper declares the supreme mystery that Krishna is true God: the imperish-

being and non-being, and what
16
person and the supreme abode.
able,

Moreover the

revelation of Krishna
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is

is

beyond

that, the

primal

an act of grace, implored
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by Arjuna who when lie sees

the terrifying forms of God is overcome, but Krishna comforts him. That God could be affected by
any feeling for creatures was strange to the Upanishads, for he is
indifferent to and unmoved by them. This traditional view is

slowly modified in the Gita. The man who fixes his mind on God
with devotion (bhakti] is 'dear to me', he who has renounced good

and

evil

is

'dear to me',

and those

who

follow by faith are 'dear
is well

in the final chapter we read that the devotee
dear to God, and "will come to me'. 17
and
beloved,

to me'.

And

Ramanuja, in his commentary on the Gita, went even further
and said that God loves the devotee beyond measure, cannot
maintain himself without him because he is his very soul, and is
unable to endure separation from him. This is both because God
is an ocean of boundless
compassion and also because, according
to Ramanuja, there is an essential difference between God and
human souls. This difference makes possible the relationship of
18
loving devotion.
The Gita does not go as far

as this,

but

it

does contain the ideas

of grace and love, and shows that the proper attitude of man before

God is

worship and devotion. The devotee (bhakta) goes to

God

for refuge with all his being, and is fully devoted to him (as the
Buddhist, in the refuge-formula, goes to the Buddha for refuge).

The way of worship

(bhakti-marga)

is

not the only path but it

is

by the Gita to be higher than the traditional path of the
yogis who seek the Unmanifested by the yoga of knowledge.
held

now says that the way of devotion is not only easier but
those who worship him in faith and love are considered

Krishna
better;

most perfect in yoga. 19
Later popular Hinduism gave great place to the many avatars
of Vishnu, especially Rama and Krishna. In the Purana tales the
Iove4egends of Krishna are taken as symbolical of the love of God
and man, and the great flowering of devotional (bhaktt) verse
developed the same theme. It might seem that the old Vedic
the

polytheism had returned with Vishnu, Siva and Sakti, not to
mention Ganesa and Hanuman, the elephant and monkey gods,

but underlying

it all

the unifying philosophy has continued and
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still

asks,

'there

is

'How many

no end

to

my

5

gods are there?

And

as

the Gita itself says,

divine manifestations*. 20

Biblical theology also had to deal with the
problems of polytheism and find a unitary concept. The patriarchs in Genesis seem
to have had tribal and clan gods, El or Elohim
the same

(from
Various names have survived the later revisers: El
are specifically told that while God
Elyon, El Roi, El Shaddai.
is the same he was known to the
patriarchs as El Shaddai, and not

root

as Allah).

We

the mysterious

as

Moses.

YHWH

(Yahweh, 'Jehovah') revealed to

21

Other gods or

spirits were revered, perhaps particularly by
the wives of both Jacob and David had household
images which were large and solid enough to be sat on or put in
the bed. Through the endeavour of priests and prophets to cleanse

women, and

Hebrew worship of polytheism and

idolatry can be seen many
of other cults, bull worship, sacred poles, fertility cults and
the like. At quite a late date Second Isaiah pours his scorn on those
who cut down a tree to make an idol; with half they fashion the
image and with the other half they make a fire to warm themtraces

selves.

22

Whether Moses was a monotheist, believing in one God alone
for aU men, has long been disputed. He introduced Yahweh to
the Israelites as the God to
they were joined by a blood

whom

covenant, but although God's power was manifested in Egypt the
Egyptians were not called to serve him. Certainly some of the

thought that each nation had its gods. So Jephthah
the judge told the Moabites to be content in the land that Chemosh

later leaders

god had given them, while Israel was content with the land
received from Yahweh. 23
had
they
Monotheism slowly gained the upper hand, and it became fully
Isaiah. Heathen gods are mocked as their idols
explicit in Second
are carted away before the invader: *Bel boweth down, Beno

their

.

are

into captivity/

be

gone
as

.

They could not

stoopeth

.

deliver the burden, but themselves

Those

who

trust in

graven images

blind and helpless as these works of their

own

shall

hands. So in
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we read, 'All the gods of the nations are idols [things of
the Lord made the heavens.' 24
but
nought],
From the oneness of God followed his sole creating power: the
Psalm 96

God, the Lord, the Creator of the ends of the earth'.
hand all the oceans are gathered, with the span of
his fingers heaven is measured, the great empires are but as the
last
drop of a bucket and the waste dust of the scales; he alone sits
above the ckcle of the earth and men before him are like grasshoppers. This is anthropomorphic language, but it is used to
show the inadequacy of all human categories to describe God
to whom then will you liken me, that I should be equal to him? ?25
This is the dominant teaching of the Bible, its powerful and allembracing monotheism, which fixed the course of development
for Judaism, Christianity and Islam. Whatever traces there may
remain of earlier beliefs, the Hebrew reformers made sure that
the unity and majesty of God should be stamped on all the scriptures of the Bible. It has sometimes been suggested that this monotheism was an early development, a reflection of the patriarchal
system of Genesis, with God as the all-Father. In fact, it seems to
have grown up slowly, and to have flowered under the trials of
warfare and captivity at a late date. It is a sophisticated attempt at
presenting a unitary conception of the deity. The idea of God as
father, while present at different stages of development, never
shone as fully as in the later New Testament period, when the
Jews were under the Romans and they and the Christians soon
scattered abroad and their social system was broken up.
It
might seem that this stress on the majesty and transcendence
of God would leave little room for immanence. God was great,
everlasting

In his colossal

;

6

but

far

away.

And

divine holiness and

the strong

human

Hebrew emphasis on

morality, the

widen the gulf.
might
and God was separate from sinners
appear to

sin,

Holiness meant separation,
and exalted far above them. 'As the heavens are higher than the
earth, so are my ways higher than your ways/ Yet this same
metaphor is used of the measureless mercy of God, as the heaven
is
high above the earth, so great is his mercy towards them that
c

fear him'. 26
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The
lead

teaching of the unity and transcendence of God could also
to his nearness to man. 'I dwell in the
high and holy place,

on

with him

5

The wheel
and
he alone
goes
then
has power,
he must contain and perform all. The same process
took place in later Islam, where the utter mightiness of God
bridged the gulf between God and man, as is expressed in the
teaching of the union of God and man by some of the Sufi
mystics, notably by Abu Yazid al-Bistami, al-Mansur al~Hallaj
and Ibn al-'Arabi.
of a contrite and humble

also that is

full circle; for if all

spirit.

things are God's creation,

The immanence of God appears in the Bible, and although at
one stage it was thought that his decree did not run in the underworld yet Amos denied this and declared, 'though they dig into
Sheol [Hades], thence shall my hand take them'. A Psalmist less
forcibly but more profoundly saw the presence of God everywhere: 'whither shall I flee from thy presence?
thou hast beset
.

me behind and before,

and

laid thy

.

.

hand upon me/ 27

of God reinforced the divine nearness,
Spirit of God
enters into man as the vital breath, in creation. The Spirit of God
descended on men, to bestow upon them artistic gifts, or fill them
with prophetic power. When the Spirit came upon Saul he was

The concept of the

Spirit

not only to the world but to and within man. The

God gave him another heart. And
on the Messianic king the sevenfold Spirit of God would rest 28
"We saw in the previous chapter that Wisdom was the divine
'turned into another man' and

agent in creation, and
God. 'She that is the

wisdom.

.

.

.

it is

closely identified

of

with the

Spirit

of

things taught me, even
She pervadeth and penetrateth all things by reason of
artificer

all

her pureness.' 29
In the New Testament the Spirit of God comes upon the Messiah
at his baptism, and upon the apostles at Pentecost. But God
himself is Spirit, he is not only in temples and on mountains, but
everywhere, and he demands that men should worship him in
spirit.

His presence

is

likened to the wind, and he that

anew must be born of the
flesh

is flesh,

and

Spirit, for 'that which
that which is born of the spirit is

43

is

is born
born of the

30
spirit'.
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The Messiah

is

also spiritually present

the long farewell discourses in

with

his disciples,

and

in

this is stressed

St.

John's Gospel
again and again. The Spirit is 'another comforter', but it is also
Christ himself. And the disciples are called to the most mystical

union with Christ, wherein they are to 'abide in me, and I in
you'. More will be said of this in a later chapter. Here it must be
noted that

this

teaching

is

found

in

many parts of the

New Testa-

ment, both in the Gospel where Christ abides in the church, or

where two or three are gathered together, and also in St. Paul's
teaching of the triumph of the Spirit over the law. Here in successive verses and phrases we read of 'the Spirit of God dwelling
in you', 'the Spirit of Christ', and 'Christ in you'. He would be
bold who would try to disentangle these efforts at expressing the
31
ineffable into separate presences or persons.

Logos the transcendent God

the

Through

is

present in the

world, not only in creation but in the incarnation, and he remains
perpetually with believers through the Spirit who mediates the

New

divine presence to them. In this way the
Testament, in particular, tempers the teaching of God's transcendence. By the doc-

immanence of God is clearly shown, though
have
implications
perhaps not been developed in later Christian
teaching as they might have been. The presence of God in other
trine

of the

Spirit the

its

traditions

and different

nized today.

St.

Paul's

one and the same

faiths, by the same Spirit, could be recogwords may be apt here: 'All these worketh

Spirit,

32
dividing to each one severally as he will.'

But while the teaching of immanence may fairly be claimed
from the Bible, it never reaches to pantheism. The Logos 'was in
the world, and the world was made through him', but he is not
the world.

However much God

manifested, himself through

nature, creating and sustaining all things, God is ever beyond and
greater than nature. This is but one aspect, though a real one, of
his might,

the

finite,

and since
nor ever

God

is

infinite

identified,

with

he can never be

fully seen in

it.

the Bible, and later Christian teaching, never
of
the
identity of the soul and God. There is no trace of
speaks
monism. Duality or plurality is assumed as essential to the mainIn the same

way
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tenance of relationships within the Godhead (in the Trinity), and
between God and man, in grace and worship. God is all-mighty,
all-knowing, and all-holy. No man has any of these attributes. In
this life

man is

tion. In the

constantly subject to sickness, error and imperfeclife he may be
fully sanctified by God, and united

next

with him, but not completely identified with him. The importance
of this consistent Biblical viewpoint for devotion and mysticism
will be seen later.
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Chapter 4

WHAT
in the

Hindu scriptures,

His mortal

MAN?

IS

is

seen in the light of eternity.

not the chief

interest of philosophy;
manifestation
or
of
the divine is it imporonly
play
tant. Maya, illusion or transience, applies as much to human life

Man,

life is

as a

the visible universe.

as to

reality

To
body

the soul

is

which

The body

is

is

perishable,

we know,

the

eternal.

the ascetic, illustrated in the story of an abdicated king, the
a repulsive object: foul-smelling, unsubstantial,

is

of bone,
rheum,

skin, muscle,

faeces, urine,

marrow,
wind,

flesh,

bile

made up

semen, blood, mucus,

and phlegm, and

desire, anger, covetousness, delusion, fear,

afflicted

tears,

with

despondency, envy,

and sorrow. All this
and the ever-revolving

loneliness, hunger, thirst, age, death, disease

perishing, so what is the good of life
cycle of rebirth? The only hope for the soul

is

serenely up out of the

body and appears in
of
the
immortal
Brahman. 1
highest light
The body is compared to a city of eleven
orifices.

its

is

when

true

which are the
two eyes, two nos-

gates,

In the Bhagavad Gita they are nine:
ears, mouth, anus and organ of generation.

trils,

two

two

are the navel

and the

through which the soul is
bodied soul dwells in this

it rises

form in the

The

other

sagittal suture in the top of the skull
thought to escape at death. The emcity,

yet

is
2

unaffected

by

its

actions,

working nor causing to work.
The seat of the breath and even of the sense organs is said to be
the heart; the golden lotus of the heart is the home of Brahman
and identified with him. In sleep the soul glides down thousands

neither
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at death it passes out

through

them and goes to the rays of the sun. 3 The body is known to be
produced by both parents, the seed is the self of the father, but
the Upanishads are more interested in the process of birth as the
channel of transmigration through which the soul passes in the
course of its many lives, of which more will be said in the next
chapter.

Breath

is

of great importance, and this was natural, for in many
element is taken as representing the spiritual

religions this invisible

nature of man, which does not die when the body dies. Breath
the vital force, and when it is withdrawn
(prdna) gives life, and is

Breath is also spirit, as in the Bible, and from there it
becomes the universal power within nature and a symbol for God.
We saw that when the many gods were reduced to one that one
being is called the breath, he is Brahman.

life ceases.

The

analysis

attempted

of the individual into his component parts was
times and grew in complexity. It was most im-

many

portant to discover what was the essential being by which the
ascetic could reach his goal, and even more what were the elements

of the individual which survived into the next life. Various groups
of organs of sense and action are suggested, and a popular one was
that which distinguished five mortal parts and five immortal parts.

The

five mortal parts make up the material body, the five senses
are dissolved at death, whereas the five immortal parts

which

parts were often given as
and
The later Sariikhya
mind.
speech, breath, sight, hearing
to
care
schools
elaboration
of the categave great
(enumeration)
gories of the material and mental principles in man. While the

survive. In early texts the

immortal

Buddhists analysed the individual into five components (skandhas)
only, and declared that since all these disappeared at death there

could be no immortal soul. 4
In the Upanishads there

is

never any doubt of the soul and of

immortality. The difficulty lies in determining the meaning of a
number of terms that are used each of them in different ways at

of development. Each human being is a 'person'
and through birth is entangled in 'nature' (prakritf). The

various periods
(purusha),
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'person'
distinct

often interpreted as a psyche or personality, though

from the mere ego

(ahamkara).

But

this

term

'person'

is

used sometimes of the supreme deity in a cosmic sense, and in
the Gita it is applied both to this and to the individual soul. The
also

jiva, a word derived from a verb 'to live' (English 'quick') , appears as the animating principle, the vital breath, and is often also

used of the individual embodied soul as distinguished from the
universal soul. In Jainism thejiva concept is taken over and developed as the eternal soul. But in Hindu philosophy the atman

emerged (from a root sense of breath)

as the

foundation of the

self,

and fundamentally identical
with Brahman and ultimate reality. It was this atman that the
Buddhists rejected, but unlike the Jains they did not replace it

the universal

self,

active in everyone

with &jwa of their own.
In the later Upanishads and the Gita appears the conception of
nature (prakriti) as compounded of three elements (gunas, strands),

and

this

was developed in the Samkhya philosophy. "The con-

scious person [purusha] abides within nature ... he enjoys the food
supplied by nature . . . and that which is to be enjoyed consists of

the three

qualities' (gunas).

And again,

the three qualities'. 5
These three components

of

all

'the self is characterized

by

existing beings are goodness,

energy and dullness (sattva, rajas, tamas, variously translated, but
with an ethical application in man). They are differently apportioned in various people, and where there is a predominance of
is
helped to its proper goal. The Gita
detail: goodness is pure and
some
describes these qualities in
brings

goodness the person or soul

is of the nature of
passion and
born of ignorance and binds by

illumination and health; energy
arises

from

craving; dullness

is

negligence and sloth. But all these three are surpassed when the
embodied soul is freed from birth and death and attains eternal

Even goodness binds to action, and so when struggle ceases
the soul passes beyond goodness. Even in this life, if completely
detached, a man can get beyond good and evil, be the same to
6
friends and foes, unperturbed by the qualities and apart from them.

bliss.

Upanishadic teaching is not materialistic, but spiritual or dualistic,
D
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and interest centres on the soul. Beyond the senses is the mind,
and beyond the mind is the great soul. It is without form and
eternal, and invisible to mortal eyes, though there are seers who
can perceive

The

it

their intelligence.

through

breath (prana), the intelligent soul, enters into the
bodily self to the tips of the hair and nails, as subtly and fully as a
razor slips into a case.
popular image is that of the soul as lord
life

A

of the chariot which is the body, with the intellect as the charioteer
and mind as the reins. The senses are the horses (an image that
Freud would have liked) and they range over many paths, but are
brought under control by the good charioteer who has understanding and a restrained mind. Again, the soul is like a lonely
swan who, when the body is asleep, looks down on the senses and
moves away alone through this world and the next. It is the golden

who

person (purusha)

dwells in the innermost but

free

is

of the

universe. 7

Sleep had a fascination for the Upanishadic thinkers. It was
akin to death ('Death and his brother Sleep*), and in its deepest
undreaming levels might be identical with the state of the motion-

mystic with his mind utterly emptied of all concepts. Simple
observation showed that when the body is immobile, except for
the animating breath, the mind or soul is awake. The experience

less

of dreams taught them

that, at

one

level, the soul

could

roam

unhindered over vast distances, and meet people alive and dead.
There are two states of a person, in this world and in the next.

But

in between

is

an intermediate

state that links

them; that

one can see the other states also.
sleep, for then
going to sleep the soul transcends the visible

On

is

world and

becomes
soul

is

self-illuminated. In a perceptive statement the dreaming
world: there are no chariots or roads
said to create its

own

in the dream-world but the soul creates

from itself: it projects roads,
It creates its

for the soul

own
is

them by projecting them

and animals to yoke to them.
and
pleasures
delights, streams and lotus-pools,
chariots

a creator. 8

In deep dreamless sleep, however, a person desires no desire and
dreams no dream. As an eagle folds its wings and glides in stillness
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to be enfolded in Its nest, or as a husband in the embrace of a
beloved wife knows nothing within or without, so a person in
the embrace of the intelligent soul knows nothing within or

And so

without.

at death,
creaking like a heavily

loaded

cart,

the

bodily self groans under the riding of the intelligent soul. As his
powers fail the watchers say, 'He is becoming one, he does not
see.'

The

soul departs,

by the eye or

departs, he becomes one with

What

is this

life

breath

body and seems most

real in

the head, the
9

intelligence.

soul that rides the

dreams? In a long dialogue an attempt is made to fathom the
mystery. The god Prajapati, the Lord of Creatures, once declared
is untouched
by hunger, thirst, sorrow,
and should be the supreme object of study. Hearing
this the great Vedic god Indra and the demon Virochana determined to discover what the self was. For thirty-two years they
studied as Brahmin pupils under Prajapati and eventually were

that the real self (atman)
evil or death,

told that the self is to be seen in the reflection in a pan of water.

Virochana was delighted and went off to tell the other demons the
identity of the self with the body and its pleasures. This hedonism

But Indra was dissatisfied, seeing
becomes
that the body
blind, lame, crippled and dies; this cannot
be the true self. So after thirty-two years' further study Prajapati
told him that the true self is the one that moves about in dreams.
But even then Indra saw that the dream self suffers with the body
and men weep in sleep. After thirty-two more years he was told
that dreamless sleep is the true self. But he saw (as some others
did not) that in dreamless sleep one does not even know of his
existence; it is like annihilation. So after five more years, making
a hundred and one in all, the final truth was revealed to the god

is still

the doctrine of demons.

The

body is mortal, but it is the ground or
self. That which is incarnate
immortal
bodiless,
which
is bodiless is untouched
but
that
and
suffers pleasure
pain,
by these. The supreme self is unattached but conscious; he who

Indra.

truth

is

that the

support of the

knows
The
close

is

the self and the

mind

is

his divine eye. 10

oldest Upanishads, therefore, realized that the soul had a
also because of its deathless

connexion with the body, but
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and ultimately identical with, the
the soul is most separated from
waking
the Absolute through distractions or illusion. Fundamentally it
should be completely unaffected by the doings of the body. Hence

nature

It

closely akin to,

absolute Brahman. In

life

came the many attempts at ascetic and yogic discipline,

to produce

a constant spirit of withdrawal and indifference to the world. In
in dreamless sleep
sleep the soul is master of its own affairs, and

knowledge of separation, but by its own nature the
soul emerges again into the purest light of consciousness. In later
this final state (tunya) is a waking condition attained

it loses all

Upanishads
through yogic concentration, beyond the false knowledge of
dreams and the lack of knowledge of the deep sleeper, to a state
in

which there

no slumber

11

complete abstraction.
The true nature of the soul was later held to consist of Beingis

at all yet

Awareness-Bliss (sat-chit-ananda, or sacchidanandd). This is hinted
at in one of the early Upanishads, where it is expressed as the
nature of the supreme Brahman, 12 Since elsewhere man in dreamless sleep

was held to enjoy pure

bliss,

above

all

pain and

grief,

so the equation of the soul and the Absolute was reinforced. Their
real nature is beyond time and care: unconditioned being, unrestricted conscious thought,

The world draws

and unutterable

down through

the soul

bliss.

ignorance (avidya),

The world is
and
but
it can serve as a stimulus
ever
illusory (mayo)
changing;
to emancipation from the cycle of transmigrations.
As transitory and painful the world and its ways are rejected;
life in the world is
unhappy, its pleasures are illusory, and ascetic
withdrawal is the ideal. Yet there Is a reality to be perceived
through and behind the world. The Upanishadic view of the
world need not be entirely pessimistic; for if the material Is
but

it

also serves as a training

rejected

it Is

ground for

because the spiritual

the profane cosmos, because

mode of being.' 13
The true end of man,

is

eternity.

so highly prized. 'India rejects
for a sacred world and a

It thirsts

sacred

later devotional schools,

with unfailing devotion,

according to the Bhagavad Gita and the
is devotion to God. 'He who serves me
rises

above the three gunas, and
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become Brahman.' This goal is held out by the Gita to all beings.
For while use of the Vedas was restricted to men only, and to the
three twice-born or upper castes alone among men, the way of
devotion threw itself open to everybody. 'Those who take refuge
in

me, though they

lowest caste

are

lowly born, women,

as

well as

men of the

the highest goal/ 14
[sudra], they also attain to

In its views of man and the world the Bible is as divergent from
the ideas of the Upanishads as it is in its doctrines of God. Indeed,
the differences are perhaps deeper here. They show that two religiously possessed peoples can come to almost opposite concluon similar problems, because they have a radically different

sions

attitude to
It is

commonly said that the Biblical view is life-affirming, while
life-denying. But perhaps it
clear is that the Biblical religion

the Indian

What

life.

is

is

is

not so simple

is

as materialistic as it is

as that.

spiritual In fact it does not separate body and soul distinctly, and
the value and reality of the material world are never questioned.

of God, which God contemplated after
work, 'and behold it was very good
The creation of man, we have seen, is as mythological in the
Bible as in the Vedas, but there is no doubt that it is the work of
God. Man is made in the image of God'. Whether this phrase
implied the belief that God had a body or not is not certain, but
the likeness of man to God is stressed. A creature/and dependent,
man is yet "but little lower than God', crowned^with glory and
15
honour, and with all other creatures under Ms rule.
The Bible occasionally reflects the notions of many primitive
peoples that death is -unnatural and work bad. The stories of
Genesis, at least, look back to a Golden Age when there was no
death, no work and no clothes. The primeval couple were tempted
into these things by a talking snake, the snake being a symbol of
immortality as well as of sex (there is no mention of a Devil or
Satan in Genesis, and Old Testament demonology is indefinite).

The world is

the creation

he had finished

5

his

.

c

But

religiously evil is attributed to sin, to conscious disobedience
to the known will of God.
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Sin

came

into the world, according to Genesis, corrupting the

an explanation of the
goodness of creation; and this provided
in a
a
problem of evil, though not complete one, as we shall see
in
later chapter. But the world is still real, and
many senses good.
The body is good, or can be so, and Christians were later urged to

God
known

bodies' to
"present their

Celibacy

is

hardly

as a living sacrifice.

in the Bible.

Some

priests

had two

wives, and of the prophets Jeremiah alone, as far as we know, was
told not to take a wife and that may not have been for his whole
ideal;
Marriage is constantly shown
to man. The later Christian
command
God's
remains
multiply'
monasticism and glorification of celibacy and perpetual virginity
as the

life.

'be fruitful

and

of the Bible, and no doubt is an
foreign to the general spirit
Buddhist sources, which brought
even
or
Manichee
intrusion from
is

in a conflict of matter

As

and

a religion for this

spirit

life,

that

is

unhebrew.

lived in the sorrows and joys of the

was often regarded as inspired by the
family, and with work that
for the glory of God, the Bible set out a
done
and
God
of
Spirit
had a lasting attraction. So we read that the Spirit of
pattern that
God filled Bezalel 'in knowledge and in all manner of workmanof praise of the various skills
which come from God: 'He gave men skill that they might be

And

ship'.

there

is

a great

hymn

in his marvellous works.' Praise is given to the physician,
glorified
the scribe, the ploughman, the artificer, the smith and the potter;
16
for 'in the handiwork of their craft is their prayer'.

of the nature of man, and the relationship of soul
and body, are much less clearly considered, in place of the wealth
of speculation in the Vedanta, with its fertility and ambiguity of
terms, the Bible is limited and concerned with more practical

The

analysis

problems of living and work.
There is no speculation about the composition of body and soul,
about sleep, or about the eternity of the soul. God breathed into
man, and he became a living soul (nephesh, like the Arabic nafs).

And

of all creatures

it is

said that they

have the 'breath of life' in

them. 17

The

union,

of body and soul was thought to be very
54
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indeed so tightly were they entwined that the Hebrews had difficulty in conceiving of life of any worth without the body. At
death the body perished, but the soul also seemed to contract and
went to Sheol under the ground, where it led a miserable existence
like a

shadow. This led into considerable

problems of

a future life

said that India

saw the

to

began
of the

eternity

self,

when

difficulties

be faced more
while

the

seriously. It is

Israel

sought the

redemption of the body.

The word
to be used
identical

spirit (ruach],

of man

with

also the

the Lord*.

him

we

same way

read of 'the

and apparently
within me', and God

as the soul

spirit

that

is

But man is

'forms the

to

So

later

of a contrite and humble spirit'. There
profound saying that 'the spirit of man is the candle of

dwelling 'with
is

it.

used of God in early books, came

also, in the

spirit

still a
dependent creature,
of man within him'. 18

it is still

God who

In the

New Testament both soul and spirit are used and appear

mean

the same thing.

Both words occur

in the opening

of the

Magnificat, in simple Hebrew parallelism which repeats in the
second line the thought of the first in other words: 'My soul doth

magnify the Lord, and

my

spirit

hath rejoiced in

God my

Saviour.' 19

In Mark

we read of serving God with heart, and soul, and mind,

and strength (xapSta, ^UXTJ, Siavoia, icyyc;). This is the fullest
analysis of self that can be found in the Bible, for generally it is
not interested in such analysis of human nature. 20
Consistent with the Hebrew acceptance of life as good are
those parallels of the divine with the human which sometimes
shock people of other traditions, but seem natural in the Biblical

The anthropomorphic expressions used about God are
made in full reverence, but with the feeling that God can best be
context.

man who is his image and 'but little
God is spoken of as 'Our Father', not because

understood by analogy from

lower than God'. So

of physical generation from him
their divine families,

as

in the old fertility cults with

but because fatherhood is the noblest

human

asked to 'forgive us our debts, as we forgive
our debtors', a request that the Muslim will not make because it

status.

And God

is
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God copies man. But

Christ did not hesitate

showed the important

it

against us, if we expect

forgive men their sins

fact that we must
God to forgive our

offences against him.

The Hebrew view

not detachment from the world and

is

God and

order to gain salvation. Love to

activities in

its

one's

neighbour are parallel, and both compulsory. The world is real,
even if it needs redemption, and man cannot say that he loves the
unseen

God

Samaritan

not love his visible brother. The heretical
commands of God better by his compassion
who perform religious duties but have no

if he does

fulfils

the

than do the priests
21

charity.

Man is a social creature, and the Bible recognizes this both in his
life

here

on

earth

and in the goal held out before him. The king-

dom of heaven is social as well as personal, and there is no isolation
away from

one's fellows, but rather incorporation into the

com-

pany of the redeemed.
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Chapter 5

IMMORTALITY
after

death

Is

one of man's oldest and most persistent

religious preoccupations.

Among

the earliest traces

of men,

in burials of the Old Stone Age, there are pots and disposiLife
tions

of bones which suggest that

these

men

believed in a con-

tinued existence after death.
Indian thought in classical times takes the immortality of the
soul for granted. This is its most fundamental assumption. The
soul is naturally immortal; it pre-existed and therefore will postexist, for its

inner nature cannot be touched

by this changing
world of may a. 'The knowing self is not bom, nor does it die. It
has not come from anywhere, and has not become anyone [ie. it
is

always the same]. Unborn, constant, eternal, primeval, this
1
is not slain when the
body is slain/

soul

In a conversation, recorded twice in the earliest Upanishad, the

sage Yajnavalkya teaches his favourite wife Maitreyl, who was a
lover of Brahma-knowledge. To her question whether immortality could be gained through wealth, he replied that only

through love of the soul can anything be regarded as dear, so that
knowledge of the soul is alone worthy of effort. But this soul, like

Brahman,

is

indescribable;

it is

not

this,

not that

(neti, neti}. It is

2
injured, indestructible.
The immortality of the soul is inherent in its relationship to
God, for while Brahman is said to have existed in the beginning,

unseizable, unattached,

unbound, not

one only without a second, yet the identity of Brahman and
dtman conditions this. So we read, As thousands of similar
sparks
come from a fire, so manifold beings are produced from the
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[mperishable and return there also.

from

And

in another verse it says,

from this soul \atman as world-soul] all
3
breaths, all worlds, all gods and all beings come forth.'
In a person the name and the form (nama-rupa) are passing, but
'As sparks

a fire, so

the living self is distinct.

When

the

9

So the body

dies

but

life

(jiva)

does not

gets thin, through old age or disease, then
the person frees himself from his limbs and returns to the
place
that he came from. Like a great tree which continues to live, evea
die.

body

though bleeding from blows to the branches and trunk, so does

body continue as long as it is pervaded by the soul. The true
self dwells in the body as the city of Brahman; it is free from sin,
and is not killed by the death of the body. These and many other
the

examples

constant belief in the indestructibility of

illustrate the

the soul. 4

So in the Bhagavad

Gita,

when Arjuna on

the battlefield hesi-

to fight his relatives, he is reassured by Krishna with a verse
that occurs also in the Katha Upanishad: If the slayer thinks that
he slays, or if the slain thinks that he is slain, both of them do not
tates

understand; he neither slays nor is he slain. ... He is not slab,
when the body is slain.' 5 This means that when die soul knows
itself as eternal spirit (atman),

form, then
nor death can touch

it realizes its

The next

step

was

own

and not bound up with name and
true eternal nature and neither life

it.

to consider the relationship

soul to the succession of bodies that

it

inhabits.

of the immortal

The Gita

puts it
a
'As
worn-out
discards
clothes
and
on
others
thus,
person
puts
that are new, even so does the embodied soul discard worn-out

bodies and take

on

others that are

new/ 6

The

idea of transmigration, or rebirth into different bodies
(redeath as it was sometimes called), was to become fundamental

Hindu, Jain and Buddhist teaching. But it is quite absent from
the early Vedic hymns, which go no further than wishing for long
life for man, rather in the Old Testament manner, though here it
to

Hfe among the gods. It seems likely that transmigration was an
ancient belief of die aboriginal or Indus people, unknown to the
invading Aryans and repressed for a while; but it was so powerful

is
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it soon
emerged again and conquered the whole of Hinduism.
This belief is found in many parts of the world, though it takes

that

different forms. In India rebirth
levels,

human and

animal, and

is

it

believed to take place at

came

to

many

be associated with a

moral judgement on the previous life. In Africa the purpose of
rebirth is thought to be to ensure the continuity of the family, and
are not reborn as animals but into their own family. In
the
belief has had only a shaky career. Plato gave the best
Europe
known illustration of it in the myth of Er son of Armenius at the

men

so

Republic, where souls chose their new lot before birth
according to their previous actions and suffering and so with a

end of the
moral

significance.

The

Sanskrit term sanisdra means to walk or wander together
or through, and so to go about, pass through a succession of states,

and so birth and rebirth, transmigration, metempsychosis. It
makes a hesitant appearance in the oldest Upanishads and applies
to the universal circulation of all creatures. It seems quite clear

Brahmins were ignorant of this teaching at first. Twice
read that both Svetaketu, who had studied the Vedas for

that the

we

twelve years, and his father Gautama Aruni, were stumped by the
questions of king Pravahana Jaibali: Do you know what place

men go to from here? Do you know how they return again? Do
you know how yonder world is never full? In all the worlds this
is

teaching

said to

belong to the royal or warrior caste only, the

Brahmins never knew

and must learn the truth as pupils. 7
Elsewhere the soul is said to be like a caterpillar which when it
comes to the end of a blade of grass draws itself together, so does

draw

it

together before entering another body. And
a piece of gold into a more beautiful
turns
goldsmith
shape,
so does the soul make to itself a more beautiful
shape like the
the soul

itself

as a

8

gods.

The

progress of the soul

when

leaves the body is variously
into
the light, to the world of
pass
to
the
to
the
sun,
Brahma-world, and not to return. But
gods,
most people, including those who practise sacrifice and

described.

it

The ascetic is said to

almsgiving,

go

to the

world of the

fathers, to space
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they work out the residue of their works, and then return through
air, mist and rain to become vegetable and food, and so are born

through

men

and

women

9

again.

here that the moral element comes

It is

in,

which

gives a

new

turn to the doctrine of transmigration.

The future lot, both in
heaven and again on earth, depends on previous conduct, on
actions (karma). Those whose conduct here has been
pleasant will
quickly enter a pleasant womb (birth), the birth of a Brahmin, a
Kshatriya (warrior) or a Vaisya (merchant). But those whose
conduct here has been stinking will enter a stinking womb, the
10
birth of a dog, or a hog or a Chandala
(outcaste).
The role of deeds (karma) in transmigration is given growing
importance. According to its actions the embodied soul assumes

various forms successively in different conditions. Mere sacrifice
is said to be inferior karma, and if
they have no other good works

who have enjoyed the heavenly reward of sacrifice will
enter this world again or a still lower one. But those who seek the

then those

knowledge of

the soul,

by

austerity, chastity

and harmlessness

(ahimsa), they reach the Brahma-world, the stopping of rebirth,
and so they do not return. 11

There is apparently an intermediate stage, a temporary heaven
in which the rewards of earthly action are, at least in part, worked
out. The soul is not rewarded or punished by an immediate
rebirth on earth, but before being transferred to another mortal
body it experiences for a while reward or punishment out of the
body. Enjoyment of the fruits of good deeds is to take place in a
high heaven and, it is assumed, punishment for evil deeds is in

some

appropriate hell. After that rebirth, whether noble or base,

takes place again on earth.
There seems to be an attempt here to link

up with a popular

early belief in heavenly rewards. This appears in the Rig Veda,
and even more in the Atharva Veda, and the problem was to

combine
hardly

it

with the doctrine of transmigration, with which it is
So there are Upanishadic texts which describe

consistent.

the journey of the disembodied soul to the moon, which is the
door of heaven, and it stays there as long as there is a residue of
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good works, and then

man, animal or insect, according
deeds and its knowledge. But it is hard to see what determining factors remain over, to decide the manner and place of rebirth.
Therefore other texts say bluntly that after death the soul enters a

to

returns as

its

womb againfor embodiment, accordingto its deeds and thoughts. 12
A further inconsistent idea, that ill-fitted to the notion of
is,

karma deciding rebirth, is the belief in a son inheriting the sins of
the father. This idea is found in other parts of the world and would

be natural enough in a simple system of inheritance, but not where
the soul

is

held to pursue its own way, fundamentally in isolation.
we read that when a father is dying he calls his

In one Upanishad
son,

who lies upon him so as to receive all the father's powers. The

father places in him his speech, vital breath, eye, ear, taste, and so
deeds in you.' 13 This does not seem
on, and says, 'Let me place
to have any moral meaning, for no destiny is fixed by it, but it

my

does agree with other passages which show the father being born
again in the son, and this is strictly inconsistent with the view of
the soul transmigrating and being born to a higher or lower estate
according to its actions.

Quite

how

attached to the

ment or

which determine rebirth affect or are
soul is not clear. They seem to
cling to it as defile-

the deeds

but then again the true self is often said to be
the
antics
of the body. When the Samkhya
by
teaching
be
nature
to
made
thought
up of three elements (gunas] of goodness, energy and dullness ethically in man, then the kind of exisblessing;

unaffected

which the individual would transmigrate was thought to
depend on the proportions of the three within him. Hence effort
should be directed to increasing and ensuring the dominance of
goodness. But finally one should pass beyond the range of these
tence to

1*
elements to attain complete salvation or isolation
(kaivalya).
The question of the memory of previous lives is not clear
either. Those in the West who are unfamiliar with or
sceptical

about transmigration often make this a point of
proof. If we
could recall our previous experiences, then that
might provide
evidence for them. But, in the Upanishads, belief in
transmigration does not depend on arguments from
memory. It is based on
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the conviction of the indestructibility of the soul, though no doubt
memory of other lives might reinforce faith in their continuity.

That the soul after death could recall its past existence might
seem evidence of the continuation of a real personality from one
though the Buddhists have denied this while they
maintain the idea of the round of births and rebirths. In some

to the next;

life
still

of the later Upanishads it is said that the unborn child in the womb
still remembers its
previous life, but the pains of birth can deprive
it of this
memory. All that one can trace in the earlier Upanishads
is the belief that
according to the purpose one has in this world so
does he become on leaving here, and by whatever one is thinking
so does one enter into life. And in the Bhagavad Gita
great
importance is attached to right thoughts
of whatever state of being a man thinks
so to that being

he

attains.

at the
as

moment of death;

he gives up

his

body,

15

But of accounts of memories of previous lives, the classical
scriptures have nothing. It was left to the much later stories, both
Hindu and Buddhist, to relate in lavish detail the many previous
lives of great men and gods, and by implication of ordinary
mortals

also.

Belief in the round ofsamsam, the wheel of existence in

which

men

all
are caught up, a cycle that goes on endlessly with souls
rising and falling in the scale again and again, this led to a view

of the vanity of mortal life which could easily become pessimism,
was no way out of transmigration. All is perishing:
mosquitoes, grass, trees, warriors, world rulers, demons, ghosts,
oceans, mountains, the pole star, and the very gods themselves.
In this cycle of existence (samara) what is the good of the enjoyment of desires, when after a man has fed on them he returns
repeatedly to this world? In this round of existence man is like a
frog in a waterless well; how can he escape?
The Maitri Upanishad deals with these questions at some length.
The answer given is that the true self is unaffected by the fruits of
action; it is pure, unstained, and free from desire, and it remains
detached like a spectator from the deeds of the body. Those who
are attached to earth, or even to a son, wife or family, cannot

if there
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attain to such independence. But the perfected yogi looks down
on the wheel of births and deaths, as a charioteer looks down at the

revolving wheel of his chariot. Even the
truth has to be cleansed and perfected by

mind which

seeks the

effort, for thoughts as

well as actions can bind to transmigration. One's own thought is
and what a man thinks that he becomes. So by the serenity

samsdra,

of thought one should destroy aE actions, good and bad, that bind
to this life. If the mind is fixed on Brahman it will become free

from bondage. 16
The round of transmigration seems to work automatically and
in the more theistic Svetasvacarry with it all men and gods. But
tara Upanishad God is declared to be the motive and disposer of
all.

He is the inner self of all beings,

the ordainer of all deeds, the

author of time, and cause of earthly existence (samsard), and of
both continuance in bondage and of liberation (moksha). 17

The Biblical view of the soul and its

fate differs

from the Indian

because of variant presuppositions. There is, on the one hand, the
Hebrew stress on the transcendence of God and the dependence

of man, contrasting with the Indian view of the similarity and
mutual absorption of Brahman and the soul. On the other hand,
there was the unified view of the human personality in Hebrew
and body indepenthought, which could hardly consider soul
another.
one
of
dently
Old Testament ideas about the soul, its origins and destiny, are
vague and confusing; and its views on life after death are so
the great weakness of ancient Hebrew
inadequate as to constitute

New

Testament) teaching, compared with the Hindu
beliefs in the beyond and certainty of the indestrucof
profusion
of the soul.
tibility
In die older creation story the body of man came from the dust,
(but not

and the breath of man from the breath of God. And later in the
same story we read, 'dust thou art, and to dust shalt thou return'.
But in the later book of Ecclesiastes it is said that the dust returns
to the earth as it was, and the spirit returns to God who gave it. 18
Genesis has the vague suggestion that
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ever, if

he had not eaten of the

tree

of knowledge. Like

many

Hebrews seem to have thought that death, like
work and clothing, was unnatural. Later moralists ascribed death
to sin, and St. Paul reflected the current Jewish idea that
'through
ancient peoples the

one

man

sin entered into the

world, and death through

sin'.

A

modern

theologian supports this, and gibes at 'the sentimental
notion that death is "natural", a necessary and beneficial aspect of
the ordering of nature'. 19

It

may

be questioned

how many

other

would now agree with this. What else is death but
There is little enough in the Bible about this, and the fact

Christians

natural?

of death

is

accepted generally without argument.

Of life independent of God the Bible knows nothing.
is

no

natural immortality, in the atheistic Jain or

So there

Samkhya

sense.

This would have implied pre-existence as well as post-existence,
and little is said in the Old Testament about either. It is generally

assumed that the Jews thought the soul to be created at or before
birth, and each soul independently of others, to live its own span
of threescore years and ten. But in fact all that is said is that God
breathed into

The

man the breath of life and man became a living soul.

Biblical emphasis

God, and

is

constantly

on the

creating

power of

overshadows speculation about the nature of man.
*So obsessed', says R. C. Zaehner, 'do the Jews appear to have
been with the Majesty of God and man's utter insignificance that
this

they forgot that man became a "living soul" by the fact that God
breathed into him the "breath of life", the Holy Spirit, which is
520
by definition immortal.
pre-existence of the soul in God would not be inconsistent with Biblical teaching, but a natural deduction from it,

Hence the

though it hardly ever becomes explicit. Later Christian scholastics
and mystics were to develop the idea of the eternity of the human
soul as an eternal idea dwelling in God, for in the divine wisdom
are models or forms of all things, and while they are different in
their relations they are not really distinct from the divine essence. 21
In the New Testament period there are some slight suggestions
of new beliefs impinging upon the Hebrew. There is the disciples'
question about the man born blind, 'who sinned, this man or his
E
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parents, that lie should

be

bom blind?* The

only possible answer
of karma and rebirth, and a
modern commentator says that this Implies a doctrine of preexistence' which is a 'Greek rather than a
Jewish idea'. Similarly

seems to be something on the

lines

the Jewish historian
Josephus gave the surprising opinion that the
'Pharisees hold that every soul is
imperishable, but that the souls

of the good alone go

to another body, while those

of the wicked

are punished with
everlasting vengeance/ Josephus adds his own
view that 'pure and obedient souls obtain a most holy place in
heaven, from whence in the revolution of the ages they are sent
22
It must be remembered that this was
again into pure bodies'.
written during the full flood of Greek influence
upon Jewish

thought. If Josephus is correct there would seem to be some inconsistency with the doctrine of the resurrection, in which the
Pharisees are also said to have believed. In
non-biblical,

any case Josephus is
though contemporary with some of the New

Testament.

The occasional references to a

'return

of Elijah*

(still

allowed for

in the Jewish Passover), which are sometimes
quoted in support
of a belief in rebirth, do not really mean this. 'The only escape'
from death wMch ancient Hebrew belief allowed 'was ascension

heaven as in the singular instances of Enoch and
23
it
and,
Elijah*
may be added, Moses. But since these prophets
were believed not to have died, so they would not need to be
alive into

reborn

as children,

but would descend from heaven in power.

The New Testament,

it is known,
interpreted the return of Elijah
in the person ofJohn the
Baptist.
Life after death, to the ancient Hebrews, was a dark and
unhappy

as a

coming in spirit,

affair.

Believed in

by

the people, in common with most conof the dead, the rites connected with

temporary nations, 'the realm

death and burial, as well as the
destiny of the soul in the other
This is one of the
world, play no part in the religion of

YHWH.

most astonishing

features

of

Israelite

religion.

the deceased lives on apart from the
people, but Biblical faith draws
from this notion.' 24

no
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and elseArchaeological excavation has shown, in Palestine
where, that great care was given to graves, and the tools and
weapons placed there testify to the belief that the departed spirit
would need to use them. Some tombs remained sacred places

down

the ages; the graves of Sarah and Deborah, the sanctuaries
of Shechem and Kadesh, for example, were hallowed by associa-

tion with the ancestors

and long remained holy

them even to this day.
The dead were believed

places,

some of

go underground, since they were
buried in the ground. Cremation was not practised as it was in
India. Underground was a dark world of shades, Sheol, like the
Greek Hades. It was a place of darkness, cold, forgetfulness, and a
land of no return. It was from the subterranean world that the
to

medium of En-dor raised up Samuel's ghost to speak with Saul.
Psalm 88 gives a vivid picture of the land of forgetfulness, where
the shades (rephaim) dwell in the dark and do not praise God.
Here was one of the most shocking features of Old Testament
of a
belief, that makes some of the Psalms 'improper on the lips
e

Christian congregation'. For

it is

said bluntly that in death there

'shall they that are deceased arise and
was
death
impure and in a dark forgotten
praise thee?* Because
did not run there. There was no judgeplace, so the divine decree
ment, no reward or punishment, no fruits of karma or hopes of
25
heaven, for the dwellers in Sheol.
be able to do someOccasionally a prophet felt that God must

is

no remembrance' of God,

into Sheol,
thing even in that shadowy place. 'Though they dig
a Psalmist
later
And
Amos.
said
thence shall my hand take them',
said

even

better, 'if I

generally the

most

make

my bed in Sheol,

thou

art there'.

But

be hoped for was long life, on this
dwell in the house of the Lord for length

that could

sunlit earth; 'and I shall

of days'. 26
It was not that belief in some kind of existence after 'death was
and in particular the prophetic and
lacking, but that the Hebrews,
editors of the Old Testament, could not see beyond Sheol.
priestly

Concerned to abolish pagan

of the dead and spiritualistic
of God: 'And when they shall

cults

seances, they stressed the majesty
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say unto you, Seek unto them, that have familiar spirits and unto
the wizards, that chirp and mutter: should not a
people seek unto
their

God?' 27

Furthermore, the belief in the close connexion of soul and body
made it hard for the Hebrews to conceive of any further active
existence after the death of the body.

When the idea

of the resur-

rection of the dead does finally appear, right at the end of the Old
Testament, then the bodies are raised up too, apparently to a
further earthly existence. In a late passage in Isaiah there is hope
that 'thy dead shall live;
dead bodies shall arise . and the

my

.

.

But it is questionable whether this
refers to a resurrection of the dead or to a national revival.
Only
after the persecution of the Maccabees had forced men to think
earth shall cast forth the dead'.

about the lot of the righteous dead, and perhaps under the pressure
of Zoroastrian thought with its strong conviction of a future

judgement and heaven, does belief in a resurrection appear. This
could still be life on earth however: 'Many of them that sleep in
the dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and some
to shame and everlasting contempt.' 28
With the emergence of belief in a resurrection the Bible, or

New Testament, at last produced a doctrine worthy of
comparison with beliefs of other religions, though still needing
careful exposition. 'The belief in resurrection, in
judgment, and
rather the

retribution in the afterlife gradually came into being.
found a way to God after death. This doctrine remedied

The

soul

what was

a serious defect in the early religion compared with paganism.' 29
To turn to the New Testament is to enter another world, of
light

and hope. Faith in 'Jesus and the resurrection' was the main
of Christian belief. This is everywhere in the epistles, after

article

the resurrection of Christ, but it also conditions the
Gospels which
were written after the event though recording the history before it.

Debate over the resurrection of the dead was active among the
Jews in New Testament times. The Pharisees, who represented
the great body of the Jews, held to
priestly

and wealthy

The Sadducees who were the
they said, it was not
books of the Old Testament

it.

class rejected it because,

taught in the Torah, the

first five
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and core of the sacred

revelation.

Hence

in his only debate

with

them Jesus quoted from Exodus
4

I

am the God of Abraham',

was

still

With

alive.

to support faith in life after death:
spoken to Moses, meant that Abraham

God 'is not the God of the dead, but of the living'. 30

faith in the resurrection

of Christ

as their

main argument

for a general resurrection, the nature of the
body raised presented
a problem to Christians. The resurrection of the flesh, the
gather-

ing together of the material elements to be conjoined to the soul,
has been taught by many Christians and Muslims, who for this
reason have rejected cremation. On the other hand the notion of

thought to be not only impossible but
repugnant by Hindus and Buddhists and by many modem
a resuscitated

body

is

Christians.

But

St.

Paul in his

letter to the

is

not mere

dead

raised?

Corinthians tried hard to dis-

and to show that resurrection
some one will say, How are the
and with what manner of body to they come?

criminate between flesh and

spirit,

resuscitation. 'But

.

.

.

Thou sowest not the body that shall be, but a bare grain
but
God gives it a body even as it pleased him. The happy choice of
.

.

.

5

from the grain that is planted and the living shoot that
led
Paul to say, 'It is sown a natural body, and it is raised
emerges
a spiritual body
and this corruptible must put on incorrup-

illustration

.

.

.

mortal must put on immortality.' 31
It
might be objected that to speak of a body for a spirit is contradictory, or nonsensical. But some kind of symbol must be used

tion,

and

we

this

What this teaching tries to
the continuation of personal identity. This would seem to
be essential ifthere are to be relationships between the soul and God.
lest

secure

St.
f

lose ourselves in vagueness.

is

Paul clearly does not teach the resurrection of the flesh.
Paul means is not that there is to be a restoration of the

What

of the deceased, but that each individual will have
bestowed upon him, as God sees fit, a spiritual body, that is, a
32
body of another order than flesh and blood.'

fleshly particles

There are important consequences of this belief, if they are
applied to the resurrection of Christ, after whose model the
Christian is said to be raised up. And Christian emphasis on the
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resurrection of Christ also determined die certainty of belief in
individual immortality. So that from its feeble beginnings, the

Bible ends with the most positive and highly symbolical view of
life after death, described in the book of Revelation. The nature

of that world and

final bliss

is

the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

HEAVEN AND

BLISS

nature of existence immediately after death, whether in
heaven or hell, long engaged Indian attention. Many ideas

The

were current in popular
and although they might seem

belief about the celestial
regions,
inconsistent with belief in trans-

migration or ultimate liberation, yet some theologians in later
Vedantic philosophy were not averse to reintroducing descrip-

of Paradise.

tions

While

the earliest Upanishads

were content with

references to

the soul going to the moon and the world of the fathers, the
Kaushitaki Upanishad gives more particulars. Those who leave
this world go to the moon, which is the door of heaven. There the
soul

is

tested.

who fail return to the world as insect, animal
who answers properly proceeds further. First he

Those

or man. But he

comes to the world of the gods, and finally to the world of
Brahma. The Brahma-world is depicted in some detail: in it there
are lakes, rivers, trees,
'Five

cities,

hundred nymphs

thrones, couches, flowers

[apsarasas]

and nymphs.

go towards him, with

fruits,

ointments, garlands, garments and perfumes in their hands; they
adorn him with the adornment worthy of Brahma/ He comes to

with his mind, he comes to the moments and
they flee from him, he comes to the ageless river and crosses it
with his mind alone. There he shakes off his good deeds and his

a lake

and

crosses

it

He is now untouched by good and evil deeds, and all
a charioteer who looks at the revolving
of
pairs
opposites, like
wheels but is untouched by them. So devoid of good and evil, die
knower of Brahman goes on to very Brahman. 1
evil deeds.
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Later popular Puranas went into great detail about the various
heavens, of Indra, iva, Vishnu and Brahma. They were in the
Himalayas, or thousands of miles above the earth, with all kinds

of pleasures and

delights.

There were

also the

many hells,

icy cold

as well as hot, stocked with well-fed demons, and presided over
by Yama, originally the first man to die and later god of the dead
and the underworld.
In the Katha Upanishad there is an ancient story of a descent

into the underworld.

The boy Nachiketas

is

sacrificed

by Ms

and goes to the abode of Death (Yama). He waits for three
days without food, and as recompense Yama offers him three gifts
or wishes. Nachiketas's first wish is that his father may be appeased

father

and receive him graciously on return to the
as is also the
tells

earth. This

is

granted,

second inquiry about the dwellers in heaven; Death

him how

to set

up the proper

sacrificial fire that leads to

the major one: when a man is
heaven. But the third question
dead, some say he exists and others say he does not. What is the
is

it? Death tries to avoid this question; even the ancient
not sure of it, so do not press me now, choose another
were
gods
and
do not ask about death. But Nachiketas presses his
boon,
is there in the
what
great passing-on? And finally Death
point:
reveals the secret: *The knowing self is never born and does not
It is unborn, eternal, abiding and
die at any time
primeval. It
is not slain when the body is slain/ This is the truth of the indestructible dtman which we heard of before. The same answer is given in
the Bhagavad Gita, to allay the scruples ofArjuna on the battlefield. 2
In other texts the passage from this world to the next is sometimes compared to a bridge, as it was in Persian theology. The

truth of

soul

is

worlds

the bridge, the separating boundary for keeping these
apart. Age and death do not cross over that bridge, nor

all evils turn back because the Brahma-world
of evil. Whoever crosses that bridge is enlightened and
wounds and afflictions leave him. But the only ones who find the
Brahma-world are students of sacred knowledge. 3
Elsewhere we read that the Brahma-world is won by good
deeds; and again that ascetics through knowledge and renunciation

well- or ill-doing;
is

free
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Brahma-world and

attain the

tains the uncreated

The

Taittiriya

BLISS

are liberated.

The

perfect soul ob-

world. 4

Upanishad gives the song of triumph of him

who on departing this world and reaching that self which consists
of bliss, goes up and down those worlds, eating what food he
desires, assuming what form he wishes, and singing the chant,
Oh wonderful ... 1 have overcome the whole world. I am
*

brilliant like the sun.'

5

says that the Brahma-world
in
not fully attained. Just as
but
is entered every day
deep sleep,
a
in
hidden
men walk over treasure
field, so do all creatures go

The

day

early

after

Chandogya Upanishad

day into the Brahma-world, and yet they do not find it,

for they are led astray

At
place.

by

untruth. 6

death, however, unification with the divine slowly takes
The watchers by the bedside of a dying man say, 'He is

becoming one, he does not see', smell, taste, and so on. The point
of his heart is lit up and by its light the soul leaves through the
another bodily aperture; he becomes one with
eye, the head, or
different parts of the body and the organs all go,
intelligence. The
souls enter into the All; dwelling in the Brahma-worlds,

perfected

7
they are liberated at the end of time beyond death.
have
that
we
touched
on earlier.
This brings us to the question
What is the final goal, beyond the round of birth and death?

When

is worked out and the soul is perfected, with
it back to earth, what is its final destiny?
draw
nothing
The great preoccupation of Hindu thought was 'liberation'
from this phenomenal world, and from return to it. The word
used is moksha, salvation or liberation or liberty. This comes from

all

karma

left

to

a root (much) meaning to set free, to release, to deliver; so moksha
the final emancipation of the soul. Various other aims of human
life are recognized, which may justifiably take up a good deal of

is

one's time in the world, in youth and in the mature life of the
householder; such are material possessions, pleasure and duty.
But moksha is the final human good, the ultimate aim, to which
all

should come in the end, and the only

into another worldly

life.
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Maitri Upanishad says that self-conceit binds one to the

stream of

qualities,

liberated.

So, to be free

conceit, this

is

the

and on achieving the opposite of

this one is
from determination, free from selfpathway to Brahman here in this world, this is

mark of liberation (moksha). B
The Prasna Upanishad sees the ordinary mortal rising to
moon and then returning again to the earth. But he who
meditated on the highest person, with the
especial aid of

the

mystic syllable
freed of

AUM,

becomes freed from

his sins as a

the

has
the

snake

is

skin; he goes to the Brahma-world and has the
vision of the supreme Person. And the Mundaka
Upanishad says
that purified ascetics dwell in the world of Brahma and at the end
of time are all liberated and one with the immortal. 9
its

The more

theistic Svetasvatara

Upanishad says that

God

is

the

cause of transmigration and of liberation. 'To that God do I,
desirous of liberation, go for refuge.'
Similarly in the Gita, he

who knows the uncreated God is himself undeluded and freed
from all sins. In his commentary on this passage Ramanuja later
was to differentiate between God and the liberated soul: 'the
Lord is different in kind from the liberated soul which, though unborn, nonetheless has a beginning, for the "unborn" condition
of the liberated soul has a beginning.' 10
Another word used of the final goal is cessation,
separation,

completion or tranquillity

(nirvritti).

'This indeed

is

the way. This

immortality. This is complete union and peacefelness* (nirvritatva). As a spider climbing a thread obtains freedom, so does one

is

who

meditates thus. 11

This joins up with nirvana, a

word that is

Jain, though not exclusively so. Not
cal texts, nirvana
appears in the Gita

chiefly Buddhist and
found in the older Brahminiand later Hindu writings and

commonly
today. The word is illustrated by the metaphor
of a flame which is blown out. Nir-va (va, as wind,
plus nis) is to
be blown out, or to cease to draw breath. Nirvana is blown out,

is

used

lamp or fire, set as the sun, deceased with the
of life extinguished, de-spirated. As a fire is quenched for want
of fuel, so the flames of desire are blown out and
peace is attained.
extinguished, like a

fire
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In the Bhagavad Gita nirvana

Is found in union with God:
of restrained mind comes to the peace
that is in me, the supreme nirvana! The
goal is also spoken of as
Brahma-nirvana. Fixed in the divine state (brahmisthiti) at the hour
of death one becomes Brahman or enters into Brahma-nirvana.

"Intent

on me

.

.

.

the yogi

mean simply

entering into an eternal mode of being,
trend of the early chapters of the Gita, but in the
later chapters Krishna is
recognized as 'the supreme Brahman and
the supreme abode'. 12

This could

and

this is the

The ultimate goal, beyond this world and the many heavens, in
the Upanishads and the advaita schools is
merging in the divine.
This is different from Buddhism or Jainism, which deny or ignore
the divine Brahman. So the Prasna
Upanishad says not only that
as birds resort to a tree so does
everything resort to the Supreme

Soul (paraatman), but also that he

who

imperishable attains to the Imperishable,
becomes the All. 13

recognizes the pure

and knowing

afi

he

The metaphors of the snake freeing itself from its skin, and the
commonly used. Casting off name
and shape (nama-rupa), the one who knows attains to the divine
Person, higher than the high, and 'he who knows the supreme
Brahman becomes very Brahman*. It does not necessarily mean
that the river is lost in the ocean as a drop of no importance, but
river running into the sea, are

that

it is

only

now

truly conscious

and aware of its oneness and

14

infinity.

Complete identity with the divine is the goal of this monistic
teaching, and the final end and perfection of life. 'The infinite is
happiness, there is no pleasure in anything small, only in the
infinite.'

The

15

Gita goes beyond this monism, and although in

its

early

chapters
speaks of becoming one with Brahman (brahmabhutam),
and of infinite bliss in the eternal Brahman, in the later chapters
it

the goal

is

more

personalized. In his manifestation to Arjuna in

Krishna is revealed as greater than Brahman, being
and non-being, and what is beyond that. The frightened Arjuna
seeks for grace and is comforted by the Exalted One. In the final

infinite forms,
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chapter of the Glta the yogi has become one with Brahman but
then, through the grace of die Lord, and through devotion to him,

he approaches the Lord. This is a new and secret doctrine, not to
be spoken to one who has no devotion in him. It shows that the
ultimate aim of existence, according to the Glta, is not becoming
Brahman but is union with the Lord, the beatific vision.

The

Biblical

view of the nature of

life after

death

is

not so

detailed, or so crude, as much later popular Christian writing
might suggest. There is, in fact, very little detail in the Bible on

from the visions and dreams of the book of
Revelation. This book became one of the chief sources of later

this subject, apart

but

fantasy,

many

its

deliberate

symbolism

is

to be understood in the

apocalyptic teaching in Daniel and Ezekiel. The
gradations of heaven, hell and purgatory that developed in

light of

earlier

medieval thought, and classically in Dante, and which recall the
many heavens and hells of popular Hindu and Buddhist story,

have

little

enough

basis in the Bible.

The Old Testament idea of heaven was that it stretched out like
a giant tent in the desert, though it was solid and borne up on
and hail, and in it
pillars. Above it were the waters, rain, snow
the stars were fixed. There were heavens above the visible firmament, and in later times these were reckoned as three or seven.
St. Paul
spoke of one who was 'caught up to the third heaven'.

But

there could never

be any doubt to the Hebrew mind that

God was

in the highest heaven, or above all. In the great prayer
attributed to Solomon it is said that 'heaven and the heaven of

heavens cannot contain

thee'. 16

We have seen that the dead were thought, in the Old Testament
ground in Sheol. But
there too. Between
the Testaments there was development, perhaps under Greek and
Persian, influence. So in. the Book of Wisdom we read that 'the
souls of the righteous are in the hand of God, and no torment shall
touch them. In the eyes of the foolish they seem to have died
but they are in peace and their hope is full of immortality/ And
but not in the
at least

New,

to be underneath the

one of the Psalms said that

God was

.

.

.
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again, 'the righteous live for ever, and. in the
and the care for them with the Most

Lord

is

their

With

reward

his right

High
hand shall he cover them, and with his arm shall he shield them.' 17
This clearly shows that the just are believed to have a personal
relationship with

God

in heaven.

The Gospels attempt remarkably

description of life after
from
apart
affirming faith in the
resurrection; God is not the God of the dead but of the living'.
The word 'heaven' is used, of course, as a reverential substitute
for the name of God. The kingdom of heaven means the
kingdom
or reign of God, not just a celestial heaven. Your heavenly Father
means God, and so on. Heaven is the realm where God has
perfect sway, and the Lord's Prayer asks that God's will may be
done on earth as it is always done in heaven.
death. Jesus said

little

about

little

it,

4

Occasionally Jesus used common metaphors about heaven in
the sense of a future abode, but without giving particulars. So he

spoke of the poor Lazarus being carried by angels to Abraham's
bosom, while the rich man was tormented in the flames of Hades.
This

latter seems a combination of the ancient Sheol and the later
Gehenna. Gehenna was the valley of Hinnom near Jerusalem,
where once human sacrifices had been offered and then idols were
burnt there, and so it became the city's dump and rubbish was

always burning, 'where the worm dies not and the fire is not
quenched'. This is a symbol of the outer darkness, away from

God. 18

The symbol of a banquet is used in the Gospels for heaven, to
which many will come from east and west and sit down with the
patriarchs, while the sons of the kingdom are cast into darkness. But
this is a Messianic feast, and it may be on this earth in the millenrather than being a description of eternal life in heaven. 19
Jesus also once used the term Paradise, to the dying thief. This

nium

came from

word

for a garden, and in Jewish usage also
of
Eden
Garden
with its tree of life. The rabbis
seem to have thought of two paradises, one in Sheol and one in
heaven, and there were rabbinic speculations about the purpose
a Persian

referred to the

of Paradise

as

a place of cleansing and preparation for heaven.
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The righteous now in Paradise would rise again to judgement and
then to heaven.
Jesus also spoke of death as sleep, concerning Jairas' daughter
and Lazarus. And this was taken up by the church to show that
Christian faith had removed the bitterness of death: Stephen in his
violent martyrdom Yell asleep'. Paul both speaks of those 'who
have fallen asleep in Christ' already, and says that in future 'we
20
shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed'.
Apart from these few references the main burden of New
Testament teaching is in terms of eternal life. The unconditioned
nature of the future life is stressed: 'they neither marry nor are

given in marriage; neither can they die any more, for they are
21
equal to the angels and are sons of God'.
Eternal

life is

judgement
This

the goal of the righteous, and in the parable of the
punishment is said to be the lot of the wicked.

eternal

not necessarily everlastingness, but

is

The

it is

a state

beyond

of the parable is the separation of the harsh and
uncharitable from the merciful and kind. 'The New Testament
does not answer the questions we like to ask about such matters as
the nature of punishment after death, eternal retribution, and so
on; and it is as much a mistake to erect its symbolic language into
metaphysical answers as it is to ignore the solemnity of the warn22
ings which that language conveys'.
The most profound teaching about eternal life is developed in
time.

essence

the Fourth Gospel. Christ came that 'whosoever believes in him
should not perish but have eternal life'. This is not just a future

but can be a present condition, for 'he that believes on the
Son has eternal life' now. Similarly judgement is not merely a

state,

future event but a present result. 'He that believes him that sent
me has eternal life, and comes not into judgement but has passed

from death to

life.'

This leads straight on to the declaration,

the resurrection and the

life

.

.

.

whosoever

lives

'I

am

and believes in

me shall never die'. 23
Both

faith

and knowledge are involved in the apprehension of

Indeed

eternal

life.

should

know thee,

it is

so defined:

'this is

the only true God, and
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24

send, even Jesus Christ'.
To know is to perceive the truth, after
hearing the word, and to believe in the truth. But those who reject
revealed truth are self-condemned and love darkness rather than

light

But more than
be a solitary or

faith

and knowledge

are needed, else this

might

experience. The epistle of John goes on to
emphasize the necessity of love to others. You cannot love the
selfish

unseen God if you do not love
your seen brother. And so 'we
have passed out of death into life, because we love the brethren3
Love is the key to life and death and eternal life. 25
.

This not only links
up with the teaching of the Synoptic
Gospels on eternal life as the gift of God to the merciful and kind,
but it applies also to the whole manner of the life and death of
Jesus.

'He laid down his life for

lives for the

brethren/

and we ought to lay down our
social and
self-sacrificing

us,

The strong moral,

trend of Biblical

26
thought and living finds its climax here.
in
Biblical teaching, is not the
life,
flight of the alone to
the Alone, but life in the redeemed
This

Eternal

community.
qualifies
even the most intimate statements about the
relationship of the
soul to God. The Bible knows
nothing of the identity of man with
God. Union is expressed, but not
Paul
1 live, and
identity.

yet no longer
identity,

but Christ

says,

me/ That might appear to be
but he immediately qualifies it
by showing that not
I,

lives in

he speaking of life still here in the
body, but also of a
of
faith
to
Christ.
'That
life which I now
dependent relationship
only

is

live in the flesh I live

by

faith in the

Similarly Paul speaks of the

new

Son of God/ 27

Christian

life as itself a

resur-

and a communal one. 'He raised us
up with him [Christ],
and made us sit with him in heavenly
places/ This is a present
rection,

28
experience, though a foretaste or earnest of things to come.
The Christian goal is this eternal life, which can begin now and

communion with God, and its condition
God and man. The colourful pictures of heaven in
Revelation are but symbols of the deeper eternal
reality when God
will be all in all. The
of
this
in
the
beatific vision of
apprehension
transcend death.

is

It is

in

love both to

mysticism will be treated of later.
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Chapter 7

THE DISCIPLINE OF THE
SPIRITUAL LIFE
ke

1

I

Brahman-atman, is the supreme
goal of the Upanishads, and theoretically this is obtainable
divine,

\^x

by knowledge alone. So we read that 'he who has found
and awakened to the Soul ... he is the maker of everything
the world is his'. And again, 'wise men, free from desires, worship
the Person, and pass beyond the seed of rebirth And we are
twice told that the Brahmins who have known the soul rise above
desires and have no more wishes, even for children: 'what need
have we of offspring, whose soul is the universe?' 1
Yet desires keep arising, and the practices of yoga set out to
harness the senses and the thoughts from false and manifold objects
.

.

.

9

.

and bring about union with the one universal soul.
Mircea Eliade, in his study of yoga, speaks of Your

basic

and

interdependent concepts, four "kinetic ideas" [which] bring us
directly to the core of Indian spirituality. They are karma, may a,
. .
The means of attaining to Being, the effectual
for
gaining liberation. This corpus of means constitutes
techniques

nirvana,

and yoga.

.

2

Yoga properly speaking.'
The word yoga comes from

a root (yty) meaning to bind to-

gether, to hold fast, or to yoke.

Our English word 'yoke'

is

from

the same root, and this should help to understand the binding and
and French
disciplining content of the word (so also Latin jugum,
joug).

The word Yoga can be used
F

generally of any ascetic
81
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technique of meditation and concentration, and there have been
great varieties of these in the different Indian religious and philosophical movements. There is a classical Yoga, which is closely
linked with the Samkhya system of philosophy, but there are

many popular and less systematic forms, and others outside HinduBuddhism and Jainism. And there are popular varieties

ism, in

which

are mainly magical

and

'mystical*,

whose adepts seek

after

supernatural powers, telepathy, clairvoyance, breath-condigestion-control, levitation, flying through the air, con-

siddhis:
trol,

and so on. Of these the classical systems
them
with scorn as inferior occupations for
and
regard
say
charlatans and those at a spiritually low level.
The term Yoga itself may be partly responsible for this wide
variety of meanings, for though it means binding and discipline,

juring

tricks, burial alive,

little,

yet the self-mastery implied

human

limitations

would seem to

and bind one

free

one from normal

to the spirit world.

Hence

the

body and of the whole world,
adept may
assume divine powers, and pretend to omniscience and omnipotence. But the philosophical and devotional Yoga schools
should look primarily for isolation or union of the soul with the
claim mastery of the

divine.

Yoga is a very old practice in India,

as the variety

of its methods

One of

the most important discoveries in the Indus Valley excavations was a seal with a representation of a being sitting in a yoga posture. Sir John Marshall

already mentioned suggests.

thus described him, 'The God,

who

is

three-faced,

is

seated

on

a

low

Indian throne in a typical attitude of Yoga, with legs bent
double beneath him, heel to heel, and toes turned downwards/

And Stuart Piggott commented, 'There can be little doubt that
we have here the prototype of the great god Shiva as Lord of the
of Yogis/ Other seals also have representations
sitting position, and another statue also resembles
a yogi; as Marshall put it, 'it represents someone seemingly in the
pose of a yogi, and it is for this reason that the eyelids are more
than half closed and the eyes looking downward to the tip of the
Beasts and Prince

of beings in the

nose*.

3
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This means that yogic practices were already well known in the
time of the Indus civilization (about 2500-1500 B.C.). There is
little trace of them in the Rig Vedic hymns, and only gradual de-

velopment of yogic ideas in the Upanishads, but full recognition
in the Bhagavad Gita. This shows again that submergence of
ancient Indian ideas and then reappearance at a later date which
we noticed earlier in speaking of transmigration, and which
seems also to apply to the worship of deities such as Siva, Krishna

and the Great Goddess.
This conclusion

is

strengthened

by

a brief consideration

of the

philosophy that came to be associated with Yoga.

Yoga deals with
methods of disentanglement of the soul from embodiment, and
it
puts out practical ways for gaining release or 'isolationintegration'. But it is closely linked with the Samkhya philosophy.
Samkhya means 'enumeration' and it is an analysis of human
,

and defining its different elements, describing
their entanglement in existence and considering the way of
liberation (moksha). The method of gaining this is set out as Yoga.
These ideas are not found in the early Vedic texts nor, on the
other hand, are the many gods of the Rig Veda found in the basic
teachings of Samkhya and Yoga. They can proceed without any
gods as methods of self-discipline and liberation, since Samkhya
is a
quest for bliss, seeking after isolation. But it is recommended
that there should be a 'god of one's choice' (ista-devata) who is a
help to concentration. And the Yoga-sutras speak of one Lord
the pattern of the
(IsVara) who is the object of contemplation,
devotion.
of
the
isolated soul and, in some writers,
object
It may well be that the Yoga systems go back to Indus times,
nature, enumerating

and are independent of the Vedas, but come to infiltrate the later
Vedanta. Samkhya is believed to have been founded by a sage
called Kapila. He is not known to the Vedas, but he does occur
in the epic poem, the Mahabharata, sitting in meditation deep in
the bowels of the earth and burning intruders to ashes with a flash

of his

eye.

The

classical textbook of the Yoga system is the Yoga-sutras
of Patanjali. These are very short, pithy sentences, which try to
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sum up

a great mass of material current at the time, and give
a theoretical basis. The four short books were apparently

posed some shortly before and some

Yoga
com-

beginning of the
and
The association of Samkhya
Yoga was clearly
to the Gita, for it says that 'puerile and unlearned people
after the

Christian era.

known

speak of

anyone

Samkhya and Yoga

as distinct

from each

firmly established in either gains the fruit

who regards them as one/ 4
Looking now to the Vedas we see that

other, yet

of both.

.

.

.

He

truly sees
in the

Rig Vedic hymns.

We

there

do read of an

no

clear

Yoga

ascetic (muni),

long-

is

through the air, and into whom
be an ecstatic, the like of whom is

haired, dressed in yellow, flying

the gods enter.

But

this

found in many ancient

may

religions.

In the Upanishads knowledge and contemplation are the chief
means whereby identity of Brahman and atman are perceived, but
some yogic methods are accepted as exercises leading to purification. There is a great mass of later Upanishads commonly known
as Yoga Upanishads, which accept full yogic disciplines, and
either declare

'I

am the transcendent Brahman

the gods'; or else dispense with

all

.

.

.

extolled

by

all

silent

worship, 'Ablution,
of the Veda, the

prayer, penance, offering oblation, the study

worship of the tutelary deity ...

all this is

falsehood/ 5

But in the older classical Upanishads yogic practices only find
occasional mention, such as 'concentrating all the senses upon one's
self', and there is some practice of breath-control. la the Katha
and

Upanishads Yoga is first clearly spoken of, *the
6
of
what
pertains to self.
Yoga-study
A key passage is the descent of the youth Nachiketas into Hades,
Taittiriya

Yama (Death). In the third question which Nachiketas
to answer, the all-important problem of the great
Death
presses
it is
significant that Death reveals the knowledge of the
passing-on,
eternal soul and the method of Yoga together. The turbulent
nature of the body is well known; the senses are horses, the body
is the chariot, the mind is the charioteer, and the soul is lord of
the chariot. So the mind must always be restrained and the senses
under control. The Upanishad goes on to speak of Yoga as the
his visit to
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firm holding back of the senses, by which one becomes distracted.
The highest state is reached when the five senses and the mind
cease

from

their

normal

activities,

when

the intellect does not

stir,

but the soul undistracted perceives the unmaxiifested supreme
Person. So Nachiketas, having received this knowledge declared
by Death, and the entire rule of Yoga, attained Brahman and

became

free

death. 7

from passion and from

In other old Upanishads we find teaching developing about the
practices or postures of Yoga. Thus the Maitri enumerates a six-

with Brahman. These
of breath (pranayama], withdrawal of the senses

fold

Yoga

for attaining unity

are; restraint
(jpratyahara),

meditation (dhyand), concentration (dhdrana), contemplation or
reflection (tarka), and absorption (samadhi). Such is said to be the

Yoga. The

Raja Yoga has eight limbs or practices.
Particularly interesting, in view of later yogic exercises, is the

sixfold

later

higher concentration (dharana), whereby
the tip of the tongue against the palate,

and breath, one

said that 'by pressing

by restraining voice, mind,

Brahman through

sees

it is

contemplation' (tarka).

The next paragraph
on the syEable Om.
on Om leads to
and immortality.
tion

speaks of breath-control, and meditation
Several other passages emphasize that meditadeliverance,

and brings union with Brahman

The shortest of all the older Upanishads,
split

up

the Mandukya,

of only

the mysterious syllable Om. This is
and the final synthesis Om.
into the three letters A, U,

twelve verses, devotes

itself to

M

(o
diphthong made up of a and u, and so Om can also be
written Aum, and the silence following and surrounding the
utterance of the syllable was said to make a fourth part in the
is

a

interpretation of

it.)

Om

Meditation on

traceable already in

is

shows the importance attached to auditory helps to
in
the microscopic interpretations of the word. *Om,
meditation,
and future,
this syllable is the whole world
past, present,
the
is
This
atman, he
everything is just the word Om.
the Vedas.

It

.

.

.

.

.

.

who knows this with his self enters the
In the

more

more

8

of the classical Upanishads Yoga takes on a
and the Lord appears as object of contempla-

theistic

religious air,

Om

Self/
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we read that 'he who has understanding as a
who reins in his mind, he reaches the end of his

Katha

tion. In the

chariot-driver,

journey, that highest place of Vishnu'. It is interesting that Vishnu
appears here as Lord, where Yoga and immortality are in question. 9

In the Svetasvatara Upanishad the impersonal Brahman is repreby Siva (Rudra) as the Lord (Bhagavat). By the efficacy

sented

of his

and the grace of the god

austerity,

Svetasvatara spoke about Brahman to the

(devaprasada), the sage

He

taught three
basic yogic practices: sitting posture (asana), withdrawal of the
senses (pratyahara), and breath-control (pranayamd). 'Holding the

body steady with the three upper parts
his breathings here in the

seers.

erect

.

.

.

body, and having

having repressed
his

movements

checked, one should breathe through his nostrils with diminished
breath. The wise man should restrain his mind undistractedly,

yoked with vicious horses. In a clean level spot,
from pebbles, fire and gravel ... In a hidden retreat protected
from the wind, one should practise Yoga.' 10
Having given the technique it then goes on to say that one is
cleansed as a mirror is freed from dust, and so *a practitioner of
like that chariot

free

here the very nature of Brahman
By knowing
from all fetters.' This refrain comes in again

Yoga beholds

God one
and

is

released

knowing God one is released from all fetters'. The
now appears as knowledge of God, and not just
or isolated salvation. This leads on to the Gita.

again, *by

purpose of Yoga
self-discipline

The Bhagavad

Gita has often been called the highest point of

Indian spirituality.

It is also

different traditions,

and to

a great attempt at a synthesis of
owes a good deal of its success.

this it

The Gita gives Yoga a high place, and it is expounded and recommended by Krishna to Arjuna. But it is Yoga with a difference.
removed from the popular yogic techniques which tried
to gain magical results and superhuman powers. While the Gita
presents a popular faith, accessible even to women and to the lowIt is far

caste 3udras, yet

it

firmly ignores vulgar cravings after magic.

On the other hand, the Gita also differs from the Yoga teaching
of Patanjali.

It

both

simplifies the
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teaching. As

goal of devotion to

a great synthesis

God which
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conditions

all its

to bring the varying yogas
or paths to salvation into line with the way of devotion.
The Gita is called "the scripture of Yoga' fyoga-siistra), and from
it tries

the second chapter it expounds 'the wisdom of yoga' which will
help the hearer to get rid of the bondage of works (karma).
great contribution of the Gita to Indian thought is its insistence

A

work must be

bondage is broken by non(see Chapter 9 below). So the warrior is told, 'fixed
in yoga, do thy work, abandoning attachment, with an even mind,
for this is yoga indeed'. The yoking of intelligence is far
superior
to mere action, or seeking the fruits of action, and the one with
yoked intelligence even now has cast away both good and evil. Such
a one passes beyond delusions, is firm in
contemplation (samadhi),
and attains to insight. All the senses having been brought under
11
control, he should remain firm in yoga, intent on God.
Chapter 3 deals with two ways of yoga which had been taught
in earlier times: the Yoga of knowledge
(jnana-yoga), and the
of
works
The
former
was for men of conYoga
(karma-yoga).
latter
the
for
men
of
action.
And
it
templation,
goes on to justify
action from the very activity of the Lord himself. The next chapthat

done, but

its

attachment

ter is careful to point out that this
imperishable

Yoga

is

no new

doctrine, having been taught to the ancient seers, including
Manu. But it was lost to the world by a long lapse of time (per-

haps during the oppression of the Indus peoples). Krishna had
many lives, some of them before the days of the oldest sages, and

whenever there is a decline of righteousness (dharma} and a growth
of unrighteousness, then he manifests himself and comes into
being through his own power (may a}. TQ protect the good and
establishorder (dharma) Krishna comes into being from age to age. 12
The Gita gives approval to both Yogas, activity and contemplation, as equally valid paths to salvation. Thus it solves a dilemma
that puzzled other thinkers, by showing that either method of
Yoga may be followed, according to the present situation of the
individual. Hence Krishna is Lord of Yoga (Yogesvara) and he
shows the way to right and victory. Yet between the two Yogas,
8?
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the unselfish performance of works is thought to be better than
it is impossible to be
complete renunciation of activity, for in fact

completely inactive and not

work

at

all.

13

But the Gita constantly strains after a yet higher form of Yoga.
Even when the seeker is urged to bring all his senses under con6 describes
trol, he should be intent on God. And when Chapter
the method of Yoga it ends with the mind turned to God, intent
on him alone, and so
which abides in him, 14

attaining to peace, the

supreme

nirvana,

of Yoga, which resembles that
of Patanjali, but is simpler and more truly theistic. There is no
mention of breath-control or similar practices. The yogi should
neither too high nor too low, on a firm seat of
sit in a clean

The Gita

gives a brief technique

place,

and deerskin. He should control sense and thought, and make
The body is to be erect and still, the eyes
mind

grass
his

fixed

one-pointed.
nose without wandering round. Then,
tip of the

on the

serene and fearless, steadfastly thiiJdng on God, he
15
Yoga, taking God as the supreme end.

must

practise

In Sariikhya-Yoga the Lord {Isvara} appears simply as an aid to
that is shocking
a
Yoga, and may later be dispensed with; thought
to people of monotheistic religions. But in the later chapters of
the Gita Krishna is the sole object of concentration, the only goal,

and

to the nirvana that
through his grace that the yogi attains
the union of the soul and God. Thus the Yoga of devotion

it is

here

is

held up as superior to meditation on the Absolute
and the search for the Unmanifested. Those who fix their minds
on God are 'the most perfect in Yoga'. The devotee (bhakta) is
(bhakti-yoga)

is

dear to God,

who takes pity on him and shows him
command is, 'fix thy mind on me, be devoted

grace.

So the

final

to

me

... so

shalt

thou come

to

16
me, for thou art dear to me'.

both the triumph and the transformation of Yoga. It is
elevated to a high place, yet purged from magical associations, but
it is subservient to devotion. So Indian devotion accepted Yoga as
This

is

a means of obtaining mystical 'union' with a personal God. The
that this underwent in the later Bhakti litera-

great development
ture of the followers of Vishnu

is
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beyond our scope

here.
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might weH seem that the Bible has little to compare with
In
spiritual techniques as have developed in India.
all read the
this
We
would
be
western
part
assumption
prejudice.
Bible, as Schweitzer once said, through coloured spectacles:
It

such energetic

liberal,

fundamentalist or, in his

western Protestant, in particular,

own case, eschatological. The
may find it hard to realize that

Hebrews and Christians in many ages spent much time and effort
in the cultivation of the spiritual life. The eastern Churches understand this better, and they are nearer to Palestine and India.

A number of men in the Old Testament retired from the world
for lengthy periods, or undertook arduous discipline for their
spiritual life. Moses withdrew to the wilderness, not only at the

time of his

first
experience of God, but constantly to Sinai and
elsewhere to receive the divine word. In a later age Elijah, a man

from semi-desert country in Transjordan, spent three years by the
brook with the wild ravens.
Most of the prophets undertook ascetic practices at times. They
were rather wild men, and not the worldly statesmen that modern
thought has often pictured. Jeremiah went about the streets wearing a yoke on his neck (a muscular type of yoga!). Ezekiel shaved
off his hair and laid for a long time on his side. While Isaiah is said
to have walked about naked for three years.
Any man or woman could make the vow of a Nazirite (a
separated or consecrated person to God), either for life or temporarily. Samson did not cut his hair or drink wine. The ordinary
Nazirite had to observe these taboos, and also keep himself from
unclean things and persons. 'All the days of his separation he is
17
holy to the Lord.'

Although the Hebrews
monasticism, yet

munity

centres

disliked celibacy and the extremes of
that there were monasteries or com-

we know

of the Essene

sect in

New Testament

times. The

one such monastery. The Essenes,
though usually married, were said to be strict in their sexual and
food regulations.
John the Baptist was a man of the desert, like Elijah. Jesus, after
his baptism, retired to the desert for forty days; and at other times

Dead

Sea

scrolls

belonged to
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in his ministry he withdrew from the crowds, either
getting up in
the night for prayer or leaving the country with his
disciples. Paul
after his conversion

went away

into Arabia before beginning his

18

ministry.

The

practice of fasting

people to a collective

was often observed. Joel

called the

with weeping and mourning. Tearing
in sackcloth and ashes is common in the

fast,

the clothes and sitting
Old Testament. But the prophets insisted that the outward signs
were less important than inward repentance: 'Rend your hearts

and not your garments, and turn unto the Lord your God/ The
true fast is to give bread to the hungry and bring the poor into
19
your house. The ethical side of religion was always prominent.
So in the New Testament fasting, while recommended with
prayer for spiritual advancement, should be in secret, not with
unsightly faces to catch the attention of men, but with outward
appearance weH groomed yet with inward fasting to be seen by

God

alone. 20

The

Biblical emphasis, as a strongly personal religion,

is

on

prayer above all. There is never any suggestion of spiritual training

own

any more than art for art's sake, or simply for
self-improvement. It begins where the Gita ends, with man's
regard turned towards God and no spirituality apart from him.
Yet prayer is to be inward and it needs discipline. It is not to be

for

its

sake,

displayed in public, or done in order to gain credit for holiness,
or yet to consist of constant repetitions, for God knows what is
needed. But the disciple is told to 'go into a room by yourself,

shut the door, and pray to your Father

who

is

there in the secret

21

place'.

Silent prayer and meditation have sunk to a low
place in modern
western Protestantism, and this partly accounts for the
appeal of
eastern devotion and Yoga. However, in the
communireligious

and in the devotions of serious laity, both Eastern Orthodox
and Roman Catholics practise meditation and spiritual

ties

disciplines.

In Protestantism the Quakers approach nearest to Indian
ways, in
their practice

Even

so, it

of silence.

must be agreed

that the Bible does

90

not

set

out any
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regular methods of body ancl mind control sucfi as were so highly
developed in Indian yoga. As a religion which paid great attention
to the material, the Bible
flesh

and the need to

the body

is

was well aware of the temptations of the

discipline

it.

St. Paul,

in particular, says that

a temple of the Holy Spirit and therefore must be kept
&

pure; 'glorify God in your body'. He urges men to present your
bodies a living sacrifice to God*. He takes the
of athletes

example

for self-restraint, 'every athlete goes into strict training*. Of himself he said, 1 keep under
body and bring it into subjection/

my

Of Ms trials

under persecution he said that he 'always bore about
in his body the dying ofJesus', and made up what was lacking of
the sufferings of Christ. 22 With the example of the death ofJesus
life and
underwent persecution as a normal part of their religion. In this
Christianity has an acceptance of hardship that is absent in some

before them, the early Christians never expected an easy

other religions.

We

There is no

are urged by
clearly worked out Christian yoga.
9
'take
to
and
it has been
,
yoke upon you
Jesus
suggested that
the words 'take up your cross' might originally have been 'take

my

up your yoke'.

On

self-control

and

discipline there is plenty

of

teaching; self-sacrifice, for Christ and the Gospel, for one's friends,
even for enemies. All these are taught. But Christianity is essentially a

way of devotion

(Ihakti-marga).

The

stress is

on

prayer,

devotion and adoration. But mental prayer, fasting, retreats, and
meditation may all be used if they serve the end of devotion to

God. In later Christianity the use of prayer beads, the repetition
of sacred texts, the invocation of the Name, the Jesus-prayer, all
served to discipline mind and body.
There is no teaching in the Bible on breath-control, posture of
meditation, fixing of the gaze, inaction, one-pointedness of mind.
Here indeed the Christian West may learn from the East now, for
former ages had virtually no knowledge of Indian religions and
their devotional practices. As R. C. Zaehner has said, 'It is more
natural that we should learn from die Indians than from the
Greeks', for India was so much more advanced than Greece in
spiritual techniques.

91
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Father Dechanet's Christian
Yoga shows one way of using
Indian methods and investing them with a Christian
meaning.
Some may doubt whether this is possible, or legitimate. If it is at
possible then Christian teaching that
ensure, as the Gita does, that the yogic

all

is

true to the Bible

methods

it

would

takes over are

subordinated to the supreme end. of devotion to God. 23
In these days of anxiety and rush one attraction of Indian

methods of body and mind control is that peace which it is hoped
to find thereby. Yet this may point back to the
Gospel, one of
whose most neglected commands is *do not be anxious
these
.

.

.

are things for the heathen to run after
Set your mind on God's
and
and
all
the
rest
will
come to you as well/
kingdom
justice

And one of the
which

blessings is that 'the peace of
understanding, will keep your hearts

final Biblical

all

passes

God
and

24

thoughts'.
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Chapter 8

MYSTICISM
such a popular and confusing subject that one
has to proceed warily, and define the terms used, as far
is

Mysticism
as
possible.

The

great variety of books on mysticism
to treatises on the love of

range from the mysterious and occult

God

in catholic devotion. In loose talk about

are often said to be mystical,

and thereby

eastern religions

it

superior,

and the western

unmystica! This is both misleading and untrue.
In origin the word 'mystic' is related to the Greek
'mystery',
probably from a root meaning to close the lips or eyes. This

hangs around mysticism still.
of mysticism the Shorter Oxford English Dic-

secret mysterious air

In

its

tionary
is

definition

makes two

points; let us take the second

one 'who believes in the

spiritual

first.

The mystic

apprehension of truths inac-

Now

cessible to the

it is true that the claim is often
understanding'.
made that the mystic perceives truths which the reason cannot
achieve or grasp. But it is doubtful how far this claim can be

apprehension of truth the understanding must
play some part, if only in the recognition of the truth when it
appears. What is meant is probably that conscious reflection and
maintained. In

all

Then truths flash upon the mind, which
as if
they came from nowhere. One
person might say that they come from the subconscious mind
(that great inexplicable), another that they come from God, or
reasoning are not obvious.

recognizes and accepts them,

the universal mind. Similar flashes of
inspiration are common in
science, and are the special material of poet and artist.

But religious mysticism is

surely something

94

more than a

differ-

MYSTICISM
The definition first given in the dictionary
that the mystic is 'one who seeks by contemplation and
self-surrender to obtain union with or absorption into the Deity'.

ent kind of knowledge.
is

This

is

more

and the great

to the point,

difference

between

various kinds of religious or 'sacred' mysticism is indicated by
the alternatives 'union with or absorption into' the Deity. The
'profane' mysticism, of drags, drink or madness, illustrated
in Aldous Huxley's Doors of Perception, is beyond our subject
here.

One of the most
S.

discriminating studies of the Indian texts

N. Dasgupta's Hindu

Mysticism,

and to

this

is

must be added

R. C. Zaehner's outstanding works, Mysticism, Sacred and Profane,
and Hindu and Muslim Mysticism. Dasgupta distinguishes six types
of mysticism in India which he calls: Sacrificial Mysticism,
Upanishadic Mysticism, Yoga Mysticism, Buddhistic Mysticism,
Classical Devotional Mysticism, and Popular Devotional Mysis made
historically, but the last two at
and the right of the first to be called mysticism may

ticism. This classification
least overlap,

be questioned.
Dasgupta calls

Sacrificial

Mysticism the practices of the priests
Rig Vedic hymns and

in the old Vedic times, as reflected in the

Brahmanas. These were especially concerned with the exact performance of sacrificial ritual, by which the priests hoped to gain
secret powers that would bring about present or future effects.
This might be called magical mysticism, and it is often looked on

an inferior thing in the Upanishads. But the Vedic hymns also
contain expressions of devotion that might be the germs of more

as

theistic mysticism.

favour

this

my

bridegroom to

The sun

besought, 'accept with
earnest thought even as a
the great god Varuna, in particular,

(Pushan)

is

song, be gracious to the
his bride'.

And

prayed to earnestly, 'Cast our sins away like loosened fetters,
and let us be thine own beloved/ And the famous Gayatri mantra,

is

mother of the Vedas', expresses a
yearning for the divine, 'Let us meditate on the adorable glory of
the radiant sun [Savitri], may he stimulate our prayers.' 1
In the Upanishads there is a deeper search for the heart of
the verse which

is

called 'the
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MYSTICISM
By knowledge and

reality.
teries,

ascetic life

men

looking for the liberation (moksha)

seek the highest mysof the soul from the

conditions of

its mortal state and its
entry into unconditioned
are
in
the
There
different
trends
eternity.
Upanishads, however,
as we have noticed before on other subjects. Dasgupta says that
the chief features of Upanishadic mysticism are 'the earnest and

sincere quest for this spiritual illumination, the rapturous delight
and. force that characterize the utterance of the sages when they

speak of the realization of
quest is not the quest of the
is

this ineffable experience.

God of the theists.

.

.

.

Yet

this

This highest reality

no

of

individual person separate from us. ... It is, rather, a totality
which is the
partless, simple and undifferentiated experience

root of all our ordinary knowledge and experience, and which
at

once the ultimate essence of our

the universe, the

Brahman or

self,

the highest principle

is

of

2
the Atman.'

The identity of the soul and the divine is taught again and again
meaning of the great refrain 'that thou
of the non-dualistic philosophy of
asi),
Sankara. It might be argued that leaving out 'the God of the
theists* (* dropping the Object', as C. E. M. Joad called it) could
mean the death of religion. The identity of human and divine
could make religious language meaningless, and it seems tautology
to say that the atman is the same as the Brahman. Does this not
mean finally *I am f and lead to the solipsist conclusion, l am
all, naught else exists'? Yet we have seen that not only do great
Upanishadic commentators such as Ramanuja and Madhva
strongly dissent from this, but even Sankara admits the presence
of may a and so restores a kind of relationship within the divine.
There is a considerable difference between the Upanishads on
the one hand, and 'Yogic Mysticism' and 'Buddhistic Mysticism'
on the other. The Yoga Sutras do indeed allow for the existence
of a god, but the goal of the classical yoga systems is not union
with the divine, but the isolation of the human soul, and the
realization of its eternity outside space and time. The ultimate
in the Upanishads.
art' (tat

tvam

It is

the

and is the

basis

(

,

own

stage, says Dasgupta, is when the 'self will shine forth in its
light and he himselfwill be absolutely free in bondless, companion-
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of self-illumination'. 3 This

less loneliness

is

akin to the Buddhist

Buddhism not only is there no God, but
not in what seems to be the original teach-

nirvana, except that in

no

self either; at least

ing,

though

later

Buddhism,

especially

Mahayana, introduced

many divine objects of devotion and varied its no-soul idea.
But the classical Upanishads throughout believe in liberation,
harmony and union with the divine. This is the
of
mysticism
'absorption into the Deity'. And then there is the
second great line of Hindu thought in which a theistic belief is

into complete

presented in a personal God, who is the source of all things and
the object of devotion. Dasgupta says that the Upanishadic
authors oscillated between different phases of experience and
sometimes believing in a great Creator, sometimes in a

belief,

experience itself, and sometimes simply in a unity wherein
duality has vanished. But it is significant that the more theistic

blissful
all

Upanishads are the

later

the

4

Bhagavad

Gita.

ones in the

In the Taittiriya Upanishad

Gracious Lord, may I enter
In thee I am cleansed. .

we

classical series

and lead on to

read, 'Into thee thyself,

O

Do thou thyself enter into me
Thou

art a refuge. Shine upon me.
Katha
and Mundaka Upanishads
Kena,
all have some theistic lines, and the Svetasvatara carries the
process
to the conclusion of teaching devotion to God. 'To him who of
old creates Brahma, and who, verily, delivers to him the Vedas,
.

.

Come unto me!' The Isa,

to that

God, lighted by

his

own

intellect,

do

I,

eager for libera-

5
tion, resort for refuge/

Here the personal Lord takes pre-eminence. 'He who is the
supreme Lord [Mahesvara] of lords, the supreme divinity of
divinities, the supreme ruler of rulers, transcendent, him let us
know as God, the Lord of the world, the adorable/ Some sages
discourse of nature or time as the First Cause; deluded men, it is
by the greatness of God that this wheel is caused to revolve. So
the supreme truths and the mystery of the end of the Veda
(Vedanta) are revealed to those who have devotion to God. 'To
these
one who has the highest devotion [bhakti] to God
matters which have been declared shine forth/ 6
o
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MYSTICISM
In the Bhagavad Gita the 'Classical Devotional
Mysticism'
from faith in a personal God, who shows grace to his de-

arises

voted follower. The
graciousness,

latter

is

from God finds

particularly important. Grace, or
The idea

occasional mention earlier.

perhaps present in the Hymn of the Word in the Rig Veda, *I
make the man I love exceeding mighty.' In the Katha Upanishad
we read that 'this soul (dtman) is not to be obtained by instruc-

is

tion,

nor by

intellect,

nor by

much learning; he is

to be obtained

only
through the grace [prasada] of the Creator'. So also in
the Svetasvatara, 'One beholds him [die soul] as being without the
human will, and becomes freed from sorrow when through the
.

.

.

7
grace of the Creator he sees the Lord and his greatness.'
Generally, however, the Upanishadic teaching is that man should

imitate

God in detachment. The theistic texts

see

God

as a perfect

model, yet attachment to him in the sense of clinging or grasping
would be a hindrance to liberation and detachment.

The Gita wrestled with these problems, admitting the detachment and the virtues of Samkhya-Yoga. But 'cheerfulness was
It followed at first the common
teaching of
the need for liberation, and recommended the
technique of Yoga
as a means of obtaining it.
his
own
it
efforts,
seemed, the yogi
By

always breaking

in*.

could gain liberation and the condition of Brahman. 'With thy

mind

integrated with the yoga of renunciation, thou shalt be
from the good and evil fruits which are the bonds of action,
and find release' (but also 'come to me'). And again, "having become Brahman [Brahmabhuta], and serene in soul, he neither
8
grieves nor desires, and is indifferent to all beings'.
But being liberated, and become Brahman, what then? Is this
the end, merging in the all, or nothingness? Not at all. Both these
texts, and many others, are completed with what, to the Gita, is
the decisive step, the turning to God.
'Having become liberated,
thou wilt draw nigh unto me.' And again,
'having become
Brahman ... he receives the supreme devotion to me'. So for the
Gita the realization of the immortality of the soul is
only the preliminary to communion with God. This is going in the opposite
direction to the Semitic religions, which
put relationship to God

freed
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first

and the immortality of the soul as a gracious consequence of it.

The

Gita is slowly and finally orientated towards God and
devotion to him, and this was to prove a powerful guide to the
later devotional schools, the
'Popular Devotional Mysticism* of

n

the Middle Ages and later. The great theophany of Chapter
of
the Gita opens the way. Having heard divine truths declared by

Krishna, Arjuna wishes to go further and asks to see the divine
(like Moses before him). This is made possible by giving
him the supernatural eye, and then Krishna reveals himself: 'The

form

Lord of Yoga [mahayogesvara] then revealed to Arjuna his
9
supreme and divine form/
Forms and symbols are used, for in the worship of the personal
great

God symbolism

is

God

indispensable.

being and non-being, and what

is

is

beyond

the imperishable, he
that.

is

But some symbol

required lest the mind envisage God only vaguely, for the goal
of the unmanifested is hard to reach by embodied beings. In later

is

ages Dattatreya asked,

and

undifferentiated?'

'How can I bow to him who is formless
And Tulsidas said, 'the worship of the

impersonal laid no hold on

my heart*. 10

Gita challenges those who dislike the worship of a personal
or the concept of an avatar or 'incarnate' divinity by saying,
'the deluded despise me clad in human body, not knowing my

The

God

higher nature

as great

lord of all beings'. In

fact, it says, all

people

devout 'bowing down with devotion',
or as learned, 'others again worship with the sacrifice of knowledge
and regard me as the One'. There are differing ways of worship
worship God, whether

as

according to the individual; 'the faith of every
his nature'.

man is according to

11

Nevertheless

when Chapter

12 asks which

way

is

better, the

personal or the impersonal, the Gita comes down strongly for the
former. The way of the Unmanifested is hard, though men who

succeed in

it

come

to

God just

like the others.

But those who

worship in faith are the most perfect in Yoga, and God delivers
them straightaway from the ocean of death-bound existence. In
his commentary on the Gita, Ramanuja says that the yogi who
worships with faith is more integrated than all others, and
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compared with him they

Mount Meru. 12
The grace of God

to

are like a lot of mustard seeds beside

men, which appears a

little

in the

Upani-

now

develops
shads, comes to clearer light in the Gita. And it
seen the
beyond condescension, into pity and love. Arjuna, having
fearful manifestations

Job

at a similar

body

of God,

theophany)

is filled

'bowing down and

Bear with

as

lover to his beloved/ At
afraid',

(like

prostrating

my

seek thy grace [prasada].
a father to his son, as a friend to his friend, as a

before thee, adorable Lord,

me

with a proper fear and

I

this plea

.

.

.

Krishna responds, 'Be not

and having taken again the form of grace he comforted

13
the frightened warrior.

must have been hard to introduce the idea of a compassionate
God into the Hindu conception of Brahman, for the latter is unaffected by any creatures and could not be subject to feelings of
'alike' and
any kind. Earlier in the Gita itself God is said to be
It

'indifferent* to all beings;

'none

is

hateful or dear to me'.

On

this

the
Radhakrishnan comments, 'God has no friends or foes
14
devotion/
and
faith
love
is
his
to
win
by
only way
But the Gita slowly modifies this view, and in the next chapter
it says that God has compassion on those who love him, and while
delivers souls
remaining impassive in his eternal nature, he yet
.

.

.

he keeps the wheel of trans15
but
he
lifts devout souls out of the wheel.
migration going,
The devotee (bhakta) is dear to God, 'exceedingly dear to me'.
This is a further step, and the Gita closes with the plea, Veil be-

from

darkness. In his lower nature

thou of me ... for thou art dear to me'. Krishna had
already said that Arjuna is beloved by him, and now he presses
even further and says that he is well beloved, or 'positively desired

loved

art

took this further and spoke of the
and
man: 'Just as he who approaches
reciprocity of the love of God
[ista]

by him'. Ramanuja

later

me as his ultimate goal cannot maintain himself in existence without me, so too

I

cannot maintain myself without him. Thus he

is

16
very soul/
This is a secret, the mystical secret, of the union of man and
God. The Gita ends with the warning that such teaching is 'never

my
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to be spoken to

one

who

Is

not austere in

life,

or has no devotion

not obedient, or speaks ill of me'. Pearls must not be
cast before swine. This is a
'supreme secret' for devotees, more
secret than the secret. 17

in him, or

is

Union with God had been the aim of all Upanishadic teaching.
The Gita had early considered this, and taught that beyond
liberation, beyond becoming Brahman and entering the nirvana of
with God. Being liberated
and
come
to him like a pupil going
God,
to a teacher. But then by worship he becomes fit to
participate in
God, 'becomes worthy of my state' and 'attains to my being*. And

Brahman,

man is

there

is

a loving
relationship

said to attain to

finally the devotee

is

known me in truth, he

said actually to enter into
enters at once into me'. 18

God: 'having

Thus the Gita goes beyond the mysticism of identity to mysof union, in which nevertheless there are loving relationships between man and God. On this foundation the later bhakti
ticism

mystics built: Jayadeva, Tulsidas, Mlrabai, Vidyapati, Chaitanya,
and so on, down to Rabindranath Tagore in our day, one of the
purest and best of all.
It is sometimes
thought that the Bible is unmystical, and even
that true Christianity is incompatible with the mystical experience
and claims. The emphasis on the transcendence of God and man's

be found in the Old Testament and certain kinds
of Protestantism, is against the mystical aim of union with God.
On the other hand this mystical spirit is to be found in the New
Testament, in both eastern and western Catholic devotion, in
Pietism on the Continent, and in both Methodist and Angloinsignificance, to

Catholic movements in England. It is chiefly in Calvinism that
mysticism can hardly flourish, and a reassessment of Protestant

mysticism

There

is

is,

overdue.

however,

still

some confusion and

uneasiness in

Christian circles over mysticism, because of the common fashion
for identifying all kinds of Hindu, Buddhist and Christian mysticisms
tist

and regarding them

thinks that

all

all as alike

religions are the same.
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this takes

anything unique or even arresting out of Ms revelation,

and removes any reason for being a Christian, or for that matter
a Hindu. The same discrimination must be made, therefore, between different types of mysticism as we made above in considering Hinduism.

any Biblical or Christian mysticism, it is certain that it
from some kinds of Hindu mysticism, while it is akin to
other kinds. The Yoga type of mystic who tries to realize the
eternal nature of his own soul by his own efforts, and the UpaniIf there is

differs

shadic type

who

prising that

it is

ground of all things but
not with a personal God, have no parallel in the Bible, and little
enough in any of the Christian traditions.
The only kind of mysticism that can claim a basis in the Bible
and be characteristic of Christianity is the theistic type. This is the
It is not surmystic who seeks the I-Thou relationship with God.
a

Martin Buber in
quite bluntly,

seeks identity with the

modem Jewish mystic who has made this clear,
his classic little

book I and Thou. Here he

'God comprises, but

God

comprises, but is not,
himself to be held.' 19

my

is

Self.

not, the Universe.
. . .

God

says

So too

does not permit

A good deal of the

Old Testament stresses God's transcendent
and man's sin and smallness before him. But other parts
give expression to an attitude of ardent devotion that is the begincommandning, at least, of mystical love. The Shema, the great
as
of
the
essence
the Old
is
still
which
ment,
regarded by Jews
Testament, and was chosen by Jesus as the first and great law,
begins: 'Shema [hear], Israel, the Lord our God is one Lord; and
thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with aE
20
thy soul, and with all thy might/
holiness

Love to God is expressed many times in the Hebrew scriptures;
love of his name, his house, the place where his honour dwells,
his salvation, commandments, law and testimonies, all these are
repeated and dwelt on. Especially is this so in the Psalms, e.g.
Psalm 42: *As the hart pants after the waterbrooks, so pants my
soul after thee, O God; my soul thirsts for God, for the living
God.* This is not a mere liturgical expression or communal chant,
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but

it

breathes a strongly personal spirit. So
again in Psalm 63
art
soul thirsts
God, early will! seek thee;
:

*O God, thou
for thee,

my
my
my flesh longs after th.ee, in a dry and weary land, where

no water
It

... For thy lovingkindness is better than life.'
might yet be argued that the Old Testament speaks for society,
is.

for the people of Israel, and not in a truly personal and individual
sense. The theologian who agrees to this has been overawed
by

anthropologists or sociologists, who often maintain that religion
a projection of society, or at least that in ancient
religions men

is

God in solitude. But there are many Biblical examples
of men with solitary religious experience, from Moses to Elijah,
Jesus and Paul.
There are outstanding Old Testament examples of men in close
communion with God. Jeremiah wrestled and debated with God:
'O Lord, thou hast deceived me and I was deceived.
And if I
I will not make mention of him, nor
more
in his
say
speak any
name, then there is in my heart as it were a burning fire shut up in
my bones, and I am weary with forbearing and I cannot contain/
This is not a completely transcendent God, and Hosea spoke often
of the love of God: 'When Israel was a child then I loved him, and
called my son out of Egypt
1 drew them with cords of a man,
with bands of love
My heart is turned within me, my comnever met

.

.

.

21

passions are kindled together/
The Biblical view of God, and man's relationships with him,
are deeply personal. Hence comes the stress on the providence,
care, pity, tenderness,

compassion and love of God. There

is

no

good men or evil,

to just or unjust; howby God,
ever impartial he may be he is always full of concern for them.
So the offences of the wicked provoke him, as the goodness of

indifference

to

the righteous pleases him. This may be taken to extremes, but
there is never any doubt of die personal relationship, the I-Thou

God never treats man as a thing, an it, and if man treats
God in this way it is a grave abuse of fellowship. Although many
symbolical expressions were used about God, in a way the pro-

nexus.

were trying to reverse the process of the
beyond the manifest to the unmanifested.
phets
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Even

if

God were

completely transcendent that need not ban

the history of Islam shows. R. A. Nicholson,
of
the
Sufis, says, 'The infinite distance between God and
writing
man God alone can annihilate; man has no power to bridge the

mysticism, as

chasm, therefore
potent Will.
effably near.

.

.

.

overleaped by a tour de force of the omniGod in a sudden gleam reveals himself as in-

it is

Must not the

distinction

between subject and object

vanish altogether? For here God is all, and there is naught beside
him.' 22 So the most completely transcendental doctrine of Islam

and even to identity in some Sufis.
But Christianity through its very nature asserts the revelation of
God, his nearness to men, his union yet difference from them.

gave

way

to mystical union,

Nicholson argues that the Christian doctrine of the Trinity,
'though it does not affirm the personality of God, affirms the
existence of personal relations in his nature. ... It has been found
easier in Christianity

than elsewhere "to secure what

called a personal religion
"
/~*\li

Object

may be

without a mystical dissipation of

its

5> 1t>t
23
.

In Christianity the symbol returns, the way of the Manifest
or imperfectly manifest. Of Christ it is
surpasses the unmanifest
said that

the image [sixcov] of the invisible God, the firstcreation/ And again, 'He is the effulgence of his glory,

*He

is

bora of all
and the very image [xapaxTTjp] of his substance' (tedcraau;).* 4
The New Testament teaching of the Incarnation shows God
present with man: 'God was in Christ, reconciling the world to
himself/ And the purpose of this Incarnation was to dissolve all
barriers of ignorance and sin and draw man into union with God.
The divine Logos was 'in the world, and the world was made by
him, but the world knew him not'. So he 'became flesh and dwelt
among us and we beheld his glory'. No man has ever seen or can
see the infinite God, but he is revealed to man in 'the Son' who
is from the
very heart of the Father. And this is not simply revelation of truth or grace, but has the aim of unity with God, 'I in
them and thon in me/ 25
Here the New Testament is closely akin to the devotional mysticism of Hinduism. It has been rightly said that 'the whole mass
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of Pauline and Johannine
teaching is mystical to the core'. Of this
mysticism Christians need have no fear, for it is at the
26
very origins and heart of their faith.
theistic

This teaching begins in the
Synoptic Gospels, with 'Come
unto me, all ye that are weary and
heavy laden', with 'the kingdom of God is within you', and with the promises, 'I am with
you always', and 'where two or three are gathered
in

name, there

together

am

I

Jesus to the Father

and

in the midst'. In
is

paralleled

by

Matthew

my

relationship of
that of the
disciples to himself,

the

27
taken up and extended in the
Johannine writings.
The mystical relationship of men to God is one of love and
intimate union, 'Abide in me and I in
Abide in
love/
you

this is

my

In the high-priestly prayer of
John 17 eternal

life is said

know God and

is

Christ, but

union with

God

to be to

more than mere

knowledge: 'Even as thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee, that
they also may be in us ... that the love wherewith thou lovedst
me may be in them, and I in them.'

Pad constantly speaks

in such terms: 'That Christ
may dwell in

your hearts through faith.' This is 'the breadth and length and
.to know the love of Christ
.that
depth and height
.

be

with

.

.

.

you may

the fulness
[TuX^pcopx] of God'. And the epistle
of Peter speaks of becoming 'partakers of the divine nature'
28
(sharing in the very being of God).
filled

all

This seems to be coming close to the monistic identification of
it would be a mistake to read this into the

the soul with God, but
Bible.

Even

if

man

is

akin to

God

in nature, his soul
being the

immortal breath of God, yet the fact that the breath can be
regarded separately means that there is a distinctive relationship
subsisting between man and God.
Biblical and Christian mysticism sees
beyond communion to
union with God. But this is not identity,
becoming God or being
dissolved into him. Like

Ramanuja

the Christian sees
loving

relationships with God persisting eternally. The goal of Christian
mysticism is not nothingness or absorption, but union with God
and the beatific vision.
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Chapter p

CONDUCT AND SUFFERING
the early Brihad-aranyaka Upanishad we read that conduct
determines destiny, as we act so do we become. 'According as
one acts, according as one behaves, so does he become. The doer

In

of good becomes good. The doer of evil becomes evil. One becomes
virtuous
so

is

by virtuous

his will; as

is

action,

bad by bad action

his will, so

is

As is his

desire,

his action [karma] J l

The concept of karma

(action, deeds, from a root kri, to do or
make) is logical and scientific. It is the result of observing cause
and effect, of order or the working of law in the world.
In the hymns of the Rig Veda the term rita was used to indicate
the cosmic order on which human order depends, both moral and
social. Rita was first of all the regular order of nature, the succession of the seasons and of sun and moon, and in sacrifice for them
Agm, the divine fire, was the guardian of rita in the ritual sense.
But Varuna, the most lofty deity of the Rig Veda, was the
guardian of rita in a moral sense. Varuna, true to holy law, sits
among his people. Most wise, he sits to govern all/ He sees all
things, dispenses justice and hears men's cries. His is not a harsh
legalism, however, for every prayer to Varuna has a plea for
'

forgiveness.
Karma, in the Upanishads,

shows the causation of things, their
and
and
it demonstrates
effects,
morality. Actions generate
origins
a kind of energy, invisible and unique, and this works upon the
soul and determines its present course and future destiny. So it is
asked, 'When a man dies what does not leave him?' And the
answer was karma, and what was praised was karma. One becomes
2
good by good action (karma), and evil by evil action.
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we saw

as

Karma,

man down

earlier,

effects

transmigration, and brings

an embodied existence; those whose conduct
has been pleasant will have a pleasant rebirth, but those whose
conduct stinks will enter a stinking birth. 3
again to

Conduct, then, has an abiding

from one
calf finds

This

is

effect.

Actions follow the soul

to another, identifying it without hesitation, 'as the
mother in a herd of many cows'.

life
its

the

Hindu

solution of the problems

of man's

lot in

life,

the inequalities of station, and the tragedy of suffering. It is sometimes said that Hinduism neglects this problem, and it does appear

was much

concern and speculation over it than in
But
part of the reason, at least, is that the
religions.
solution to the problem seemed ready made and watertight.
What you are now, however lowly and unhappy, is the result of
your own actions in a previous existence. You have nobody else
to blame, neither man nor God. Indeed, this is the working of
implacable justice, and it would be unjust to change it in favour
of a temporary alleviation of pain, even supposing that could be
done. But the teaching is not necessarily fatalistic, you can improve your lot. Karma will work itself out, and you can accumulate good karma that will ensure a happier lot in the next round of
that there

less

some other

rebirth.

that the teaching of karma is pessimistic, but the
are
not
so. "While there are many statements about the
Upanishads
unsatisfactoriness of this life compared with eternity, yet the imIt is said also

portance of good action and knowledge is stressed. The Upanishads
do not urge the Buddhist view of the misery of existence, although

they do share in the search for liberation from the constant round

of transmigration.
Nor do the Upanishads teach complete determinism. This was
the solution adopted by the sect of the Ajlvikas, contemporary
with the Buddhists and the Jains. The Ajlvikas opposed the notion
that a

man can work out his own salvation,

for their fundamental

principle was the supremacy of Fate (niyati). Fate was the motive
power of the universe and sole agent of all change. Good and bad
were all subject to one ruling principle: just as a ball of thread
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when thrown will unwind to its full length, so fool and wise alike
will take their course and make an end of sorrow'. Rather inconkarma was still included in the scheme, but it had no real
moral force and was unaffected by good or evil living. The path
of transmigration was set out rigidly, the same for every soul,
which had to pass through the same course over a period of more
sistently

than eight million great ages. 4
This deadly determinism was not accepted by Hindus, Buddhists or Jains. But the Hindu teaching hardly
approached the

The relationship between karma and
and
the problems and contradictions that might
liberty,
arise there, were barely touched on. More
important were the
different kinds of karma, and the relationship between karma and

problem

systematically.

human

the divine

power

in the world.

The Upanishads

speak of good karma and inferior karma (inof past karma which

ferior because lacking in knowledge), and
still
impels man to perform actions in this

present

life.

Work does

not make a Brahmin, but karma accumulated in the previous
embodiment, begun in the present, or to commence in the future,
these impel men to perform work. 5
Later writers distinguished between the seeds of karma

sown by

which have not yet begun to grow, then karma of the
which was already germinating, and finally karma which
would grow up in this present life because of ignorance. The
enlightened sage would destroy latent karma and not acquire new
karma, while that which had begun to germinate would continue
as long as he remained in this embodied existence.
The completely enlightened sage was no longer really active.
At least he was not active in heart, knowing that the phenomenal
world is illusion, and gazing at its passing show like a man watching a magical performance. So complete indifference to all activity, and even to good and evil, must be reached if one is to be
freed from the entanglements of transmigration.

past actions
past

life

Heinrich Zimmer, the great Indologist, said that 'a basic fact
generally disregarded by those who "go in" for Indian wisdom
is this

one of the total rejection of every last value of humanity
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Perfect non-activity, in thought, speech, and deed, is possible only
when one has become dead to every concern of life. . The sub.

lime and gentle final
severed.

to one

.

.

.

who

fetter, virtue,

Humanity and

its

is

problems

has literally died to time.'

.

thus itself something to be
.

.

.

can be of no interest

6

However, there are different paths and in the Bhagavad Gita
the problems of compassion, work or no work, detachment and
devotion, are raised and treated in some detail.
One problem that does emerge from the teaching of karma is
an apparently impersonal and legalistic attitude to life and conduct.
Karma works (like rita) as a cosmic law, seemingly regardless of
God or the divine, and so there would appear to be little room
for a religious attitude, or at least it would not make much difference whether there is one or not. And the possibility of repentance

and forgiveness seems to be ruled out, or at least irrelevant.
Yet in the Rig Vedic hymns there were appeals to Varuna for
forgiveness. Varuna, hear this cry of mine, be gracious to us this
day; longing for help I cry to thee ... to gain thy mercy we bind
thy heart with hymns.' And again, 'If we have sinned against the

man who loves us ... O Varuna, remove the trespass from us
Let us be thine own beloved.' 7 Here are the notes of theistic
.

but personal and giving the hope of
of God controls the world order and can grant

religion, polytheistic perhaps,

pardon. The

will

forgiveness.

sometimes

said, especially by Buddhists, that the act of
repentance and the granting of pardon are immoral, or even impossible. They demand an alteration of the laws of nature which is
It is

But this is to apply the laws of the external
world to the very different realm of personal relationships. It is
true that cause and effects, crime and punishment, are fixed and

strictly impossible.

unalterable between things or in abstract codes. But they are not
immutable between persons. Persons can and do break their own
laws, they can forgive or refuse to do so. And it makes all the
difference in the world to a religion if it is taken
impersonally (in
an I-it relationship), as in early Buddhism where the law is inflexible;

or whether the religion is taken personally (I-Thou),

no

as in
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the Semitic religions, the early Vedas, the Gita, and Mahayana
Buddhism, where penitence and pardon both feature.
The Upanishads hold a mediating place between the theism of
the Rig Vedic hymns and the impersonal system of early Buddhism. But they are directed by their constant view of the
supremacy of the divine, Brahman-atman. It is because of his
essentially divine nature that

and

finally to rid himself

man

of

it.

is

able to

Were

it

work out

his

karma

not so he would be

imprisoned without hope in the determinism of the Ajivikas,
where no divine power could hold sway.

The impersonal and

legalistic attitude

may

be modified

A

birth

the notion of rewards and punishments.

good

also in
is

the

reward of past good behaviour, and an evil life is the punishment
for bad actions. This does act as a spur to future action, and while
finally one should act without any eye on the future, yet human
nature is such that the results of action are weighed and valued.
So the Laws of Manu admit that *to act solely from a desire for
rewards

found in

is

not laudable, yet exemption from that desire is not
Indeed they say that study of the Vedas and

this world'.

obedience to their

commands

are based

on hope of rewards. 8

Rewards and punishments certainly play a part as motives of
conduct in some of the earlier texts and moral treatises, but in
works, and notably in the Gita, the importance of acting
without attachment to rewards is strongly emphasized.
In the Bhagavad Gita the way of works (karma-yoga] is shown

later

to be important and valid. In answer to Arjuna's query about
fighting his kinsmen, he is told to fight because that is his caste

no

good for a warrior than a battle enjoined
has
duties
appropriate to the state of life in
by duty'. Everyone
which he finds himself. If the action is disagreeable, it must still
duty: 'there

is

greater

no escape by

'nobody can
remain for a moment without acting'. So one must do the allotted
work, since action is better than inaction and freedom is not at-

be done. There

is

inaction, for in fact

abstention from work. The great man should give an
of
work to lesser beings. Indeed the Lord himself is at
example
work, ever sustaining the universe; 'if I should cease to work these

tained

by

in
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worlds would

in ruin'.

fall

(Compare the Gospel statement, 'My

Father has never yet ceased his work, and I am working too.' 9 )
However, the Gita solves the problem of disagreeable and

repugnant action, as well as the question of how to avoid the
contamination of karma, by teaching the way of non-attachment.
reward, the fruit of action, must be given up completely. Duty should be done with indifference, renouncing all
results. He who gives up the fruit of action is the true renounces

Hope of

finally, the

And,

supreme

state

which transcends

all

work

is

at-

by him whose understanding is unattached, who has suband from whom all desire has fled. 10
Dasgupta comments on this: 'The great solution of the Gita is

tained

dued

his self,

compromise it advances between the worldly life of allotted
and the hermit life of absolute renouncement, and between
a life of lawful and proper enjoyment and the absolute extinction
of desires. The program that it proposes is, on the one hand, that
we purify our minds, purging them of all attachments and passions by dedicating all the fruits of our actions to God; and yet,
on the other hand, that we continue to perform all the duties
the

duties

11
belonging to our particular caste or stage of life.'

So far the teaching of the Gita is akin to that of Buddhism,
which was doubtless well advanced at the time when the Gita
was composed. The Buddha also taught the importance of right
action, right speech, and right livelihood. The destruction of
karma through abnegation would finally bring about the cessation
of rebirth and the attainment of nirvana. The last words attributed
to the

Buddha were

'exert yourselves in wakefuluess',
(Dr. E.

Conze
and

says that Protestant utilitarian administrators in
Burma seized on this verse as characteristic of a

natural religion; but it is absent from other versions
simply, 'doomed to extinction are all composite

which say
12

things'.

But

Ceylon

non-super-

religion

to need a

is

more than

ethics,

and conduct on

its

)

side seems

warmer motive than just self-help. Religion is concerned

with personal
natural law.

relationships,

Buddhism

and so

itself in the

from "an original atheism into

it

is

above the sphere of

Mahayana version developed
a constellation of theistic systems'. 13
112
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And

Theravada (Hinayana) Buddhism has its innumerable
and Buddha images before which the faithful bow in

evert

shrines

adoration.

We have

seen that in the Upanishads theism reappears beside
monism. The suggestion is made that the vision of God brings
works to an end. 'The knot of the heart is cut, all doubts are disone's deeds [karma] cease, when
to be obtained only by the one
that Soul reveals his own person'. 14

pelled,
4

he

and

one

And in

he is seen/

And again,

whom he chooses,

is

the Gita the

way of faith and

devotion

is

to such a

taught as the

most perfect yoga of all. The grace of God works with man to
bring him to the eternal abode. Man must do all the necessary
actions, but by taking refuge in the Lord he will reach the goal.
Actions must, in fact, be surrendered to God, and thought constantly fixed on him, then by his grace all difficulties will be overcome. 15 Karma-yoga is a valid path but bhakti-yoga is the best.
Nature will compel you to work, even against your will; but
if you fly to God with all your being you will obtain eternal peace
by his grace. So the solution of the Gita to the problem of action,
the impulses of nature, and duty to be done in this world, is this
deeply religious answer ofthe graceof Godandthe devotion ofman.

In contrast to the impersonal, natural, almost scientific teaching

of the Upanishads upon conduct and its karmic

results in suffering

the opposite one of
their
history the Hebrews
during

or deliverance, the Biblical starting-point

is

personal relationships. However,
did not always maintain this level.

God was
his dealings

thought of as a person, never as a neuter force, and so
with men were always personal like those between

human beings. At its lower levels the notion of a jealous or angry
God (so offensive to modem taste, though often found also in
popular Hinduism) was the expression of this belief in the personal
concern of God for every aspect of life. God could not be detached and untouched

men saw that

by man's

their deeds

misdoings.

were not merely

On

a higher plane

social offences

have
against God; 'Against thee, thee only,
H
113

I

sinned/ 16

but

sins
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The emphasis upon
contrasts with

its

sin in the Bible, as

an offence against God,

comparative absence in other religions, or else

view of sin as ritual impurity. The importance of harmony
with God, with his revealed will, brought the accompaniment of
remorse and penitence when that harmony was broken.
Although it was God who was said to visit 'the iniquity of the
fathers upon the children, to the third and fourth generation', yet
the idea of inherited guilt or punishment has an automatic and
about it. This is what Ezekiel had in mind later
legalistic ring
their

when he combated

the notion of inherited guilt (and

by analogy

in one of his most famous chapters. You must no
longer use this proverb, 'the fathers have eaten sour grapes, and
the children's teeth are set on edge*. Ezekiel opposes this belief in

of original

sin),

a son bearing his father's iniquity, by putting it back firmly into
the realm of personal relationship with God. 'Behold all souls are
mine, as the soul of the father, so also the soul of the son is mine

The son shall not bear the iniquity of the
pleasure in the death of him that dies

my

statutes ...

he

is

just,

he

have no
that has walked in
For

father

He

shall surely live.'

And

I

again, *if the

... he shall surely live'. 17
In the New Testament the struggle ofJesus with the Pharisees,
and later of Paul with the Law, which may now seem to be

wicked turns from

his sins

remote or dry, was precisely this issue of legalism; whether it was
an impersonal law or a personal relationship which governed
men's actions and their attitude to God.

common error to suppose that the

Gospels were basically
and
that
treatises,
Jesus was primarily an
ethical teacher. The Sermon on the Mount, so often regarded as
the essence of his teaching, is an amalgam of many sayings from
different periods. It is an ethical and religious catechism, compiled
for the use of Christian converts. Almost every verse presupposes
It is a

or originally moral

a larger original context; e.g. the verse about forgiving others
18
presupposes the parable of the unmerciful servant.

The concern ofJesus was
with God,

all

to bring men into a new relationship
outcast. Unlike most of the

men, including the

world's great teachers Jesus sought his audience not simply

114

among
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die naturally pious, or those interested in religious questions, but
among the rough fishermen, the shady tax collectors, the political
traitors

a

new

and the

were sought out and offered
with
from
which
God,
relationship
good conduct would
prostitutes. All these

then flow.
Jesus said very little about sin; but forgiveness and healing, the
deliverance of soul and body from bondage, were prominent in
his message.

'your

To

the paralytic he brought new life, saying first
In the case of the man bom blind the

sins are forgiven'.

of whether he or his parents sinned was
the
aside, but
healing grace of God was shown. Careless
of his own defilement Jesus went to eat with outcasts from respectable Jewish society, like Levi, Zacchaeus, and the Samaritans. But

interesting question

brushed

the forgiveness that he brought was not immoral, nor did it dispense with the necessity for a changed life and restitution for past
evil deeds. So Zacchaeus declared that he would restore fourfold
19
anyone he had wronged.
The Pharisaic effort was too often legalistic, directed towards a
scrupulous observance of a multitude of laws and traditions for
their own sake. They strained at the gnat of slight impurity, and
swallowed the camel of injustice, leaving undone 'the weightier
matters of the law, justice, mercy and faith*. So they kept the
penitent away from God by their own self-righteousness. Jesus
remarked sarcastically that he had not come to call the righteous
but sinners, and demanded that his followers should exceed the
righteousness of the Pharisees in mercy. God preferred mercy to

to

sacrifice.

Professor T. E. Jessop has pointed out that ethical teachings
incidental to the teaching of Jesus. They grew out of

were only

the events of religious salvation. But circumstances alter cases.
a new and even harder Mosaic law, and laid
Jesus did not set up

down no inflexible principles. It is just as much a mistake to
the words of Jesus rigidly as
law. 20

it

was for the Pharisee

apply

so to treat the

Paul more laboriously, but with sure insight, saw that legalism
cannot produce the right relationship with God, and so the right
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norm of conduct. The law, lie said, gives only the knowof
sin.
There is no salvation by karma-yoga, so to speak. 'For
ledge
the good that I would I do not, but the evil that I would not, that
I do.
Who will deliver me from the body of this death?' The
answer is in bhakti-yoga, faith in grace: 1 thank God through Jesus
religious

.

.

Christ.'

.

21

well

It is

stress that

known

that James in his epistle seems to

Paul laid on

faith. 'Faith, if it

combat the

has not works,

is

dead.'

other side of the same argument. There is no
suggestion that faith is not needed: 'I by my works will show thee
my faith.' The real enemy is superficial believing, the attitude of

But

the

this is the

man who imagines

that

he is above others and freed from any

22
obligation to them.

Paul also speaks of the law of cause and

man sows

But

effect:

no

'whatsoever a

law apart
from God, for the Hebrew mind could never agree to any abstract
God. And this very law of
principle prior to or independent of
cause and effect is transmuted in that 'he that sows to the Spirit
shall of the Spirit reap eternal life'. The Christian is no longer
under the law but under the Spirit, and produces the fruits of the
23
Spirit which include both peace and kindness.
The importance of grace and personal relationships in Biblical
religion affects all its moral teachings and guidance on conduct.
The motive of action is love, not rewards; to deny oneself and
that also shall

he

reap*.

this is

natural

The

highest ideal is not detachment, but service to
24
others, even at the cost of losing oneself.

save others.

strange that while the Upanishads are generally given to
speculation, and the Bible is in the main didactic, this position
It is

should be reversed where the problem of suffering

is

concerned.

The doctrine of karma provided an answer for Indian minds to the
gross inequalities of life,

its diseases, accidents,
tragedies, and death
would be worked out in future embodiments, through
that inexorable law of karma. This answer appeared to satisfy not

itself.

All

only Hindus, but also Buddhists and Jains.
Such an answer was impossible to the Hebrews, because
impersonal. If suffering

came

it

was from God. So the

116

it

was

suffering
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of the wicked was explicable, but that of the righteous was an
affront to their faith. Conduct should be rewarded justly; the
punishment should fit the crime, and the reward the virtue. If

God was just,

as he must be, then a serious moral and
religious
if injustice
arose
problem
appeared and the innocent suffered. So
they wrestled with this problem as Hindus did not, became it

touched the foundations of their personal religion.
So Habakkuk asked God, Wherefore lookest thou upon them
that deal treacherously, and holdest thy peace when the wicked
*

man

swallows up the

demanded

to

know,

more

righteous than he?' Jeremiah
'wherefore does the way of the wicked
that

is

prosper?' Psalm 73 wondered at the prosperity of the wicked, but
foresaw a violent end for them. With less easy optimism Psalm 77
asked if God had forgotten to be gracious, but decided that this
question was human infirmity and one must remember God's
25

goodness in the

past.

But the bitter question of the suffering of the righteous is
treated at great length and with discrimination in the book ofJob.
It is said that there are half a dozen answers to the problem given
in this book,

none of them entirely satisfactory though some are
The orthodox answer is given by Job's "com-

very near the truth.

forters', that all suffering is

not open; but

the result of sin (or karma), hidden if
throughout the book. The prose

this is rejected

sees the troubles of the just as a trial of faith sent by God,
and the epilogue shows that this is for a time only, everything will
come right in the end. There is a slight suggestion in the middle of
the book that if things do not come right in this life they will in

prologue

the next, 'without

corrupt and

this

my flesh

I shall

see God'.

But the

cannot be strongly argued though

text here
it is

is

often

adopted by Christians.
The main burden of the verse drama ofJob is that man cannot
hope to fathom the divine purposes, only God knows. 'Shall he
that cavilleth contend with the Almighty?' This is true, though not
very consoling.
all

that happens,

of the just

is

means that responsibility is put upon God for
and the ultimate answer ofJob is that the suffering

It

a mystery. 26
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There
the

Old

a further answer to the problem of suffering given in
Testament, in Second Isaiah. This is that the suffering of
is

the righteous

is

on behalf of

others: 'he

was wounded for our

with his stripes we are healed'. This is
transgressions . . . and
vicarious suffering, expressive of the unity of mankind, whereby
first to the suffering
the innocent suffer for the
Applied
taken up in the

guilty.

nation of Israel, this teaching

and applied

to Christ.

He

is

New Testament

'suffered for sins once, the just for the
is still a
us to God'.
mystery,

he might bring
Suffering
but it is not without purpose. Through his humanity the divine
Christ bears the sins of the world, so that men might be reconciled
to God and restored to their proper relationship with Mm. By
unjust, that

with Christ other

identification

suffering
Christ*.

and

'fill

up

that

men may

which

share in redemptive
lacking of the afflictions of

is

27
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Chapter 10

RELIGION AND SOCIETY
die foregoing chapters similarities and differences have been
noted between Indian and Hebrew thought. It often seems that
Hindu side, while the Bible is content with
speculation is on the

In

on the subject
of
in
the
soul
the
Old Testathe
immortality
example
notable exception is the problem of suffering. But when

dogmatic

assertion, or has little reasoned teaching

in hand, for

ment.

A

we come
and

to the role played by religion in society, and its social
moral teaching, the position is changed. Here the Bible is the

of social ethics, and the Upanishads have little to
them.
about
say
It must be said that the Upanishads are treatises and speculations
about religious philosophy, and not systems of ethics. They are
great teacher

concerned with interpreting the universe, the world soul and the

human

and they hardly go beyond this to tackle the probsocial conduct. So Keith says, ln
comparison
with the intellectual activity of the Brahmans the ethical content
of the Upanisads must be said to be negligible and valueless.
There are, here and there, moral maxims enunciated, but these
soul,

f

lems of moral and

.

.

are of no consequence and rise in no way above popular morality.
the contrary ... the possession of knowledge makes a man

On

1
independent of all morality/
This may seem a harsh judgement but Dasgupta confirms not
only that the enlightened man is above morality, but that he

becomes

indifferent to other people. One who
gave himself
of liberation (moksha) could have litde time

wholly to the pursuit

for concern about other people.

'No one who sought the absolute
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freedom of Ms

own self,

or the extinction of his whole
personality
of
a flame, and who
extinguishing
sought the cessation of
his own rebirths and sorrow as the
only goal and ambition to be
could
have
much
realized,
scope for any active manifestation of

like the

universal friendship. . . . Tales of self-sacrifice from the motive of
universal friendship are very rare, and.
they do not seem to fit in

with the Hindu

Some yogis

ideal

of personal and individual

are like the
lonely rhinoceros

who

lives

liberation.'

apart,

is

2

not

by anyone, and does not teach others to impart his
knowledge to them. Others are gurus who have groups of pupils.
There are a few references to moral example. The

instructed

Taittiriya

Upanishad instructs pupils to speak the truth, practise virtue
(dharma), and treat mother and father, teacher and guest, as gods.
One should take the model of Brahmins who are apt, devoted and
lovers of virtue. 3 Later Hinduism took the noble lives of Rama
and Sita as patterns of heroic and chaste life, and there has been
a constant veneration of heroes and
holy men, down to Mahatrna
Gandhi and others today.
Seeking after pleasure is condemned. The demon Virochana
concluded that one should be
here on earth and the

happy

body

and so through clothes and adornments
yonder world
would be gained. This hedonism is rejected as the doctrine of
demons. So the young Nachiketas in the House of Death refused
the offer of the greatest
to know the
earthly pleasures,
served,

preferring

of immortality. 4

secret

So

far as concern for others

is

relation to the world-soul; this

the husband

is

taught in the Upanishads,
said repeatedly.

it is

in

'Not for love of

a husband dear, but for love of the soul
[atman] a
Not for love of the wife is a wife dear, but for
love of the soul a wife is dear/ This is against hedonism, of
course;
it teaches that
people and things are not valuable for the pleasure

husband

is

is

dear.

they give, but rather that they are valuable only as phases of the
world-soul. In love for others we find the
larger soul. Hume comments on this, 'So far as it contains ethical
theory, this represents
the high-water mark in the
The
Upanishack
practical ethics are
5
certainly not as high/
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In the Bhagavad Gita the opening complaint of Arjuna is a real
concern for other people. 'He was overcome with great compassion, and uttered this in sadness ... I do not long for victory.
.

.

.

Of what use is

dominion to us? ... I could not wish to kill these
people, even though they were to kill me. ... It is not right to slay
our kinsmen/ 6
This

is

a

humane

plea,

based on compassion, recognizing the

folly of warfare and the cruelty of killing other people. But
Radhakrishnan's comment is that Arjuna 'is stressing the physical
pain and the material discomfort which warfare involves. The
He has
main end of life is not the pursuit of material happiness
and
that
wives
teachers
and
are
to
realize
kinsmen,
children,
yet

dear not for their

own

sake but for the sake of the Self/ 7 This

is

does not appear to reach the heart of the
which
sees foes as people, valuable in their
of
compassion,
problem
the classical answer, but

own

it

right.

The two answers given by the Gita itself to Arjuna's problem
are those of duty and reality beyond delusion. The duty is to fulfil
one's caste obligation whatever it may be: 'There is no greater
for a KIshatriya than a battle enjoined by duty/ It is right to
in self-defence but under orders and in accordance
fight, not only
with one's rank. 8

good

The teaching of reality beyond illusion is that the warrior cannot
the soul, death cannot destroy that which never dies. 'If the
if the slain thinks himself slain, both of these
slayer thinks to slay,
kill

do not understand. He does not slay, nor is he slain/ The true self
imperishable, and so it does not matter what happens to the
body. This seems cold comfort, or stern morality, and there is
some deviation from it in the later ideal of harmlessness (ahimsa).
Once again the Gita contains varying points of view. 9
The ideal given in the Gita is consistent with the main trend of
who stands apart
Upanishadic teaching, of 'One unconcerned
... the same to friends and foes/ But it goes beyond this. The
Upanishads regard moral distinctions and common activities as
is

.

.

.

man who has metaphysical knowledge. But the
inapplicable to the
Gita explains that work must be done, though without attach122
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ment. Yet the yogi should have his understanding unattached
everywhere, subdue his self, expel desire. He should dwell in
little, control body and mind, neither grieve nor
and
desire,
regard all beings as alike. He is unconcerned, diinking
and
pain alike, *the same in honour and dishonour, and
pleasure
the same to friends and foes'. 10
Such a devotee not only behaves alike to friends and enemies,
but he has also 'renounced good and evil'. This is startling to
those who have been brought up in the Semitic religions. But
Radhakrishnan explains it to mean that the struggle of goodness
with its opposite has ceased and, having become absolute, 'it
ceases to be goodness and goes beyond all ethical compulsion'.
Certainly the true yogi is said to be one who has no ill-will to
any being, who is friendly and compassionate, without a thought
of me or mine, even-minded in pleasure and pain, longsuffering'. 11
There was scope here for development of compassion on the

solitude, eat

e

Buddhist model, though passively rather than actively. Dasgupta
says again: 'The altruistic ideal can therefore at best be merely a
disposition, and can manifest itself merely in a negative way, e.g.
in non-injury to any being. But a person who holds such an
individualistic notion

have any

leisure or

of salvation cannot, in

his

scheme of life,

opportunity for the doing of active good to

others/ 12

The moral and
in

social teachings

the Dharmasastras

of Hinduism

or Dharmasutras,

are rather set out

attributed

to

semi-

Manu, and embodying religious and social
mythical
which
teachings
grew up over the centimes. Dharma in this sense
means the duty and rights of men in an ideal society, and so the
moral law.
The Laws of Manu give rules of life for the three higher castes,
the twice-born: Brahmins, rulers and warriors, and merchants or
farmers. This is particularly civil and criminal law and there is
little general morality. Caste men are told to honour their relatives, both male and female. A householder should every day
thus
'place on the ground some food for dogs, outcastes and sick'
figures like

daily honouring

all

beings. Kings are told to administer justice to
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everyone, for justice is preserved by justice. Kings must also
zealously provide food for all created beings. Ascetics are exhorted
to 'patiently bear hard words
against an angry man let him
not in return show anger, let him bless when he is cursed'. In
similar vein the epic Mahabharata exhorts to 'conquer the anger
of others by non-anger; conquer evil-doers by saintKness; conquer
.

the miser by

The

.

.

13

conquer falsehood by truth'.
of
summary the law for the four castes is given by Manu
gifts;

as

from unlawfully
the
of
and
control of the
others, purity,
goods
appropriating
are the most positive and general commands. There
These
organs'.
are many others more negative and particular to the upper castes;
they do not apply to women, to the lower castes and to out'abstention

castes.

from

injury, veracity, abstention

14

The

was a social organization of great complexity
rigidity.
origins seem to have been the Aryan conquest of
the older Indian populations, and their pride in a lighter-coloured
caste system

and

Its

skin (yarna^ colour or caste). Already in the Rig Vedic hymns the
castes were said to come from the body of the
primeval

four main

man, and

we

this is

read that

repeated in the Upanishads. In the Laws of Manu
order to protect this universe he, the most

'in

resplendent one, assigned separate duties and occupations to those
sprang from his mouth, arms, thighs and feet'. The three
upper castes were honoured, especially the Brahmin whose very

who

birth
is

'is

an incarnation of the sacred law'; everything in the world
and other mortals exist through his benevolence.

his property

The duty of a man of the
meekly

fourth once-born caste was

these other three castes',

'to serve

and his very name should 'express

15

something contemptible'.
The extent to which these laws and traditions were applied
differed considerably from age to age. Women and Sudras,
though debarred from studying the Vedas and from many rituals,
yet were often devout followers of the popular devotional

cults,

and composed hymns.
The four stages of die life of a caste Hindu
expressed^certain
social duties. After initiation
(being born again) he entered the

built temples
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of a student of sacred knowledge under a teacher. That ended
he became a householder, with the duty of marrying and bringing

life

up

children.

hermit and

Only after this should he enter

the

two

final stages

of

Clearly the life of the householder was of most
importance socially. Though there was the strong trend of teaching towards renunciation, yet the role of the family man was
ascetic.

as essential.

regarded

Only

occasionally

do enlightened

men

de-

5

'we have no need of offspring . To marry and produce
children and replenish the earth was a fundamental duty, and no
less important in tropical India with its
many diseases and high
than
in
Palestine and other parts of the earth. So there
mortality
are detailed rules for the life of a householder, his marriage, religious duties, support of other creatures. If he is a Brahmin, there

clare

are

many

while he
tions,

ritual cares, for
is

eating.

an outcaste must not even look

The Brahmin may engage

at

him

in certain occupa-

provided that they do not impede the study of the Vedas

or cause pain to other beings.
The occupations to be followed, and the care to avoid taking
life, lead on to the teaching of ahimsd (from a root han, to kill),

which

is

non-killing, non-violence, harmlessness. In the Laws of
said that a twice-born man 'does not seek to cause the

Manu it is
sufferings

of bonds and death to living

creatures,

but desires the

good of all beings', and so obtains endless bliss. Because of this it
recommends restriction of the occupations in which a man of the
higher castes might engage. *A Brahmin, or Kshatriya . . shall
carefully avoid agriculture, which causes injury to many beings
.

For the wooden implement with an iron point injures the earth
and life in the earth/ 16
This doctrine ofahimsa was especially the teaching of the Jains,

who

flourished during Upanishadic times. Ahimsa was based on
the belief in the unity of all life, human, animal, plant and even
atoms of matter. Taking life even by accident brought darkness to

the soul and delayed

it

in the

upward march

to nirvana. Beasts

of

prey have very dark souls; so have soldiers, butchers and hunters.
In consequence the Jains are strict vegetarians, and many Hindus
are also though some will eat meat if they have not killed the
125
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animal themselves.
imperial rulers

much of their

who

may be Imagined what they thought of
claimed to have a superior culture, and spent

It

time hunting, shooting and fishing.

The Jains of course forbade occupations to their followers that
would involve taking life, not only hunting and butchery, but
also agriculture, lest in digging the ground some animal or insect
life be taken. To this day Jain monks brush the road before them
in order to avoid treading on insects, and wear white cloths
before their mouths to keep insects out. Self-excluded from agriculture the Jains turned to trade and, like the Jews who were prohibited

many

occupations in Europe, in time they flourished and

are often very wealthy.

But somebody must work, for mankind lives off the land, and
Hindu documents recognize this. So the third caste, the
Vaisya, is the mercantile and farming caste. Even a Brahmin may
the

if he is poor, says Manu, but
bim then he must avoid farming.

engage in agriculture
Vaisya to support

if

he has

a

The Gita speaks ofahimsa incidentally, as one of the virtues of
the religious: 'Purity, uprightness, continence and non-violence,
are the penance of the body.' And again, 'non-violence, truth,
freedom from anger, renunciation, tranquillity, aversion to faultfinding, compassion to living beings', and so on, these are 'the
endowments of him who is born with the divine nature'. 17 This
reads almost like St. Paul's

list

of the

fruits

of the

Spirit,

with a

characteristically different bias.

The importance of non-injury was to avoid defilement, to preserve one's own tranquillity, and by not taking life to remove one
barrier to spiritual progress. Fundamentally negative and selfregarding, it could lead to active compassion. Selfishness and exclusive interest in one's

own

salvation are sins

of the

spirit to

which all religious people are liable. But active concern with the
needs of others is also an outcome of religion, and this was particularly so in Buddhism. Though not always strictly vegetarian, the
Buddhist preoccupation with suffering easily took over the ideal
of non-violence and proceeded from there to active compassion.

The great Indian Buddhist emperor Asoka
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is

renowned
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for his renunciation of war, prohibition of animal sacrifice and
animal foods, building of hospitals for men and animals, digging

and planting shade-trees.
was Mahayana Buddhism which held out with such emphasis
the ideal of the Bodhisattva who, having attained enlightenment,
deferred his own nirvana until all other beings were saved. The

wells, building rest-houses
It

Indian Buddhist Santi-deva wrote a great devotional classic in
which he tried to surrender his own joy and righteousness, that

he might become the servant of the poor and enable

all

beings to

to their journey's end. 18
In Hinduism the doctrine of non-violence remained latent until

win

Mahatma Gandhi took

up and turned it with such effect to his
Taking over ahimsa from Jainism, and
it with the
combining
peaceful teaching of the Sermon on the
Mount and its interpretation by Tolstoy, Gandhi successfully
defied imperial rule by means of non-warfare. As Zimmer said,
this was a 'wizard-priest battle', waged not according to the
military textbooks but in the power of Brahman.

political and

it

religious ends.

His battle done, the abiding significance of Gandhi's work is to
be seen in the awakened social conscience of Hinduism, and also
in the Ramakrishna Mission and in the work of a new kind of
holy man like Vinoba Bhave. The traditional ideal of the yogi
working out his own salvation in solitariness and self-concern is
challenged in the cause of social justice, freedom for the outcaste,
and large schemes to alleviate the lot of the poor. But there are
many holy men who keep to the old pattern, and some who
19
openly regret the change of direction.

on Hindu teaching and practice we have
from
somewhat
strayed
simple exposition of the Upanishads and
the Gita. But the ancient dharma (law, vktue, righteousness,
religion) of the Vedas is claimed by modern Hindus as eternal
In these final words

(sanatana dharma). Great developments and changes may be made
in religious and social systems; but the ancient scriptures retain
their authority for

governing the

spiritual aspirations

127
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In the teaching of the Bible
religion is constantly related to
Deviations from this ideal are severely criticized, and the

ethics.

tendency to formalism in

ritual is attacked if it hides the moral
demands of God. With its strongly personal view of God, his law
is held to be
binding on men to the fullest degree and to extend

not only to individual actions but to the widest social justice.
The height of Old Testament teaching is characterized as
'ethical monotheism', and this was
largely the work of the writing
of
the
and
seventh
centuries B.C. So Arnos,
prophets
eighth
denouncing the enclosure systems of the new capitalism of his day,
attacked the robbers of the poor who 'have sold the righteous for
silver

and the needy for a pair of shoes'.

A

passion for social justice pierced through the covering of
formal religion with which men tried to hide their misdeeds. God,
says Amos, does not want such religion: 'I hate, I despise your

But let justice

feasts

roll

down as waters, and righteousness

as

20

a

mighty stream.'
This was taken up again by his contemporary Hosea who said
for God, 1 want mercy and not sacrifice', and even more
radically
*

a

little later

by

Isaiah,

"When you pray

I

will not listen.'

The true

'Seek justice, relieve the oppressed, judge the
fatherless, plead for the widow.' And Micah set out the ideal,
'What does the Lord require of thee, but to do jusdy, and to love
sacrifice is justice:

21
mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God?'
The prophets championed the rights of the poor, of widows
cheated of their living and orphans defrauded of their inheritance

by

the rich and powerful.

The murder of Naboth,

at the instiga-

tion ofJezebel to gain his vineyard for Ahab,

had been violently
condemned by Elijah and stood as an example for all time.
The Bible is concerned with people, with their personality and
rights. This included slaves and even animals. In the Ten Commandments the first four are duties to God, the last six are duties
to

men

set

out with religious authority.

The Old Testament teaching of 'an eye
wards

criticized as insufficient,

as barbaric,

for an eye' was afterand in later times has been regarded

though many modern
128

states

do

litde better.

For

it
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established the principle of
equality before the law, and helped to
blood
feuds.
For
prevent
injury, only an equal injury should be
exacted, the punishment should fit the crime; only one person

should be executed for one murder. There was
respect for human
life, and mutilation was not practised as in some other countries

where

a

hand might be cut off for

stealing or an eye

plucked out

for adultery.

The

of

widows and foreigners were not only maintained
rights
in prophecies but written into
legislation: *a stranger shalt thou
not wrong ... for you were
Slaves were
strangers'.

from wrongful

protected

and emancipated after seven years: 'in the
seventh year he shall go free for
nothing', fri the reform set out
under prophetic influence in the book of
Deuteronomy, and enacted by king Josiah in 620 B.C., further humane laws were
given.
Rails should be
put round dangerous house-tops, and an enemy's
trees were to be
spared after conquest. Dumb animals were to be
helped; the lost sheep must be returned, the sitting bird must not
be disturbed, and the ox should not be muzzled when
treading
out the corn. So finally Leviticus
propounds the Old Testament
ideal for social
relationships: 'Thou shalt not hate thy brother in
heart
Thou
shalt not take
Thou shalt love
thy
vengeance
injury

22

thy neighbour as thyself/
The New Testament completes

this moral and
religious development, for the Sermon on the Mount is the climax of ethical
monotheism. Out of the multitude of Old Testament and Rabbinic laws two emerge as
The first
including all the rest, said
is

the Shema, 'Hear,

God with

all

O

Jesus.

Israel

.

,

.

thou

shalt

love the Lord thy

thy heart, and with

mind, and with

man like love to
thy neighbour

all
thy soul, and with all thy
But
the
second is like it, love to
thy strength.'
God, being of the same nature, 'Thou shalt love

all

as thyself.' 23

The Sermon on the Mount goes beyond the outward action to
Not only killing, but being angry is condemned;

the inner motive.

not only adultery, but the lustful desire; not
swearing but speaking
plain truth is taught. The equal retribution of eye for eye is surpassed
i

by turning the other cheek. The old law taught forgiveness,
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but the new Gospel teaches, 'Love your enemies, do good to them
that hate you, bless them that curse you, and pray for them that
24

despitefully use

This

is

you/
taken up by Paul when he

med up

in this

thyself'.

And James

says that ail the

word, namely, Thou

shalt love

law

'is

sum-

thy neighbour

as

royal law'. But we must beware
a second Moses teaching
legislator,

calls this "the

of thinking of Jesus

as a

new

a higher and even harder law.

The new teaching must not be

fixed

and must spring from love rather than a sense of

like the old,
25

duty.

Both the teaching and the life ofJesus show a new way of dealing
evil and overcoming it. Violence is not simply to be met

with

with passive harmlessness, but with active love. 'Resist not the
one
turn the other cheek
give your cloak as well
mile
the
the
extra
lend
to
borrower/
Hatred is not to be
go
met with hatred, but with love, prayer and blessing. And all this
evil

.

.

.

.

.

is

because

God

and

is

.

does

.

.

.

it

already,

he sends

rain

on

kind to the unthankful and the

unjust,
merciful, even as

In example

as

.

.

.

the just and the
evil.

26
your Father is merciful'.
well as precept Jesus showed a new

So, 'be

ye

way of human

relationships. In his many dealings with social outcasts he was in
scorn called 'a friend of publicans and sinners', though it is his

glory now. In the agonies of death he prayed for his persecutors
and pleaded their ignorance, 'Father, forgive them, for they know

not what they do/ 27
This brought about a

and

traditional enemies.

new

attitude towards the untouchable

The

Samaritan, formerly hated by the
Jews, becomes for ever after the Good Samaritan from the teaching of Jesus. Moved with compassion Jesus touched the unclean
leper, raised the

which

widow's son, and forgave the

harlot; 'her sins,

many, are forgiven; for she loved much'. It was after
with
eating
tax-gatherers that Jesus quoted the words of Hosea,
*I desire
mercy and not sacrifice/ So it was said about him,
are

'Himself took our infirmities and bore our diseases/
Cross

it

was

rightly said

of this most

self-forgetting

saved others, himself he cannot save/ 28
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The

of

upon the followers of Jesus was very great.
an
when he was reviled, he reviled
you
example
not again, when he suffered threatened not', said Peter. And
Stephen at his martyrdom prayed like his Master, 'Lord, lay not
effect

this

'Christ left

.

this sin to their charge'.

his exhortations to the

and curse not.
peace with all men.

bless

.

thirst

give

him

.

.

.

.

This teaching was continued

by Paul

in

Romans, 'Bless them that persecute you,
Render to no man evil for evil
Be at

enemy hunger feed him, if he
Be not overcome by evil, but over-

... If thine

to drink

evil with good.' 29
So the Golden Rule of Christianity

come

is

given in the Gospels in

two forms: 'As you would that men should do to you, do ye to
them likewise'; and, 'All things whatsoever you would that men
should do unto you, even so do ye also unto them.' 30
With such strong moral teachings, inextricably mingled with its

and growing out of it, Christianity must always have a
conscience and sacrifice itself in the service of the poor and

religion
social

distressed.

As somebody has

said,

Christianity has successfully
fittest for twenty centuries,

defied the law of the survival of the

the sick and the poor. Even its enemies have recognized
Julian the Apostate admitted that Christians cared not only

by saving
this.

for their

own poor but for pagans as well;

and Gibbon attributed

the triumph of Christianity largely to its high moral standards.
With all the failings of many of its advocates, this concern for
social service has remained characteristic of the religion of Christ,

and has stimulated other
shall

religions to copy it. 'By their fruits ye
them' remains the judgement that it passes upon its
The claim sometimes made that the West has developed

know

own life.

the head but not the heart

is

disproved by the abundant social

come from the religion of Christ.
its best when it has been close to the teachhas
at
been
Christianity

works in many

countries that

ing and example of its Founder,

out in

sacred scriptures.
Today both Hinduism and Christianity are in close contact and
cannot ignore each other's teachings. This contact can be made
as set

its

they are willing to learn from each other, for neither
has a complete monopoly of the truth. It is important to learn
fruitful if
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what each teaches, and the foregoing pages have tried to expound
some of the principal teachings of Hindu and Christian scriptures.
understand each other's holy texts, we may have the
other's strivings after truth and goodness.
grace to appreciate each

When we
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